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Economic sanctions—a tool of governments—directly impact the profitability of private firms. In this way, the imposition of sanctions can create market rents for competing multinational corporations (MNCs). MNCs from the “sender” nation are at a disadvantage while firms from non-participating nations can gain competitive market positions in “target” nations. The problem is that in a global marketplace, overall firm profitability is contingent on degrees of internationalization. The absence and/or late arrival in one market can have negative nonlinear spill over effects on overall firm growth. Such an outcome can occur because fragmentation of production necessitates the building of multiple linkages that are geographic in scope. Those linkages involve not only the sender and target sanction nations, but also their regional partners. Firms that are the first to build foundational linkages in any market can control entire supply chains and co-opt backward and forward linking business partners in resisting late arrivals. Such an outcome allows for significant profit maximization because it creates market rents.

The dynamic of rent extracting and protecting in international inter-firm competition can be used to explain the political rent-seeking behavior of repressive governments. Today, Russia, Iran, Myanmar, North Korea, and the Middle East provide examples of the increasing futility of economic sanction. The book examines the industrial growth of sanctioned nations in terms of their ability to foster trade partnerships with countries
that choose to evade or not comply with sanctions. When the absence of firms from sender nations allows those “black knight” nations to find strong local market competitive advantages, incentives develop to support local political status quos.

For those reasons, the political resilience of rogue and repressive regimes is analyzed in terms of their economic incentives to remain repressive. The resilience is based on the fact that the local politicians are also the local businessmen who create systems for protecting self-interests. Growth of international production networks allows for the augmentation of not only their business opportunities, but also the rents associated with that growth. As business activity increases in the absence of competition, so does the amount of rent extraction and protection that local businessmen receive. Successful rent protection leads to strengthening economic and political leadership, because the wealth is used for creating further rents by providing economic benefits to the regime supporters. That reliance on economic rents provides strong political rents and lowers opportunities for the development of viable political oppositions.
Chapter 1

Economic Sanctions: An Overview

This chapter summarizes the extant literature on sanctions. The focus is on the evidence of sanction effectiveness that has led to their current popular use. Examined are ways to quantify sanction effectiveness historically and a discussion, if offered, of the applicability of those methods today.

Theoretical Background

The term “economic sanctions” refers to restrictions on trade and international financial assistance (Carter, 1987). Today, economic sanctions are at the forefront of international diplomacy. Their use as a means of achieving foreign policy goals has grown in popularity since the end of the Cold War (al-Roubaie and Elali, 1995; Dashti-Gibson et al., 1997; Hart, 2000). This growth is mainly due to the fact that sanctions are an alternative to military intervention. Other reasons for the popular use of sanctions today are: (1) a post–World War II awareness of the human cost of war; (2) the growing interdependence on the international economy, which has made nations more vulnerable to trade disruptions; and (3) the end of the Cold War, which has made more countries vulnerable to Western economic pressure (Rowe, 2000; Winkler, 1999).

Economic sanctions are “the deliberate, government-inspired withdrawal or threat of withdrawal, of customary trade or financial relations” (Hufbauer et al., 2009: 3). The “sender” is the country that is the primary originator of the sanctions. The “target” is the country that is the object of the sanctions (Hufbauer et al., 2009: 44). The four main types of trade limitations are: “(a) restrictions on the flow of goods, (b) restrictions on
the flow of services, (c) restrictions on the flow of money, and (d) control of markets themselves in order to reduce or nullify the target’s chance of gaining access to them” (Miyagawa, 1992: 16).

Sanctions may be intended to compel the target country to change its policies or government. They may be used as tools of punishment against the target country in two ways. One is when sanctions are implemented against the target country for specific policies it has enacted within its borders. Another way that sanctions can be used as a diplomatic tool of punishment is when their benefits are meant for specific policy outcomes in the sender nation. Sender countries can employ sanctions in order to demonstrate their opposition to the target country’s policies in regard to specific domestic constituents, its citizens at large, other potential targets, and the international community (Carter, 1987).

As a leader in world affairs, the United States often imposes sanctions on less powerful countries. In many of these instances, the tactic is a credibility tool intended to signal the government’s position to both domestic and international audiences. America uses sanctions to both demonstrate its power and uphold confidence in its position as a world leader. A combination of increasingly combative international pressures and political polarization on the domestic front compels the government to continuously prove its credibility in this manner. Therefore, the American government operates under an ever-increasing scrutiny of its willingness to lead through action. In this system, any loss of confidence resulting from the imposition of sanctions would be minimal compared to the possible harm that would result from the government’s inability or unwillingness to act decisively in the face of international discourse (Hufbauer et al., 2009: 5).

Whang (2011) explains that in America, sanctions have become a convenient tool of political muscle-flexing aimed not at solving international disputes, but rather at showing local constituents and political rivals a strong presidential leadership initiative. The results of Whang’s study indicate that the benefits of sanctions are felt directly at home in the form of both political gains and a positive effect on presidential approval ratings. However, it is unclear if America’s approval rating increases internationally.

Drury (2001) put it bluntly by stating that domestic political gain is the hard currency behind sanctions. Such gain comes in several forms. As Whang (2011) points out, for the president it can be to the effect of both higher approval ratings and building important political coalitions. This outcome occurs when increasing presidential popularity leads to political entrepreneurship from members of Congress. Attempting to maximize their own political gain, the policy entrepreneurs show willingness to ingratiate themselves with a popular president. In the process, partnerships that can lead to building valuable political capital are forged, fostered,
and cultivated. This process of building political capital has become very important in today’s polarized congressional environment.

In America, economic sanctions can be an immediate tool of presidential legislative action because of the fast track authority rule. Fast track augments the president’s power delegated to the office under Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution to conduct international trade disputes with other nations. The ambiguity of the statement puts sanctions under that scope, because they affect the direct trade of American goods and services with the sanctioned nation. Due to their authority to sign executive orders for the implementation of sanctions, presidents do not need congressional approval to impose sanctions as they see fit. The only exception is made in cases addressing disputes that deal with direct threats to national security. In those cases, the proposed sanctions are voted on by Congress within ninety days and they are either approved or rejected as proposed, without the ability of Congress to change specific terms (Kang and Greene, 1997). This provision is a safeguard against the lobbying efforts of domestic businesses that would be inadvertently hurt by the imposition of new sanctions. While it may seem like a rather long time for the deliberation of matters of national security, 90 days is considered a fairly short time period for the US Congress to act on anything, especially in the current climate of congressional partisan infighting that often leads to ideological standoffs. Kirshner (2005) argues that this polarized environment allows the president to conduct negotiations in a virtual absence of checks and balances. Both the awareness that Congress will have to vote within ninety days with the possibility of not having made any amendments, and additionally the strong possibility that even if Congress does not approve the sanctions the president will still be able to enact them by evoking the “failure to act” rule, gives presidents significant freedom to choose both the diplomatic issues and the nations with which to engage (Kaempfer and Marks, 1993). The failure to act rule allows the president to sign legislation through an executive order if he or she deems the issue to have implications for national security, even if Congress does not support the legislation. The overwhelming concern here is that, in this day and age, national security implications have become subjective, and therefore anything can become fair game for evoking the failure to act rule. The ambiguity of this provision put in place in an environment of increasing international interdependence provides a platform for augmenting presidential power. Therefore, it becomes foolish for a president not to implement sanctions. It is an immediate, easily publicized, powerful platform for showing leadership, building political capital, and creating coalitions. The United States is not alone in embracing the popular use of sanctions. The United Nation’s Security Council has also increasingly deployed sanctions toward applying
diplomatic pressure, mainly because sanctions are an easy and low-cost alternative to employing military force.

However, the effect of sanctions internationally is unclear. Recent studies show that their failure rate is relatively high. Sanctions, overwhelmingly, fail to produce their intended results, mostly because they seldom cause a change in the overall pattern of behavior of political leaders in targeted nations. Rather, sanctions can lead to unintended negative humanitarian consequences for the populations they intend to help. They are generally the marginalized and oppressed members of the targeted nation societies (de Jonge Oudraat, 2010). For these and many other reasons, there exists a disagreement over the use of economic sanctions today. Many scholars debate whether sanctions are even an effective means of achieving foreign policy goals (Galtung, 1967; de Jonge Oudraat, 2010; Doxey, 1971; Kaempfer and Lowenberg, 1988; Marinov, 2005; Pape, 1997).

The general theory of economic sanctions proposes that sanctions would result in economic hardships, which would lead to political instability, and the ultimate result would be local government compliance with the sender government’s demands (Galtung, 1967). According to this theory, the main goal of economic sanctions is to lower aggregate welfare of a targeted state by reducing international trade. The justification is that the importance of trade has become so strong that it is a viable motivator to put pressure on a target government to the degree that it would change its political behavior (Pape, 1997). Therefore, the economic effect of sanctions is the most important predictor of their success (Dashti, Davis and Radcliffe, 1997; Pape, 1997; Drury, 1998; Hart, 2000).

Supporting evidence of the theory has been found by Morgan and Schwebach (1997) and more recently by Hufbauer et al. (2009), who argue that often sanctions have an impact when they establish a significant level of economic hardship. A vein of research has found that in some cases measures of GDP growth, amount of international trade and capital, and FDI flows decline following the imposition of economic sanctions, while measures of unemployment, inflation, and debt rise (Manby, 1992; LeoGrande, 1996; Gibbons, 1999; Hufbauer and Oegg, 2005; Allen, 2008).

The degree to which sanctions affect the target economy depends on the target’s vulnerability to changes in trade with respect to capital flows, and foreign assets flows, as well as the transaction costs associated with the target’s response. Transaction costs of sanction response are the effort and resources governments must spend in finding alternative to the sender nation trading partners. The uniqueness of the target’s exports, the level of global demand for the target’s goods and services, and the target’s ability to
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evade sanctions, define the target’s transaction costs of finding alternative trading partners (Askari et al., 2005).

Special attention has been placed on foreign asset flows with respect to foreign direct investment (FDI). Hufbauer and Oegg (2003) find that on average, sanctions resulting in a 10 percent loss in FDI stock reduce a target country’s GDP by approximately 6 percent. FDI receives special attention in sanction research, in relation to foreign aid, for example, because of its interconnectivity with all trade activity. Even without an explicit ban on foreign investment, restrictions on other types of trade might cause additional indirect investment outcomes by creating an environment of political uncertainty. Political uncertainty is found to be a major deterrent of future FDI (Lensink and Morrissey, 2006).

Some research suggests that economic sanctions succeed by causing conflict or political turmoil in the target country (Kaempfer and Lowenberg, 1988; Marinov, 2005; Nossal, 1989). Conflict is defined as creating divisions between the elite and the general population, among the elites, or among both (Olson, 1979). Such divisions assist the sender in destabilizing the regime, resulting in a supposed change in leadership. This is the desired outcome, but is in fact the anomaly in real world outcomes. In most cases, conflict results and creates enough internal instability to encourage the target to bargain with the sender (Marinov, 2005). An argument also exists that even if sanctions do not result in a change in behavior of the target, they can still be considered successful if their main goal is to serve the symbolic function of signaling the sender’s disapproval of the target’s behavior and policies (Hovi et al., 2005).

Despite the high failure rate, economic sanctions have been successful in some cases. Links have been made between sanctions and the overthrow of Rafael Trujillo in the Dominican Republic in 1961, Salvador Allende in Chile in 1973, Idi Amin in Uganda in 1979, and Jean-Claude Duvalier in Haiti in 1986, and hastening the end of apartheid in South Africa (Carter, 1987). Case studies have illustrated the successful economic impact of sanctions in Nicaragua, South Africa, Iraq, India, and Pakistan that did not necessarily result in the overthrow of dictators, but still contributed to reaching the diplomatic goals of the United States. For example, in 1981 the United States imposed economic sanctions against Nicaragua that blocked trade and suspended foreign aid. The costs of the Contra War in the late 1970s and the economic policies adopted by the Sandinistas had already contributed to the country’s poor economic conditions, and the addition of sanctions had a significant effect in causing further economic hardship. LeoGrande (1996) shows that as a result of sanctions in 1985, Nicaragua’s GDP had decreased by 5.9 percent and inflation had increased
dramatically. By 1988, its GDP had fallen by one-third and the standard of living decreased significantly. In South Africa, Manby (1992) estimates that economic sanctions led to a 7 percent drop in imports between 1985 and 1989. For the period between 1985–1990, sanctions and disinvestment cost the country approximately $20 billion.

Al-Roubaie and Elali (1995) show that sanctions against Iraq resulted in a 9 percent decrease in GDP. The direct impacts were reflected in decreased export earnings, decreased national income, an increase in unemployment, and increases in the price of goods and services. In 1998, the United States imposed economic sanctions on India and Pakistan. Morrow and Carriere (1999) find that during the first few months following the imposition of sanctions, there was a reduction in capital flows to India. In Pakistan, private inflows ceased almost entirely and the Pakistani rupee depreciated significantly. The authors show that GDP growth decreased by 3 percent and the stock market fell by more than 34 percent when compared to other Asian markets.

As with most diplomatic tools, when it comes to sanctions it is seldom an all or nothing scenario (Hovi et al., 2005; Hufbauer and Oegg, 2003). In a comprehensive study on the effectiveness of economic sanctions, Hufbauer et al. (2009) examine 174 cases of economic sanctions in order to determine when they result in the achievement of foreign policy goals. The authors find sanctions to be at least somewhat successful in 34 percent of the examined cases. The general findings of the literature on sanction success conclude that the likelihood of success depends on country specific conditions such as the economic health and stability of the target, the relationship between sender and target, regime type, and the types of policy goals sought by the sender (Dashti, Davis and Radcliff, 1997; Drury, 1998; Hart, 2000; Miljkovic, 2002; Hufbauer et al., 2009).

Theoretical Gaps From Changing Realities

The period after World War II saw major growth in the development of the academic literature on sanctions. As noted, their increased rate of implementation, particularly after the Cold War, has led to some researchers questioning their newly popular use. The concerns mainly have to do with the effect of unilateral sanctions, that is, sanctions imposed by one nation, given the impacts of globalization. As early as the 1970s, and to this day, arguments are put forth that as a tool of diplomacy, the efficacy of sanctions may be diminishing in an increasingly globalized world because the economic leverage of any one country,
even that of the United States—historically the largest economy in the world—has decreased (Doxey, 1971; Pape, 1997). As economies become more interdependent, it becomes easier for nations that are being sanctioned to minimize penalty impact by finding alternative trading partners and investment sources. Such partnerships become viable options to trading with America because of the fairly recent aggregate economic growth in the developing world.

Historically, the world economic balance had been centered in the West with America’s power dictating international trade policy and flows. However, since 2002, the impressive growth of the economies of the East and South has changed global economic power dynamics (Anguelov, 2014; Kaplan, 2010, Zakaria, 2011). As a result, increasing numbers of studies have focused on the limitations of sanctions. Many of these studies offer evidence not only of limitations, but also of sanction ineffectiveness (Choi and Luo, 2013; Early, 2009, 2011; Kaempfer, Lowenberg, and Mertens, 2004; Kozhanov, 2011; Peksen, 2009; Whang, 2010; Wood, 2008).

Whang (2010) examines data on sanctions, mostly championed by the United States, imposed between 1903 and 2002 in a multitude of nations, and finds that the overall success rate has been very low. The main reason is, as de Jonge Oudraat (2010) succinctly puts it, sanctions do not cause change in the political behavior of the governments in target nations. For such a change in political behavior to occur, the ruling regimes must feel challenged by local political descent against the policies that have resulted in the sanctions. A clear opposition must develop and that opposition must gain critical mass in popularity. However, because sanctions disproportionately mobilize the political power of the ruling regime, that scenario almost always fails to come to fruition.

An important reason for this failure is that even the most repressive regimes have local support. When sanctions are imposed, those in power feel threatened and respond by augmenting their level of repression in an effort to stabilize their ruling position. Government leaders increase the protection for core supporters who aid in suppressing popular dissent. Wood (2008) explains this dynamic and offers supporting empirical evidence of the proliferation of such behavior in all sanctioned nations in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. A unifying feature in those examples of sanctioned nations is the presence of a government leader with a strong personality, be that a dictator or a popularly elected figure. Through charismatic rhetoric such leaders can, and as Wood (2008) explains often do, in fact use sanctions as opportunities for self-promotion. Standing up against the sanction, the sender nation is presented as an act of patriotism and bravery. Because of this dynamic, when a leader enjoys established popular support, sanctions simply become tools for strengthening that support. Kaempfer,
Lowenberg and Mertens (2004: 40) describe such support as the “rally around the flag effect.”

Taking into account the events of the recent past, including international diplomatic contention as a result of the tragic events of September 11, 2001, Choi and Luo (2013) offer alarming, but very compelling evidence that in the current climate of international terrorism, sanctions actually beget more terrorism. The reason is that the impact of a sanction falls most intensely on the poor, and so often sanctions can lead to increased levels of desperation and a heightened propensity to engage in crime and terrorism. In a related line of analysis concerning rogue political action in sanctioned nations, Peksen (2009) offers evidence that sanctions also negatively impact freedom of the press in targeted nations, which is one of the many liberties they are supposed to improve. The author shows that the stronger and more multilateral the sanctions are, the more negative their impact is on overall freedom of the press. The explanation for this counterintuitive outcome again lies on the ability of local governments to present their contentious policies as patriotic acts of defying foreign imperialism. It is through the means of propaganda and impassioned rhetoric created to justify their policies that targeted governments use the manipulation of the media to control unrest as economic conditions deteriorate. Any opinions or information viewed as divergent from the official local government position is seen as a serious threat and is dealt with forcefully.

As Whang (2010) explains, the overall conclusion that can be drawn from the literature on sanctions is that they are more likely to be successful when the issue at stake is important, when the sender and target are allied, when the target’s domestic institutions are more democratic to begin with, and when the target’s economy is dependent on the sender’s. Increasingly, those assumptions are being challenged. Today the issues that result in sanction deployment—such as the national sovereignty of the Ukraine, the nuclear capabilities of Iran and North Korea, or the genocide in Syria—are very important and yet the imposed sanction measures in all of those cases seem to be frustratingly ineffective. Furthermore, in not a single of these cases are the sender and the target allied in anyway. If anything, just the opposite is happening in the magnitude of ideological discourse and therefore, level of diplomatic alliance. It can also be said that in Russia, Syria, Iran, North Korea, and Cuba the domestic institutions are very much non-democratic. But most importantly, as Whang (2010) states—the importance of economic dependence on the sender nation is challenged. The mitigation of economic dependence on the sender nation is explained by the “black knight” phenomenon. Black knights are nations that offer alternative economic partnerships to targeted nations, and in that way, limit the effect the sanctions have on the targets.
For example, Kozhanov (2011) explains that the main factors undermining American sanction against Iran, are the trade partnerships Iran is cultivating with its regional Islamic partners, Russia, and China. Not only are those two nations undermining the sanctions, but also their defiance serves as a signal to other nations. The reassurance that there are alternative trade options gives such nations impetus to seek tactics to skirt sanctions that can range from outright defiance to less subtle evasive maneuvers. Such maneuvers can take the form of conducting business with firms in sanctioned countries through intermediaries and international affiliates. This ability to shift economic interaction through lengthy and fragmented international production and trading networks even allows firms from the sender nation to circumvent sanctions. In the case of Iran, American conglomerates like Halliburton, Coca-Cola, and General Electric continued to do business with the country through their subsidiaries in other nations despite the sanctions (Kozhanov, 2011).

Today’s black knights are an established and powerful force. They are growing the fastest in both economic and political clout, and they are showing increasing defiance towards sender nations. Most importantly, they are strategic in their defiance. Black knights understand that sanctions offer the opportunity to seize valuable market shares, establish preferred production and political platforms, and in that way cartelize entire industries. As an example, Quraeshi, Luqmani, and Yavas (2013) offer detailed description of instances in which sanctions harm American business interests as well their domestic and international partners. That negative impact often has political ramifications, and therefore sanctions cause negative political effects with spillover characteristics. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 track that process and explain its lasting impacts.

Enter the “Black Knights” . . . and the “Gray Knights”

In analyzing black knight behavior, the main focus for Askari et al. (2005) is rooted in transaction costs. Transaction costs are associated with operational difficulties encountered by firms throughout the conduction of business. They increase in cases where firms exert both time and effort on establishing new operations, finding new customers, and convincing these customers to purchase their goods and services. Therefore, transaction costs mainly arise during the expansion of production, innovation initiatives, and market proliferation. The costs are contingent to novelty—be it the novelty of innovation with respect to producing new things, or the
novelty of changing market scopes and ranges. During such instances of new production and market activity, at the firm level expenditure of time and effort has a direct link to loss of revenue (Williamson, 1973, 1981). Much like in economic analysis, the explanation of transaction cost in political behavior associated with sanctions focuses on the ability of a target to minimize the transaction costs of finding alternative sources of trade and finance (Askari et al., 2005). A significant decrease in such transaction costs lowers a target nation’s vulnerability to economic sanctions.

As already noted, a core factor that can aid in lowering the transaction costs of searching for trade alternatives is the presence of one or more black knights, which are third party nations eager to provide assistance to the target country (Drury, 1998; Hufbauer et al., 2009). Significant research has been devoted to employing the black knight concept as a variable since the seminal work of Hufbauer, Schott and Elliot (1990), in which it is coded (Chan, 2009; Croco and Teo, 2005; Drezner, 1999; Lektzian and Souva, 2007; McLean and Whang, 2010; Nooruddin, 2002; Pape, 1997; Potocki, 2011; Slavov, 2007). The first recorded instances of nations acting as black knights date back as early as the 1950s. Since then, the incidence of black knight behavior has notably increased (Early, 2009, 2011).

Black knights have been defined as fairly significant trade partners that, to some degree, must be considered adversarial to the sender nation. That adversity could be based on the underlying issues behind the sanctions, or it could be based on other existent diplomatic tensions. In the case, that these nations are actively engaged in diplomatic discourse with the sender nation, a black knight will use sanctions as an opportunity for pugilism, looking to augment its subversion against the sender nation.

For instance, during the Cold War it was the Soviet Union that played the role of the black knight leader whose purpose was to counteract American and Western sanctions. However, with its demise, instead of losing support, sanctioned nations have found opportunities to continue defying policies of nonengagement. In certain cases they find opportunities for trade with the sender’s supporters. For example, after the dismantling of the Soviet Union, firms in Cuba originating from Canada, Mexico, France, and Spain, moved in to fill the void, bringing with them “western” technology, modernization, and a higher level of efficiency in operations than their previous Russian counterparts had been able to manage (Early, 2009).

These nations also ushered Cuban trade into a free market platform through the establishment of joint ventures and the creation of an internationally compatible financial system. Previously, over 70 percent of Cuban trade had been with the Soviet Union at preferential prices and barters. The USSR conducted the majority of trade in such a way, shielding its
Eastern Bloc partners from global currency pressures and ensuring convenient industrial development that would most closely complement its own industrial needs. For example, it supplied its partners with metals, energy inputs, and industrial equipment. In Cuba, the bulk of barter exchange came in the form of two products—nickel and citrus. The nickel sustained Cuban metallurgic production, which provided essential employment opportunities for the Cuban manufacturing sector. The citrus exported to the USSR supplemented not only direct consumption, but also employment and development in the Soviet prepared foods and chemical industries as its extracts were used for nondurable production (Leogrande and Thomas, 2002). When Russia’s economy was redeveloped in the early 1990s, trade with Cuba decreased significantly. During that time, according to Leogrande and Thomas (2002), Cuba adjusted by allowing foreign direct investment joint ventures where up to 49 percent of ownership could be with the foreign investor. This policy change led to the attraction of Spanish, Mexican, Canadian, and Italian MNCs in manufacturing and services. Also, Japanese and Belgian financial firms joined the well established Canadian financial firms that had chosen to set up operations in Cuba during the Cold War. With their support Cuba was able to renegotiate its foreign debt, increase its borrowing, and ramp up the loss of exports to the former USSR. Since then the Cuban economy as managed to continue its trade expansion by reaching out to other Latin American nations with adversarial US attitudes, such as Venezuela, as well as the larger international market. On October 11, 2014, a New York Times editorial explained the legacy of Cuban trade augmentation, offering a chronological list of the policy changes toward trade liberalization the Cuban government has taken, as well as data on trade cooperation and partnerships with nations other than the United States. The article uses these policy developments as examples for a call to end sanctions. On December 17, 2014 US president Barack Obama and Cuban president Raul Castro made the announcement that both nations are to normalize relations. The embargo is set to end, and President Obama specifically stated in his speech that economic sanctions against Cuba had been ineffective and it is for that reason that America will pursue alternative paths for diplomatic solutions in its relationship with Cuba.

With respect to black knight nations in the context of Cold War legacies, after the dismantling of the Soviet Union, its trade relationships largely remained. During the transition period of the 1990s, the former Soviet Republics remained tightly linked economically, as did the former members of the entire Eastern Bloc (Aslund, 2002). As their economies restructured, their natural trade partnerships relinked to new sources of commerce, and general economic growth ensued in the recent past, with
Russia emerging as a strong successor to the former USSR, both ideologically and economically. So today the former Soviet Union is back as Russia, acting both as a black knight, and as an extension of its former Soviet adversarial legacy. In recent years, Russia has systematically and predictably opposed many international US initiatives that deal with security and economic issues. It supports Iran and North Korea in their nuclear quests; it supports Syria in its internal dealings with the antitotalitarian opposition; and has applied economic and diplomatic pressure on former Eastern Bloc nations to prevent them from joining NATO (Charap, 2014; Shleifer and Treisman, 2011).

Under presidents Putin and Medvedev, Russia has defined three main policy objectives. First and most importantly is boosting economic growth (Shleifer and Treisman, 2011: 125). The other two objectives are: (1) the fostering of friendly relations with neighboring states that by definition are former communist nations undergoing a period of transition, and (2) improving internal security with respect to minimizing separatist ethnic sentiments that lead to local Islamic acts of terrorism. The first policy objective of achieving economic growth can help in tackling the remaining two goals.

Former communist nations maintain strong trade connections with Russia. In many cases they enjoy preferential trade agreements in commodity exchange that allow for importing Russian energy inputs at subsidized prices (Åslund, 1994, 2002; Moraski and Giurcanu, 2013; Sachs et al., 1994). This fact led to the natural gas disputes with Ukraine that escalated in 2009. As the major tenant of the dispute, Russia demanded that Ukraine stop reselling the natural gas that was purchased under preferential status to West European nations at world market prices (Hubert and Ikonnikova, 2011). Insiders posit however, that Russia did not exactly demand that Ukraine stop the resell. Arguably more strategically, it instead demanded a portion of the profits (Aron, 2013; Schmidt-Felzmann, 2011). The Ukrainian refusal resulted in a standoff. Justification of the Ukrainian position was the explanation that its overall economic well-being depended on that dynamic because it was still a transitioning economy that needed such crutch policies. The West supported Ukraine, hoping to not only demonstrate good will, but to aid toward overtures to have Ukraine join NATO and the European Union—two outcomes that Russia strongly opposes (Charap, 2014).

On the heels of the territorial disputes of 2014, Russia and Ukraine reached a deal on the pricing of natural gas and the repayment of the gas debt in October of that year. The fact that a deal was reached after months of economic sanction activity is worth explaining with respect to
sanction effectiveness, particularly when the target is one of the world’s most notorious black knights.

In February 2014, internal Ukrainian unrest ousted President Victor Yanukovych—a pro-Russian leader with totalitarian policies on economic, political, and social issues. On the pretext of protecting the well-being of ethnic Russians in the Ukraine, Russia sent military troops to the border region of Crimea. Under criticism of aggression, Russia staged a referendum asking the population of Crimea if it wanted to join Russia. The official results, which the West does not accept as legitimate, indicated that 96 percent of Crimean voters agreed to become federal subjects of Russia.

Both America and the European Union disputed the outcome and threatened to use strong economic sanctions in retaliation, unless Russian forces retreated from Crimea. Stating the American resolve to put economic pressure on Russia, President Barack Obama said at a press conference on July 20, 2014 that if Russia continued its “current path, the costs on Russia will continue to grow.” Russia continued in its cause, successfully defying the mostly symbolic at first, then gradually increasing in severity sanctions, while America and the European Union did not follow up with their threat to cause significant economic damage.

When it came to the actual threat of a cold dark winter, after months of sanction muscle flexing, political sanction rhetoric diminished. Russia did not make any concessions in its aggression toward Crimea. America and Europe on the other hand did, by way of abandoning their critical position of the legitimacy of the results of the Crimea separation referendum in favor of efforts to halt the further deterioration of relations with Russia. Emboldened, Russia renewed its military demonstrations, which many caution can mean preparation for a future invasion. On November 12, 2014 NATO officials confirmed allegations by Ukrainian military leaders that Russian tanks and man power were crossing into Ukraine despite international accords. The Ukrainians charged that Russia was preparing for a military offensive.

Put simply, Europe and America agreed to accept the legitimacy of the election results and in turn allow Russia to keep power over Crimea. Europe brokered a deal to directly help insolvent Ukraine with IMF funding to handle its natural gas debt burden to Russia. This deal ensures that gas pipelines going through its territories toward the rest of Europe will keep flowing at current volumes and prices until the end of March 2015.

It is not just natural gas, but gas and oil dependence that give Russia its power over Europe. Since 2007, 67 percent of natural gas consumed in Europe has come from Russia, as has 69 percent of oil (Shleifer and Treisman, 2011). In the fragile and stagnant European economy, such
dependence affects not just the consumption through fuel use in heating and transportation, but in all economic activity. Decreasing access to fuel can result in rising energy prices. Rising energy prices mean rising production costs—an outcome Europe cannot bear in the face of modern global competition for its manufacturing exports.

The above mentioned dynamic is an example of how energy exports are the most powerful tool of modern Russian diplomacy. Much of the total energy consumption in the transitional economies of the new European Union is dependent on the preferential price policies and trading platforms that remain unchanged from the time of the Cold War. For example, 48 percent of natural gas consumed in Poland comes from Russian imports. In Bulgaria, the figures average over 97 percent. The total natural gas consumption of the Baltic States comes directly from Russian sources (Shleifer and Treisman, 2011).

Modern Russian economic growth is contingent on the country’s ability to expand the number of markets for its natural gas and oil exports (Shleifer and Treisman, 2011). Unsurprisingly, its main overtures are toward ideological allies such as China and India, but they additionally target also the rapidly growing Eastern European nations that have been newly admitted as members of the European Union. By default, Russian and European economies intersect in Eastern Europe, giving Russia considerable diplomatic power. The relationship has grown in reciprocity, as Russia is in turn a major market for EU products. As the Russian economy grows, so does Russian consumption, opening new possibilities for exporting to Russia. For example, over 300,000 tons of dairy products are exported from EU nations to Russia. Overall agricultural exports to Russia totaled $16 billion in 2013, which is 12 times the volume American market options offer. In the recent sanction standoff, the West was made to evaluate the scope and severity of sanctions against Russia for its invasion of Crimea, forcing Europe to face the fact that it could not find alternative markets for its dairy exports and many other products. For such reasons, the sanction dynamic was one of rhetoric and threat, with little actual legislative action. Legislative actions came in the form of targeted sanctions, such as visa bans and asset freezes of certain individuals and their business holdings.

The European Union’s main website offers a list of the legislated actions taken against Russia. It includes a “reevaluation” component of bilateral trade summits. In terms of direct economic sanctions, there is a prohibition of exports. However, it only applies to certain sectors, and only if those exports originate in Crimea and Sevastopol without authorization of the Ukrainian government. Overall, Russian exports to the EU continue unrestricted. The visa bans only affect a hundred or so individuals, and
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there is no clear evidence of any impact of the supposed asset freezes of the counted, but not named, 23 business entities.

As the discussions concerning the sanction stretched from the spring to fall of 2014, the rhetoric of observers, journalists, and analysts focused mostly on the limitations of sanction options. The trivial by comparison implementation of travel bans, suppression of specific investments in Russian state-owned financial enterprises, as well as the seizing of arms sales were accompanied with a great deal of showmanship, especially from the United States. The West spoke in retaliation with these actions, criticizing Russian aggression and vowing to not allow the invasion of sovereign territories, but it did little to act. Economic concerns of European nations took precedence and the diplomatic action became one of “urging” the Russian government to stop its military involvement in Crimea.\(^1^5\)

With the magnification of globalization, the redevelopment of the Soviet Union into the rapidly growing and increasingly pugilistic Russia, the equally impressive growth of China, and more and more examples of Western allies either not supporting or choosing to support sanctions in name only, are becoming more evident. Such instances of nonsupport can take a direct form, as in the previously mentioned Cuban example, where most notably Canada—the US’s largest trading partner and diplomatic supporter—chose not to join in the sanctions. Also, indirect nonsupport can occur when nations exploit sanction loopholes. Governments can officially impose sanctions, but vagueness in legislative language or exemptions can provide opportunities for firms to circumvent actual implementation. In these instances, a new stratum of “knights” emerges—those that are not all black, but rather gray. Gray knights can be allies who outwit or get around sanctions to engage in trade with the receiver nation. Gray knight behavior is evident in the case of Iran.

In 2006, the US imposed sanctions that had to do with the sale of oil, but failed to specify restrictions on the sale of equipment or “investments” in equipment for the Iranian oil and gas industry or petrochemical plants (Khozanov, 2011). The Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) of 1996 permitted the US President to take measures against foreign companies that invested more than $20 million during a 12-month period in the development of Iranian oil and gas fields. However, the act excluded the sale of industrial equipment for oil refineries and petro-chemical processing from its provisions. Therefore, companies from Western Europe continued to sell equipment to Iran, rendering the goals of ILSA fruitless. The specific aim of ILSA is stated as to impede the development of the Iranian oil and petrochemical sectors. These two sectors are the backbone of the Iranian economy, and its closest link to the energy sector, which was the official reason for Iran’s quest for nuclear technology. According to Khozanov
(2011), who offers a thorough chronology of the Iranian sanction rounds, the United States failed to persuade the Western European nations that had joined the sanctions to stop exploiting the language loopholes and stick to the sanctions by not selling industrial equipment to Iran. Even when Western European nations agreed, their East European counterparts, who often imported the equipment from Western Europe, did not. Equipment sales continued, as did the steady growth of Iranian oil and petroleum exports. In 2011, the US and EU agreed to impose a new round of sanctions with stricter provisions. The sanctions went into effect in early 2012 and according to Van de Graaf (2013) had an immediate impact because oil exports fell by $40 billion by the end of 2013. However, it is unclear if it was the sanctions that led to the drop in revenue or the overall trend of falling global oil sales and prices. According to the Monthly Oil Market Report, from Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries’ (OPEC) between 2012 and 2013, overall oil exports decreased from an average of 32,000 barrels a day to less than 28,000. At the same time, the price of Brent Crude also decreased from an average of $111 per barrel in 2012 to $104 by the end of 2013. Based on those averages, Bloomberg.com estimates that Iranian oil export revenues fell by 30 percent because of lower prices and slowing global demand. The analysis says nothing of a decrease in revenue as a result of tighter sanctions.

The cases of Iran and Russia are just two recent frustrating outcomes of the ineffectiveness of sanctions. More evidence of current day sanction failures comes from areas in which China, America’s main modern day economic counterpart, thwarts US sanctions. One of the strongest examples of black knight behavior comes from China’s continued support of the military regime in Myanmar during the 20 years of American and Western Europe imposed sanctions. Since the onset of sanctions in 1988, China had been a supporter of the military regime and officially adopted a “good neighbor” policy towards the country (Kudo, 2006). Among that policy’s major benefits for China were—the signing of extensive trade and arms agreements, and the securing of exclusive development rights to natural resource projects. In return, China backed Myanmar diplomats in supranational governance disputes at the United Nations by deflecting criticisms of the military regime and its policies (Roy, 2005; Haacke, 2006; Rarick, 2007). In addition, at the time Russia also expressed support for the military government of Myanmar (Rarick, 2007), and since then has increasingly shown an interest in deepening economic and political partnerships with the country. These two major world powers were not the sole perpetrators of such black and gray knight actions, as other Asian nations, including Thailand, India, Singapore, and Japan, continued to strengthen diplomatic and business relations with Myanmar while
American sanctions were in place (Khine, 2008; Steinberg, 2001; Roy, 2005; Seekins, 2007; Egreteau, 2008).

The United States had urged these countries to join the sanctions against the regime, but they defied American pressures and continued to pursue their own economic agendas (Allen, 2008; Egreteau, 2008; Haacke, 2006; Khine, 2008; Kudo, 2006; Steinberg, 2007). In 2007, Myanmar formally reestablished ties with North Korea after signing an agreement to renew diplomatic relations. Former US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton expressed concern over military links between the two countries after evidence emerged that the military junta may be trying to acquire nuclear technology from North Korea. After the lift on sanctions, it is evident that those friendships continue to drive Myanmar’s international trade.

The Human Rights Watch offers an examination of the lack of political reform in Myanmar in light of the fact that the 2014 East Asia Summit was held in the country. Leaders of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and other Asian countries conducted a series of meetings in October 2014 to discuss regional strategic growth initiatives with respect to economic and political cooperation. The point of the Human Rights Watch story was to urge world leaders to pressure the Myanmar government to follow through with implementing the reforms it had promised, such as revising the 2008 constitution that was passed under the former military regime. The constitution was designed and implemented under Thein Sein, who for more than a decade has been on the world’s list of top dictators. He is now the newly elected president of Myanmar who continues to defy local efforts to amend the constitution he created. In 2011, championed by strong complaints from the Indonesian Foreign Ministry, ASEAN delayed its final decision to allow Myanmar to resume the 2014 ASEAN chairmanship. The official statement declared that it would be unwise to give the chairmanship to Myanmar until genuine democratic reforms were implemented. The delay in decision was a symbolic gesture of appeasement mostly for Indonesia’s sake. As a signal of disapproval to Thein Sein, it only backfired, showing that he could unscathingly stand up to international pressures.

Myanmar assumed the ASEAN chairmanship without making any signs toward implementing policy reforms. The mere gesture that Rangoon was the chosen site for the summit, despite the fact that its government had not complied with international accords to implement institutional changes, is a telling sign of the efficacy and legacy of sanctions. It indicates international support for the current economic policies and governance of Myanmar. The issue is that those policies, and those that are presently governing the country, are the same as during the sanction years. Members of the old regime hold over 80 percent of parliamentary seats. Since the time
the sanctions were lifted and because the Burmese constitution requires 75 percent majority to implement new legislation, no such legislation has officially been passed that would lead to improvements in institutional, business, or human right issues. The Human Rights Watch charges that post sanctions, the regime continues to act in a business as usual manner, consistent with its past policies and unflinching in resolve. Despite these facts, Myanmar was allowed to lead the ASEAN summit, indicating that ASEAN member nations are either compliant with the current lack of progress, or even worse, support it. If indeed the interpretation is that ASEAN nations support existing institutional arrangements in Myanmar, then the question is why? A possible explanation for such, as stated, “support” can be traced to strong direct economic benefits. Twenty years of sanctions have allowed Myanmar’s regional partners uniquely protected positions in its resource-rich market. During the US led sanctions much wealth was created in trade with Myanmar, and the benefactors of that wealth seem eager to continue holding on to the benefits sanctions have provided.
This chapter examines why US sanctions against Myanmar did not produce results for 20 years and continue to make an impact four years after they were lifted. That impact is political, manifesting in the government’s continued unwillingness to comply with international demands, even if those demands were the very conditions for dismantling the sanctions.

Sanctions in a One-Way Power Balance World

Myanmar has been a military dictatorship since 1962, when General Ne Win overthrew the democratically elected prime minister U Nu (Steinberg, 2001). After gaining independence from Britain in 1948, Myanmar, then officially named Burma, started off as a parliamentary democracy. Ethnic divisions and the domination of the ethnic Burmans over the 135 other minorities in the country made a rocky start for the new nation. The largest of those minority groups—the Karen, Shan, and Rakhine—formed a vocal opposition to the domineering Burman policies that discriminated against them in politics, as well as in social and economic opportunities. The strife came to a bloody clash in 1962, when General Win led the first in a series of military coups. The parliamentary government and leaders of ethnic minority political groups were arrested and jailed. For ten years the country was run as a dictatorship with disregard for its constitution and with repression of ethnic peoples, particularly in the border regions.
In 1972, General Win allowed for peace talks with political parties and ethnic rebel groups, but when the talks turned into political action, he unilaterally rejected them to form a multiparty system again. Then, in 1974, he forcefully nationalized all private firms and established the Burma Socialist Programme Party (BSPP). The party became the sole political body in the Burmese parliament, backed by the 1972 draft of the constitution, written by the general himself. Ne Win abolished any democratic features of the extant constitution and his new draft announced the beginning of the “Burmese Way of Socialism,” redirecting diplomatic overtures toward the Soviet Union (Ganesan, 2001).

The policies in the new constitution legitimized the absence of free elections, dismissed the need for equal political and social representation of ethnic minorities, and cemented the power of the military by concentrating all legislative and economic activity in its hands. Economically, the policies were isolationist and restrictive to foreign investment, turning Burma into a command state (Maung, 1970). Such policies typically exist in postcolonial governments in the region as a legacy of anti-imperialist sentiments (Ganesan, 1999, 2001; Jewitt, 1995). The sentiment driving this policy direction is best summed up in this quote from the major indictment of the Revolutionary Council:

The Union was dominated by the feudalists for over a thousand years, by the foreign empirialists for over a hundred years, and by the landlords and capitalists after it had gained independence. (Maung, 1970: 538)

This statement explains the general ideological aversion to capitalism and foreign economic exploitation. Such an ideology is a legacy that defined most socialist transitions in postcolonial nations (Maung, 1970). With the transition to a command economy, foreign ownership was disregarded. However, selling to foreigners was not.

Contrary to the passionate antiforeign rhetoric of the Revolutionary Council, Burmese trade patterns at large did not shift toward the Communist world from their historic Western orientation. Trade was not restricted in terms of exports, and the military regime started amassing significant wealth through the exports of teak, rubies, and rice (Stifel, 1971). Stifel (1971) analyzes export patterns and notes that despite the anti-Western government propaganda, exports to the West did not decrease. Overall trade with Communist nations originally increased, but fell down to pre–1962 levels toward the end of the 1960s.

In the 1970s, Burmese exports continued to grow, increasing significantly with India in particular—a nation that had strengthened its ties with the Soviet Union as a result of its British colonial past. The
materials exported were now ores, minerals, and lumber, a change from their historical legacy of rice and tropical fruit (Thein, 2004). Imports also increased, primarily consisting of components and parts used in local assembly to create and grow the centrally planned domestic manufacturing sector. These policies did not bode well for the people of the country, but favored the military regime that managed all trade (Thein, 2004). It gave the regime total control of the economy and, in doing so, isolated its profitability from market competition. As is often the case, such policies led to economic hardship for the general population of Burma. Consequently, significant food shortages and general economic destitution led to massive protests in 1988. Students, intellectuals, and monks led the protests. A visible opposition movement emerged and its enigmatic leader Aung San Suu Kyi captured the attention of the world.

A young, energetic woman embodying democratic progress, Suu Kyi headed the National League for Democracy (NLD) party. In the summer of 1988, mass demonstrations calling for democratic reform brought hundreds of thousands to the streets (Rarick, 2006). The military responded to the protests by killing and arresting thousands of participants. By the end of September 1988 a military junta, the State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), was established to rule over the country (Holliday, 2011). Following these events in early 1989, the new military government changed the country’s name to Myanmar.

In effect this regime change constituted another military coup, much like the one in 1962. The leaders of the demonstrations were arrested, and many killed. At this time the already strained relations between the United States and Myanmar began to deteriorate further. After holding general elections in 1990, SLORC refused to hand over power to the winning party, Suu Kyi’s National League for Democracy, and Suu Kyi was placed under house arrest (Rarick, 2006). In the summer of 2009, Suu Kyi was put on trial and sentenced to 18 additional months of house arrest after a court found her guilty of violating security laws, when a US national swam to her home.³ Aung San Suu Kyi remained under house arrest until November 13, 2010.⁴

Following the 1988 military coup, the United States refused to recognize SLORC as a legitimate government. America imposed sanctions in the form of an arms embargo, and terminated it moderate nonhumanitarian economic assistance (Steinburg, 2007). These sanctions did little to effect the repressive Myanmar regime. Mounting evidence of human rights abuses and ethnic cleansing led the United States to implement additional sanctions in the 1990s.⁵

In 1989, the Myanmar government had reached cease-fire agreements with most ethnic insurgents. However, along the borders armed ethnic
opposition groups remained active. These groups recruited soldiers from the Myanmar military, and were so successful that they lead to significant desertion rates, particularly of ethnic Karen soldiers. The desertions led the junta to break its cease-fire with the separatist Karenni National Progressive Party (KNPP) in 1995. It launched an on-ground military offensive. South (2011) explains that the military attacks had two main goals. One was to prevent further desertions or other internal army dissent by instilling fear in the army’s ranks. The other noted goal was to minimize the support KNPP had in local villages. In 1996, the military began brutal attacks, and reports allege that the military forcibly relocated hundreds of villages and tens of thousands of Karenni civilians, committing atrocities such as public retaliatory killings and mass rapes. As a result of these tragic events, US president Bill Clinton signed Executive Order 13047 under the Foreign Appropriations Act. It banned new investments in Myanmar by US companies or individuals. Round two of sanctions began.

Regardless of the new sanctions, the military dictatorship seemed unfazed. It governed the country with little regard for international human rights codes or any rule of law. For example, The Human Rights Watch reported in 2004 that torture of prisoners, extrajudicial killings, forced labor, child labor, and human trafficking were common in Myanmar, where an estimated 70,000 of the country’s 350,000–400,000 soldiers were children. The military forcibly recruited most of them. According to the Assistance Association for Political Prisoners in 2009, there were over 2,100 political prisoners, including monks, students, elected members of parliament, and lawyers, in jails throughout Myanmar. It is also argued that under the military dictatorship Myanmar had become a center for organized crime groups involved in the illegal trafficking of humans, drugs, wildlife, gems, timber, and laundered money (Wyler, 2009). The Trafficking in Persons Report published by the US State Department has repeatedly designated Myanmar a “tier 3” state, indicating that the country does not meet minimum standards for combating human trafficking. Then and now, victims are trafficked both internally and regionally, and junta officials have been directly involved in trafficking, forced labor, and the recruitment of child soldiers. Myanmar is also routinely included in the US government’s list of major drug transit and illicit drug-producing countries. It is one of the world’s top producers of opium, heroin, and methamphetamines. It accounts for 80 percent of all heroin produced in Southeast Asia and is a leading source of heroin destined for the United States. Myanmar is also the second largest producer of opium in the world, after Afghanistan (Wyler, 2009).
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These facts made Myanmar an international adversary to the West, but not to those nations that during the sanction years, and still today, exhibit anti-Western sentiments. Both in terms of Western definitions of human rights and equitable and fair market behavior, certain nations showed support for the repressive military government through diplomatic and economic cooperation.

As already discussed, China had been a supporter of the military regime during the sanction years. It continues to be the major trading partner with Myanmar today. During the most adversarial period of the sanctions, with the highest evidence of abuse and brutality, China continued to back Myanmar’s government in all disputes that resulted in UN resolutions (Roy, 2005; Haacke, 2006; Rarick, 2007). After the collapse of the USSR, its successor Russia continued the historic friendly relations with the Myanmar military regime (Rarick, 2007). As already discussed, other major Asian economic powers—Thailand, India, Singapore, and Japan—maintained their diplomatic and business ties with Myanmar while American sanctions were in place, allowing Myanmar to remain and integrate into the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) (Egreteau, 2008; Khine, 2008; Roy, 2005; Seekins, 2007; Steinberg, 2001). All the while, American calls to those nations to join the sanctions went unanswered (Allen, 2008; Egreteau, 2008; Haacke, 2006; Khine, 2008; Kudo, 2006; Steinberg, 2007).

The above-mentioned studies on countries that evaded the sanctions against Myanmar, explain that there are economic incentives for those countries that cannot be easily discounted. For its close Asian neighbors, richly endowed Myanmar offers natural resource input options without comparable substitutes. The proximity and volumes of trade in valuable inputs make neighboring countries eager to take advantage of this reality, in which there is both ease of access to commodities and relatively low costs. Low-cost transportation using the third world infrastructure of developing Asian nations made movement of goods very slow and inefficient (Bougheas, Demetriades, and Morgenroth, 1999). Furthermore, the willingness of the regime to offer beneficial deals to these Asian countries made sourcing products there cost-effective in relation to other countries. These cost savings were of such magnitude, and so effectively used by the Myanmar government as an incentive to attract business from countries willing to stand up to the West, that they made it hard for the West to gain economic cooperation
from key Asian nations (Alamgir, 2008; Ewing-Chow, 2006; Gebert, 2013; Shee, 1997; Wyler, 2009).

Myanmar is resource abundant, boasting extensive natural gas fields, teak forests, and mines containing precious gems (Fujita et al., 2009; McCarthy, 2000; Steinberg, 2001; Turnell, 2008). For example, Burmese rubies are so known for their fine quality that they have earned a special classification—pigeon’s blood rubies—because of their deep and dense blood-red color. They are the highest quality rubies, and some of the most famous gems exhibited in museums as pieces of world art are made using rubies and other gems from Myanmar. For centuries, the Mogok valley in the upper part of the country has been the world’s main source for rubies. It is known as the “Valley of Rubies” and is noted as both the original source of industrial ruby production as well as the only place in the world where “royal” blue sapphires, again named for their unique color, are available (Walsh, 2011; Shor and Weldon, 2009). To this day, of all the rubies mined and commercially used in the world, 90 percent come from the Mogok valley. Thailand imports most of them (Hilson, 2014; Hose and Genser, 2007; Wyler, 2009).

Such natural resources and their large volumes available for commercial development have made access to Burmese commodities important in the manufacturing-intensive regional Asian economy. As Southeast Asia, in particular, moves up in terms of industrialization, the main export categories in Myanmar have changed. Agricultural exports, which traditionally dominated export volumes, have gradually diminished in favor of commodities and energy exports. For example, Turnell (2008) estimates that Myanmar’s natural gas fields hold over 500 billion cubic meters of reserves, assessed to bring in over $2 billion annually for the next 40 years. The author posits that because of the sanctions, only one American firm has had any stake in the numerous pipeline projects, which have been divvied up among the French, Thai, Japanese, Malay, Chinese, Korean, and Indian firms. China is said to be the biggest benefactor signing exclusive development rights for natural gas and other natural resource projects.

As China’s economic power grew in the 2000s, its role in the region became progressively more important. As an increasing number of countries chose to do business with China and its trade partners, arguments against the wisdom of economic sanctions against Myanmar amplified. The main argument expressed that continuing the sanctions had hurt US business and strategic interests (Rarick, 2007). Decades of prohibiting US firms from entering and/or expanding in the Myanmar market allowed nonamerican companies to take advantage of local trade and investment opportunities. Roberts (1997) warned that leading economists have argued that the sanctions only disadvantage US oil companies
and benefit their French and British competitors. Furthermore, Khine (2008) argued that the sanctions minimize American diplomatic influence in the region, potentially harming US strategic interests by weakening ties with ASEAN nations and tipping the regional balance of power toward China.

The Unintended Consequences of Sanctioning From Protecting Business Interests

Niksch and Weiss (2009) show that US sanctions against Myanmar had gone from slight to very strong, from 1988 to their end in 2010. During the first decade of the sanctions, their severity was minimal. They only impacted military sales. It was not until 1997, that the first round of sanctions really restricting economic activity was put in place because that round affected private American firms.

Prior to 1997, when President Clinton prohibited US entities from further investing in trade with Myanmar, sanctions only affected Myanmar’s business interests with respect to the American government. The 1988 sanctions prohibited the sale of military equipment to Myanmar and ended nonessential humanitarian aid, but legally allowed private US businesses to continue engagement with Myanmar. Of course, those businesses had to follow the rules of the military controlled local economy, which had serious restrictions on foreign property rights. Still, business was possible through local intermediaries and joint venture partnerships, as long as business operations were acceptable to the Myanmar regime. It is no wonder then that, for ten years those sanctions did not put any pressure on the regime to change its policies. As already discussed, all business entities were owned by the regime because in 1962 the Revolutionary Government of the Union of Burma (RGUB) nationalized all private trade. It established the Government Trade Council through which all trade was conducted (Stifel, 1971). Therefore, as business with the Trade Council continued, so did the regime’s repressive rule until the atrocities against the border tribes in 1996. Then, the second round of sanctions came into effect, but the regime still continued its defiance, eventually leading to more American sanctions.

Niksch and Weiss (2009) chronologically track three distinct rounds of gradually magnifying sanctions. They are:

1. Period 1 of no, or symbolic, sanctions, affecting only military sales and fairly low amounts of foreign aid from 1987 to 1997;
2. Period 2 of sanctions prohibiting further investment but providing a platform for the maintaining of existing operations and assets from 1998 to 2003; and


To examine why sanctions needed to be tightened gradually, one should focus on how the regime absorbed their economic impact. The most common way to assess the overall national economic performance is through analyzing changes in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Prior research on sanctions has used GDP as a measure, and studies have found that effective sanctions result in a significant decrease of GDP (Dashti et al., 1997; Drury, 1998; Hart, 2000). In order to judge effectiveness of economic pressures from the sender government, the decrease needs to be contingent to the loss of trade. For that reason, the following regression tests are offered as examples of how GDP values can be influenced by sanctions. In the case of the Myanmar Official Exchange Rate (OER), it is examined during the sanction rounds with respect to how general trade metrics affected it. OER GDP is a good measure to employ when studying overall economic performance during sanctions because its value is derived from the price of the local currency. Fluctuations of demand for the currency affect the valuation of OER GDP and therefore, OER measures would capture trade impacts directly because their value is tied to international demand and volume of trade in Burmese products. A query into what factors influenced the amount of OER GDP in Myanmar during the sanction rounds is offered here, based on data from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) database. The following explanatory variables of trade intensity are evaluated with respect to OER GDP:

1. Total net exports—the value of total exports less total imports for Myanmar in a given calendar year. Growth in exports has been linked to industrial development in developing nations and growth in GDP (Baharum and Ataharul, 2010; Chow, 1987).

2. Total net exports to the US—value of total US exports leaving Myanmar less the value of total US imports entering Myanmar.

3. Total FDI net inflows—the value of foreign yearly purchases of productive assets such as factories, mines, and land. FDI inflows data is presented on a net basis, with a negative sign indicating disinvestment. Prior research on the relationship between economic growth and foreign direct investment has found a positive relationship between FDI inflows and overall economic growth (Dritsaki, et al., 2004; Chowdhury and Mavrotas, 2006; Ozturk and Kalyoncu, 2007).
4. Total official net financial flows—the value of total net disbursements by the official financial sector at large in Myanmar. Total official financial flows include grants, loans, and other transactions such as official export credits, official sector equity and portfolio investment, and debt reorganization. Overall foreign financial flows are associated with positive economic growth by complimenting domestic financial resources and enhancing existing production capabilities (Chenery and Strout, 1966; Papanek 1972; Asteriou, 2009). Additional research has found that when aid is separated into loans and grants, loans significantly increase GDP growth, while grants do not (Quazi, 2005).

5. Total long-term debt—amount of debt that has an original or extended maturity of more than one year, is owed to nonresidents, and is repayable in foreign currency, goods, or services. Long-term debt includes public debt, privately guaranteed debt, and private nonguaranteed debt. Prior studies have found a statistically significant negative relationship between debt and economic growth (Fosu, 1996; Geiger, 1990).

Data on total net exports, total FDI net inflows, total official net financial flows, and total long-term debt come from the UNCTAD. Data on total net US exports come from the International Monetary Fund Direction of Trade Statistics database (DOTS). All dollar amounts are reported in millions of current US dollars.

First, to examine the relationship between trade and investment with the US and Myanmar’s economy, the explanatory variables are regressed against Myanmar GDP in two time series analyses. Due to limited data, the regression results are presented as diagnostics on which further analyses of variance are based. Degrees of freedom problems arise in multiple regression tests where the parameter estimates are high in relation to individual observations, and therefore the coefficients need to be shrunk (Tibshirani, 1996). However, Derksen and Keselman (1992) show that increasing the sample size does not affect the results, therefore the results are offered here as an example of an investigative method to seek the presence of statistical relationships rather than to interpret the coefficients, as regression analysis is aimed to do.

The first linear regression test allows for observing the impact of time. The approach is based on the methodology of Greene (2008, Chapter 21) and Wooldridge (2009, Part Two). When studying time series data of economic indicators, the individual observations are expected to show similarities across time, which is particularly the case with metrics such as GDP and exports because their fluctuations on yearly bases are incremental. This fact is due to capacity constraints and platforms of economic activity.
that vary little from year to year because they are based on economic states that are most reliant on each previous year. In other words, annual decreases or increases of GDP, exports, imports or debt, are based on the success of economic activity in the prior year. If business was profitable, economic activity is expected to increase. If business was not, a decrease is feasible. Therefore, a time effect can be useful to observe because it can indicate how yearly operations impact growth through time. Furthermore, the capacity constraint limits the possibility of variability on yearly bases. Therefore, the numbers of individual observations tend to exhibit high level of similarity, and therefore, low level of change from year to year.

Some statisticians argue that when examining change over time, time effects are factors that are sometimes necessary to observe in order to study trends and their change (de Boef and Keele, 2008; Greene, 2008; Wooldridge, 2009). In the case of FDI, observing time effects might be useful because the decision to invest is contingent on existing assets in the target market. Amounts are also subject to prior investments, as there are natural and political impediments to operational expansion. FDI net inflows denote the balance of annual assets to liabilities, schedules of foreign acquisitions, and their levels depend on the decision of expansion and divestment based on assets accumulated in previous years. A similar argument can be made for exports because their amounts depend on market share, which is also contingent on existing market presence, and decisions and/or possibilities of market expansion. Table 2.1 shows the results of an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total net exports</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.50***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total net exports to the US</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total FDI net inflows</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>1.59**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total official net financial flows</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total long-term debt</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−8227.86</td>
<td>3528.19*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. &gt;F</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Official Exchange Rate GDP represents the market value of all final goods and services produced within the nation in a given year. Level of significance is represented by the following symbol: p < 0.1^, p < 0.05*, p < 0.01**, p < 0.001***
ordinary least-square (OLS) regressing without implementing a time effect control.

The results suggest that total net exports and total FDI net inflows significantly contributed to the annual growth of Myanmar’s GDP. Total net exports to the United States does not seem to have been a contributing factor, which implies that despite dropping exports to America, Myanmar was able to increase its GDP by finding alternative export markets. Furthermore, the positive and statistically significant relationship between GDP and total FDI net inflows suggests that despite the sanctions Myanmar was able to attract foreign investment from nations other than the United States in such amounts as to contribute to notable economic growth.

Table 2.2 provides results for the same analysis while controlling for time effect. King (1986) argues that a time effect violates the independence assumption of linear regression and therefore should always be controlled. The control method is the addition of a lagged dependent variable. This approach allows for more conservative estimates by assuming that each observation is independent (King, 1986). In other words, the mathematical calculations treat each individual observation as independent of the preceding value in the prior time increment.

The results here also suggest that total exports were the most important predictor of Myanmar’s annual GDP growth from 1987 to 2007. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total net exports</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.62**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total net exports to the United States</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.22^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total FDI net inflows</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>1.99^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total official net financial flows</td>
<td>−2.62</td>
<td>6.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total long-term debt</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged GDP</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−1023.93</td>
<td>1883.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. &gt;F</td>
<td>&lt;0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Official Exchange Rate GDP represents the market value of all final goods and services produced within the nation in a given year. Level of significance is represented by the following symbol: p < 0.1^, p < 0.05*, p < 0.01**, p < 0.001***
major difference is that net exports to the United States now show statistical significance at the 0.1 level. The relationship is positive and to explore it further an analysis of variance technique is employed. Compared are the means of each variable over three separate time periods. Time period 1 represents the symbolic sanction years from 1988 to 1996; period 2 represents tighter sanctions, restricting market expansion from 1997 to 2003; and period 3 represents trade prohibition from 2004 to 2007. Although the sanctions did not end until 2010, 2007 is the last year with available data.

The analysis of variance shows that counterintuitively the second round of sanctions increased both total exports and export to the United States—the very thing they were supposed to decrease. The contribution to GDP growth with respect to both those export categories also significantly increased. To understand why gradually increasing in severity sanctions produced exactly the opposite of their intended effect, it is important to put each sanction round in the context of the different economic interests impacted.
Chapter 3

Myanmar’s Sanction Legacy: The Results of Nonengagement

Nikolay Anguelov and Kristin Bryant

This chapter tracks the three sanction rounds against the military regime of Myanmar through longitudinal analyses of variance of trade metrics. The discussion focuses on why despite tightening sanctions Myanmar experienced economic growth and what specific sectors grew the most. Due to improving trade and diplomatic relations with its rapidly-developing Asian neighbors, Myanmar was able to mitigate sanction effects to the point of running an impressive trade surplus. These facts built significant wealth for the ruling regime and lowered the incentives for the government to comply with sanction demands.

Pressuring Myanmar

As already noted, American legislative action restricting trade with private US firms in Myanmar started with the 1997 Executive Order 13047 issued by President Clinton under the Foreign Appropriations Act. It banned new investments in Myanmar by American companies and citizens. Existing US operations in Myanmar were allowed to continue to do business as long as they did not expand. Seeing no impact, in 2003, President Bush signed the Burmese Freedom and Democracy Act, which banned the importation of most products from Myanmar into the United States. This addition mandated all firms, American or otherwise, to cease bringing any product into the United States that had Burmese origins. However,
exceptions existed for certain commodities, such as jade and others, for which a US entity could benefit as long as the Myanmar exporter did not show evidence of ties to the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC). The Burmese Freedom and Democracy Act also authorized the president to freeze the funds or assets of government officials or individuals holding senior positions within the Myanmar government, as well as deny visas and entry into the United States to former or current leaders of the Myanmar government or the Union Solidarity Development Association (USDA). The association de facto acted as a political party whose members were involved in local government. Through its 320 township associations, its membership had grown to over 20 million by the time the Burmese Freedom and Democracy Act was signed. In addition, the act required the US government to vote against the extension of any financial assistance to Myanmar by international financial institutions. President Bush also signed Executive Order 13310, which banned the export or reexport of financial services to Myanmar by US entities and prohibited US citizens and companies from approving, aiding, or supporting a foreign party’s investment in Myanmar and purchasing shares in a third-country company, if that company’s profits result mainly from the development of resources in Myanmar.

Possibly because of those sanctions, or a combination of their effect and bad central management, in 2007 Myanmar faced a serious fuel shortage. The military junta dramatically increased fuel prices in August, 2007. The increase led to protests and the CIA reported that thousands of citizens rallied in peaceful demonstrations against the regime. Again, the military brutally suppressed the protestors, killing at least 13 people and arresting thousands. As a result, President Bush signed Executive Order 13448, which granted the Treasury Department the authority to impose specific targeted sanctions on persons responsible for human rights abuses or public corruption within Myanmar—a broad classification under which arguably all government officials fell. In addition, Executive Order 13448 allowed for the levying of sanctions on individuals who provided material and financial backing to those persons directly responsible for human rights abuses. A year later, in 2008, President Bush signed the Burmese Jade Act, which prohibited the importation of all Burmese jade into the United States.

To track exactly how trade was restricted Niksch and Weiss (2009) argue that each round of sanctions must be examined in magnitude, in terms of exactly what economic activity was sanctioned and in what way. Following that call, analyses of variance are employed here to see how under each sanction round the main economic sectors of Myanmar performed with respect to their contribution to GDP.
Economic Growth Despite Increasing Sanctions

During the sanction years GDP in Myanmar increased. Figure 3.1 offers a graphical representation of that increase.

The time period coinciding with the military actions against the ethnic tribes across the border in 1996–1997 interrupts the overall rise. It appears that the beginning of the second round of sanctions in 1997 caused GDP to decrease sharply, but that decrease only lasted for one year. GDP started to rise again in 1998 and its growth rate spiked in 2001. In 2002, GDP declined for a year, then in 2003 it showed a slight growth rate. However, it escalated in 2004 as the final and most restrictive round of sanctions took effect. It is interesting to note that at the beginning of each round of sanctions GDP decreases for a year, but then it recovers and its growth rate escalates. To examine the reasons for such rapid recovery a comparison of net exports and net exports to the United States only is offered in figure 3.2. When sanctions restrict trade in the export-dependent local economy, they cause the government to find alternative partners. Therefore, the aggregate amount of exports would be denoted if (a) such partners indeed were found and (b) if they offered significant purchasing alternatives for Myanmar inputs to limit sanction impact. Net exports refer to the balance of exports

![Figure 3.1 GDP, 1987–2007. Change in the value of GDP over time.](image)
minus imports. Figure 3.2 denotes imports below the 0 level on the x-axis as downward pointing bars.

In the beginning of the first round of sanctions, exports and imports remain fairly close to each other and in negligible amounts. Then, as instability increases in 1995, imports increase significantly. This could be due to the increasing import of military equipment as well as food, as local food production would have been impacted by the military clashes in the agrarian countryside. At the same time, exports to the United States also start a period of increase. As the rate of that increase escalates, so does the decrease of imports in the context of a trade balance. From a net importer, Myanmar becomes a net exporter as the sanctions increase in intensity.

Total net exports to the United States grew between 1992 and 2001 with the largest increases coinciding with the implementation of sanctions in 1997. As already discussed, these sanctions banned new investments in Myanmar by US companies or individuals. However, they did not impact existing operations, and it appears that exporters to the United States may have responded to the sanctions by increasing export volumes. Then, in
effect, the second round of sanctions caused the opposite outcome of economic pressure—substantial economic growth.

A possible implication is that sanctions affecting future operations may be perceived as a signal to local and foreign businesses in the target nation that the future may bring further business uncertainty. Then, a conceivable response by producers would be to ramp up production, if capacity permits it, to maximize profits in order to prevent any further political action from affecting their business interests. In this case, the sender nation erroneously assumes that FDI inflows, that is, additional investment, will produce the desired economic pressure in the target nation because of loss of the possibility to expand business. Inability to expand business operations is not necessarily a loss. This is the case in developing nations because market entry for new firms, and/or expansion of existing operations and facilities for firms already on the ground, carries high transaction costs (Buckley and Ghauri, 2004; Jung and Marshall, 1985; Ozturk and Kalyoncu, 2007). Businesses carefully weigh decisions of additional investment (Chowdhury and Mavrotas, 2006). Often expansions are sporadic and, in certain underdeveloped nations, even rare because of local capacity constraints. Even, if a business is willing to invest further in a market, it may not be able to do so due to limitations of inputs, infrastructure, supply chains, local supply networks, and manpower.

Matters of efficiency concern firms in high-transaction cost economic environments because of uncertainty. Possible future difficulties create incentives to optimize operational capacity for each entity to maximum levels in order to maximize profitability while business opportunities allow. In that context, the first round of sanctions would not have impacted US business partnerships in Myanmar at all since it allowed those businesses to carry on operations with existing assets. Then, sanctions would have affected American firms in Myanmar by not altering incentives to scale down existing business volumes. A normal reaction from firm management would have been to continue doing business as usual, just not expand further. It is reasonable to assume that most of those businesses operated at sufficient profit margins. If anything, the sanctions might have stimulated better management to improve short-term profitability. To illustrate the magnitude of trade with the United States at the time, figure 3.3 shows how important exports to America were in relation to other nations.

Exports to the United States comprised 17 percent of total Myanmar exports, second only to trade with Thailand, and closely followed by exports to India. With all the evidence of Chinese support, up until 1997 China accounted for only 11 percent of Myanmar’s export market. The data shows that during the first round of sanctions Myanmar’s export composition had a mostly Western orientation. Additionally, the main
Asian export markets were also liberal democracies with open-market economic structures.

When the second round of sanctions took effect, exports to the United States decreased from 2002 to 2004 as President Bush banned the importation of products of Burmese origin into the US. These sanctions affected American firms in Myanmar that exported directly to the United States. However, they still did not affect those firms’ exports to other nations. A US entity could still export products completely or partially made in Myanmar, and/or from Burmese inputs, to anywhere but the United States. Furthermore, profits from those operations could be repatriated back to America. The outright prohibition of such repatriation did not come into effect until 2007, which is after the time frame examined here.

As figure 3.2 shows, exports from Myanmar to the United States cease in 2005, while exports to the rest of the world increase dramatically, resulting in an impressive surplus, in fact the first such surplus in Myanmar’s postcolonial history. The surplus and a significant, positive relationship between total net exports and GDP, noted in Chapter 2, show that Myanmar was able to decrease its vulnerability to American sanctions

Figure 3.3 Major trading partners, 1987–1997. The percentage of net exports to each of Myanmar’s top ten trading partners for the years 1987–1997 (IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics database).
by finding viable alternative export options. This fact not only supports earlier arguments that in many cases third party “black knights” weaken sanctions (Askari et al., 2005; Hufbauer et al., 2009), but also indicates how powerful such black knight support can be. As already noted, China was Myanmar’s strongest ally and trading partner. Figure 3.4 shows the market share of other trade partnerships by nation and how it changed during the sanction years.

Interestingly, China remains Myanmar’s third largest export market, but its share of all exports decreases from 11 percent to 9 percent. Figure 3.4 indicates the most important black knights were Thailand and India. Additionally, a significant amount of trade was directed toward other nations that supported sanctions in the United Nations Security Council, such as Germany and the United Kingdom, but exports to those nations do not cease. Their exports decrease, but it is unclear whether the decrease is due to sanctions or due to more attractive options available in the growing regional economies.

In addition to exports, much of the literature points to the importance of foreign investment in generating economic growth (Dritsaki, et al.,

![Figure 3.4](image)

**Figure 3.4** Major trading partners, 1998–2008. The percentage of net exports to each of Myanmar’s top ten trading partners for the years 2004–2008 (IMF, Direction of Trade Statistics database).
Economic Sanctions vs. Soft Power

2004; Chowdhury and Mavrotas, 2006; Ozturk and Kalyoncu, 2007). With respect to sanctions, the most compelling empirical evidence comes from the panel data analysis by Hufbauer and Oegg (2003), which found that sanctions prohibiting FDI have a significant, negative effect on the economy of the target country. Table 3.1 shows the difference in means among the three sanction periods in net FDI for Myanmar. The graphical representation is a plot of a Tukey Kramer analysis of variance test. The x-axis is separated into three segments, each representing the individual sanction rounds. The y-axis shows the amount of FDI net inflows in millions of US dollars. The width of the diamonds spans the length of each sanction period. The height of the diamonds indicates the 95 percent confidence interval around the mean value of FDI net inflows.

Table 3.1  Myanmar FDI net inflows in the three sanction periods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7845.27</td>
<td>3922.6</td>
<td>0.0775</td>
<td>0.9258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>860591.68</td>
<td>50623.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>868436.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer Hsd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level – Level</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std Err Diff</th>
<th>Lower CL</th>
<th>Upper CL</th>
<th>p–Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 – 1</td>
<td>44.86667</td>
<td>116.1873</td>
<td>−253.195</td>
<td>342.9285</td>
<td>0.9215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 – 1</td>
<td>26.45000</td>
<td>133.1092</td>
<td>−315.023</td>
<td>367.9227</td>
<td>0.9785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – 3</td>
<td>18.41667</td>
<td>145.2341</td>
<td>−354.161</td>
<td>390.9939</td>
<td>0.9912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the circles indicate dispersion of range around the mean for the combined periods. Each circle represents an individual round of sanctions.

The data indicates that the mean FDI amounts remained around $300 million through each sanction period. The variability of amounts received changed. In period 1, FDI ranged from insignificant to close to $900 million. In period 2, the lowest amount was $200 million and the highest $720 million. In period 3, the upper bound decreased as the most FDI received in a calendar year was $490 million.

Although, mean total FDI net inflows decreased following the implementation of US sanctions in 1997, this decrease was not significant. The same is true for total official net financial flows. Table 3.2 shows their impact during the sanction periods:

Table 3.2  Myanmar total official net financial flows

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27751.75</td>
<td>13875.9</td>
<td>1.8297</td>
<td>0.1891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>136506.06</td>
<td>7583.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>164257.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of variance

Mean comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer hsd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>–Level</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std Err Dif</th>
<th>Lower CL</th>
<th>Upper CL</th>
<th>p–Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>74.21212</td>
<td>44.19694</td>
<td>−38.586</td>
<td>187.0099</td>
<td>0.2401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70.54545</td>
<td>50.84626</td>
<td>−59.223</td>
<td>200.3134</td>
<td>0.3681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.66667</td>
<td>56.21265</td>
<td>−139.797</td>
<td>147.1305</td>
<td>0.9977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total official net financial flows differ from FDI net inflows accounting for foreign aid, loans, grants, export credits, and other monetary yearly gains. They are examined because the second sanction round stopped most direct foreign aid from the United States to Myanmar. The implications of the fact that official net financial flows did not significantly change through the sanction periods suggests that foreign aid benefits were either not that important or easily replaced with alternative sources of finance. Therefore, in relation to total net financial flows, more importance lies in focusing on FDI, because it indicates willingness of both the Myanmar government and its international trading partners to enter into investment arrangements despite the transaction costs of sanctions. Such costs include possible loss of favorable trading platforms with the sender nations, if they choose to implement punitive trade policies in response to noncompliance with sanctions. Another form of such transaction costs can be the fact that FDI by definition is dependent on the unpredictability of the military regime. Its restrictive property right granting policies, with respect to majority ownership of enterprise, mandates that majority stakes remain with the Burmese portion of the business. Even with such impediments, FDI inflows increased slightly from 2004 to 2007, mainly due to large Thai investments in hydropower projects in Myanmar in 2005 (Zhao, 2012).

It must be stressed that the estimates analyzed here are relatively conservative because total FDI net inflows into Myanmar might be underreported. McCarthy (2000) explains that FDI inflow data reported by the Myanmar government do not include flows resulting from substantial Chinese investments in manufacturing, mining, and infrastructure projects in the northern part of the country, near the Chinese border. Khine (2008) analyzes FDI flows in Myanmar and shows that by 2008, 89 percent of all inward FDI came from Thailand, 4 percent came from China (on paper), 4 percent from the UK, and the rest from India, South Korea, and Singapore, each responsible for 1 percent of total inflows.

Based on such evidence an attempt is merited to disaggregate investment intensity by industrial sectors. The goal is to gain insight about which economic activities grew during the sanction years and how their growth contributed to the overall economic prosperity of Myanmar. Because of the general underdevelopment of the country, as noted by the literature on the local economy examined in Chapter 2, it is reasonable to posit that any industrial growth would be contingent on international trade partnerships. Seeing which sectors grew most with respect to the overall economy would offer insight into which product sectors were most
valuable to the black knight trading partners that were behind the strong growth of exports.

Understanding structural dynamics of the time can help see the creation of the economic foundations that sustain the regime’s continued commercial control today. To that effect, analyses of variance for each of the three sanction periods are conducted with a focus on value added to GDP by industry for the five largest industrial sectors of the Myanmar economy: (1) agriculture, hunting, forestry, and fishing; (2) wholesale, retail trade, restaurants, and hotels; (3) mining, manufacturing, and utilities; (4) transport, storage, and communications; and (5) other industrial activities. The categories are ranked in descending order based on the monetary value added to overall GDP. In addition, the construction sector is analyzed because of its importance to infrastructure development. Definitions for each category come from the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities, Rev. 3.1. Data for value added to GDP by industry comes from the United Nations National Accounts Main Aggregate database.

As a category, agriculture, hunting, forestry, and fishing comprises the commodity export legacy of Myanmar. As already noted, rice, tropical fruit products, and teak are among Myanmar’s most valuable commodities. Table 3.3 combines the graphical representation and summary statistics of change in that category for the three rounds of sanctions with respect to its contribution to GDP.

The results indicate a strong and increasing contribution of growth in that sector to overall GDP. The interpretation is that since most of the population remained poor, and previously examined evidence suggests high incidence of famine and increase in food prices, agricultural production contributed to GDP with respect to exports not through impact in local consumption. This fact suggests that the Myanmar government chose to starve its people and create food shortages in the country while continuing to increase agricultural exports.

The analysis of the second largest industrial sector—wholesale, retail trade, restaurants, and hotels—indicates that services as a whole became more important to overall GDP growth, particularly in the last period of sanctions. Table 3.4 illustrates how the sanction rounds impacted the service sector’s contribution to overall economic growth.

The fact that services became an increasingly important contributor to GDP in the third round of sanctions can best be explained in conjuncture with the results of the third-largest sector of the economy—manufacturing, mining, and utilities.
Table 3.5 illustrates its change and contribution to GDP. The analysis indicates that both sectors contributed significantly more to GDP in the third round of sanctions when the United States prohibited trade. Both sectors are examined together because of their interdependence. The contributions of manufacturing, mining, and utilities to GDP growth can only be observed when efficient wholesale and trade platforms exist. They are at the core of all trade. Without such efficient platforms, output cannot be moved profitably and its increase would not result in overall economic growth, but rather in waste from direct and transaction costs, which would result in economic decline. The fact that both the service intensive and the manufacturing and extraction intensive sectors performed in a similar manner is an example of how contingent they are to each other for growth in Myanmar. Additionally, the fourthlargest sector—the transportation
Table 3.4 Value added to GDP by wholesale, retail trade, restaurants, and hotels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F Ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5768594</td>
<td>2884297</td>
<td>5.0737</td>
<td>0.0179*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10232572</td>
<td>568476</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16001167</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of variance

Mean comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer Hsd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std Err Dif</th>
<th>Lower Cl</th>
<th>Upper Cl</th>
<th>p–Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1386.341</td>
<td>440.2258</td>
<td>262.813</td>
<td>2509.869</td>
<td>0.0146*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1191.417</td>
<td>486.6879</td>
<td>–50.690</td>
<td>2433.524</td>
<td>0.0614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>194.924</td>
<td>382.6561</td>
<td>–781.677</td>
<td>1171.525</td>
<td>0.8677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant.

sector—showed a similar pattern. Table 3.6 shows how the transportation, storage, and communications sector impacted the GDP growth of Myanmar during the sanction years.

The increase in contribution to GDP is strongest in this sector. In each round the contribution increased significantly. Like the other sectors, the third round caused the highest jump in sector value. The reason being that the growth of all other sectors is contingent on efficient transportation. The results suggest that during the sanction years the Myanmar government invested in transportation infrastructure, supported the overall operations management and supply chain management segments of the economy, and had efficient logistics management policies. The aggregate dollar numbers suggest such efficiency. In sanction period 1, the sector added negligible value to GDP. In sanction period 2, the value had grown
Table 3.5  Value added to GDP by mining, manufacturing, and utilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3175263.4</td>
<td>1587632</td>
<td>31.2479</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>914536.6</td>
<td>50808</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4089800.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer Hsd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>−Level</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std Err Dif</th>
<th>Lower Cl</th>
<th>Upper Cl</th>
<th>p–Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1034.886</td>
<td>131.6084</td>
<td>699.000</td>
<td>1370.772</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>847.583</td>
<td>145.4986</td>
<td>476.247</td>
<td>1218.919</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>187.303</td>
<td>114.3976</td>
<td>−104.658</td>
<td>479.264</td>
<td>0.2562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant.

to half a billion dollars. In period 3, it averaged just under a billion and a half, on equal par with the mining, manufacturing, and utilities sector. Another important implication is that during the period Myanmar’s economy diversified and changed in nature from labor-intensive closed format to service-intensive and relatively more open format. Logistic services and the other service sectors, comprising the wholesale, retail trade, restaurants, and hotels category—the second largest value contributor to the overall economy after agriculture, husbandry, and forestry—indicate movement of goods and people beyond Myanmar’s borders. The average income levels of the local population could not sustain local purchasing power in numbers strong enough to result in capital formation in billions of dollars. According to the World Bank’s database, World Development Indicators, Myanmar’s gross national income per capita, the metric most
Table 3.6  Value added to GDP by transport, storage, and communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3682076.0</td>
<td>1841038</td>
<td>41.1002</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>806289.8</td>
<td>44794</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4488365.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant.

often employed to indicate purchasing power of the average citizen, ranged from $400 a year in the 1990s to $910 a year in 2008. According to the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), over 37 percent of the people in the country live below the official poverty line, which Gentilini and Sumner (2012) estimate to be below $1.25 a day, suggesting even lower levels during the sanction years. Those numbers make it among the poorest countries in the world in terms of its ability to internally generate economic growth. For those reasons the above examined value added to GDP metrics can only be as high as they are if their value comes from the purchasing power of the external economic exchange, that is foreign trade. Those metrics also depend on overall infrastructure expansion in critical as well as hard infrastructure, such as roads, dams, and power plants. All of those
Table 3.7  Value added to GDP by construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>479771.25</td>
<td>239886</td>
<td>27.2844</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>158256.75</td>
<td>8792</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>638028.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean comparisons for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer Hsd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>–Level</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std Err Dif</th>
<th>Lower CL</th>
<th>Upper CL</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>404.2500</td>
<td>54.74748</td>
<td>264.525</td>
<td>543.9745</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>306.2500</td>
<td>60.52562</td>
<td>151.779</td>
<td>460.7213</td>
<td>0.0002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98.0000</td>
<td>47.58799</td>
<td>–23.452</td>
<td>219.4523</td>
<td>0.1269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant.

assets by definition need to be constructed and therefore, table 3.7 offers an analysis of the construction sector.

The construction sector shows a similar but stronger gradual pattern of change. During each round its contribution to GDP grew significantly. In the other sectors in the majority of cases the growth between periods 1 and 2 was insignificant, while the growth in period 3 was the main contributor to the changing averages. The fact that in construction in each round the growth rate is strong and the number amounts are at a particular level, also indicate that the centrally planned economic policies of the military regime prioritized infrastructure development. In most free market cases growth in the construction sector does not necessarily indicate government policy support for the creation of infrastructure. It is generally correlated
with the growth of the housing market. However, in a closed underdeveloped economy where the average citizen has neither diverse needs nor financial options to make purchases in housing, a growth in construction suggests government direction in building structures other than housing.

In a free market economy the largest contributor to the construction sector growth is new home construction or private commercial building. Infrastructure development still has importance, but displays incremental annual growth. In managed economies, particularly underdeveloped ones such as Myanmar’s during the sanction years, growth in construction by definition is not reliant on private homes or private commercial real estate development. Therefore, it is mostly contingent on government-created capital projects such as roads, ports, dams, railroads, or government-owned factories and other production facilities. Construction growth can also come from projects owned by foreign companies, but because at the time FDI did not significantly increase, a link cannot be established between construction growth and foreign firms building new facilities in Myanmar. These facts suggest a carefully managed government support for infrastructure development for aiding trade platforms.

Another particular aspect of the underdeveloped Myanmar economy is that a significant portion of economic activity does not clearly fall into the defined industrial sectors. In many poor subsistence agriculture reliant economies, that is, where most of the population lives off the land and does not engage in employment measured by wages, barter accounts for the majority of trade transactions. Eventually those barter arrangements can produce monetary profits. Such profits can be noted in overall economic intensity of demand for such goods as commodities, fuels, and foodstuffs that can be purchased with money generated through the trade of barter outputs further in the trade chains of formal and informal market exchanges. For example, a rice farmer can exchange a portion of the rice crop for citrus fruit, then use the fruit to make alcohol that can be sold for money. Any portion of self-generated agricultural output can be traded for cash equivalency, but it is unclear at which stage of exchange, making difficult to break down direct monetary contributions to GDP from individual industries. Therefore, it is no wonder that the fifth largest economic sector in Myanmar is “other industrial activities.” This sector is huge because it is by and large nonwage earning and as noted, the majority of the population in the country then and now consists of subsistence farmers. Table 3.8 shows the sector’s response to sanctions.

This fifth largest sector shows a starkly different pattern than the wage-based sectors. Its amount decreased significantly during round two, coinciding with the military actions against villagers and the government’s attempt to cut off the support for the minority rebels in the countryside.
Table 3.8  Value added to GDP by other activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>DF</th>
<th>Sum of squares</th>
<th>Mean square</th>
<th>F Ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>83384.79</td>
<td>41692.4</td>
<td>10.1498</td>
<td>0.0011*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>73939.02</td>
<td>4107.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>157323.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean comparisions for all pairs using Tukey-Kramer Hsd

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>–Level</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Std Err Dif</th>
<th>Lower CL</th>
<th>Upper CL</th>
<th>p–Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>160.8333</td>
<td>41.37090</td>
<td>55.2480</td>
<td>266.4186</td>
<td>0.0029*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>128.1061</td>
<td>32.52768</td>
<td>45.0901</td>
<td>211.1220</td>
<td>0.0026*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32.7273</td>
<td>37.42139</td>
<td>-62.7782</td>
<td>128.2328</td>
<td>0.6627</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* statistically significant

The end of the systematic pogroms in which much of the evidence suggests that the destruction of farms and crops was the main goal, in order to starve the rebels and the ethnic villagers that supported them, shows an increase in the importance of the sector to overall economic growth. Its average contribution to GDP in round three becomes slightly higher than it was before the civil unrest, but that increase is not significant. The interpretation is that the economic hardships the central government could, and potentially can still, inflict on its people can most directly be seen in the informal sector. In the case of Myanmar, the poorest segments of the population—the repressed rural ethnic minorities who live off the land—comprise that sector. In that context, the third round of sanctions might have helped them indirectly. As the government focus shifted toward increasing exports, its attention from rural insurrection might
have diminished, or its repressive actions during the pogroms might have worked to the point of minimizing rebel activity. In either scenario, little evidence exists to prove that the rural ethnic poor persons’ plight produced economic benefits for them. After the military offensives ended, the poor went back to being poor, living on less than $1.25 a day, and did not move to a higher industrial bracket of wage earners, as one would expect, given the strong growth in GDP contribution from the other industrial sectors.

Because of the unique nature of Myanmar’s economy, that is, centrally controlled, relatively poor in local economic diversity and activity, and defined by export-oriented policies, a link can be made between the significant growth in those sectors and foreign trade. The link is that for the capital-intensive sectors, in other words, those reliant on wage-based labor inputs—mining, manufacturing, forestry, services, tourism, transportation, utilities, construction, wholesale, retail, and trade—revenue generation in the analyzed dollar amounts could not have happened through local economic activity. The fact that all sectors, excluding the informal nonwage based “other activities” sector, experienced concomitant significant growth in their importance to GDP while American sanctions increased indicates that for the Myanmar government the alternatives to trading with the United States proved to be viable and valuable. Figure 3.5 indicates exactly how valuable those alternatives became. It shows the above-examined industrial sector in relation to overall GDP and each other and visualizes their growth rates when America suspended trade.

During round three of the sanctions, when the United States suspended all trade with Myanmar, both the service and manufacturing sectors grew significantly. The development of mining and natural gas extraction with foreign assistance and for export to Asian markets displays the increased economic contribution of the sector. It provides evidence of how Myanmar’s Asian partners were much more important in terms of volume trade options as compared to their American counterparts. This finding has implications for the overall importance of the United States as an economic partner. If that importance diminishes, then the American sanction impact also decreases. This implies that when allowed, exports of mined commodities and energy outputs for the United States either operated at capacity or had reached finite levels that did not have the same contribution to Myanmar’s GDP growth that their Asian counterparts offered. Therefore, trade in manufactured goods, energy, and mined products with the nations that replaced the United States proved to be much more valuable and lucrative. That value fueled the local regime, generated significant profits when compared to American and Western alternatives, and more importantly, established the new institutional arrangements for doing business in Myanmar. Because of the restrictive totalitarian nature
of the regime, it is reasonable to assume that these institutional arrangements would offer the best terms of trade for the regime. It would set the rules in terms of majority enterprise ownership, division of profits and operational standards with respect to health and occupational labor conditions, environmental safeguards, and quality controls. When a regime has a track record of human rights violations, it cannot be assumed that its business platforms would differ. Therefore, for its trade partners the implications suggest that doing business in Myanmar would offer savings through lower than international standards costs on labor, environmental mitigation technology, that is, clean up or investing in pollution-lessening technologies, which are expensive, or quality control safety inspections for toxicity of final product, particularly if those products are directed toward other nations with developing institutions in such respects.

Figure 3.5  Change in value added to GDP by industry, 1987–2007.
The lack of impact of sanctions denotes impunity to international common business practice management. Traditional interpretation of business efficiency in trade would suggest that trade would increase if the trading parties both benefited from the marginal increases. The terms of trade can be set by the trading parties to optimize such marginal benefits. Because one of the trading parties is a repressive, property right constricting and a nonregulatory nor legally compliant government, the implication is that the terms of trade would be such as to strengthen its nature. Therefore, by definition those nations eager to trade with Myanmar at the time fueled the regime’s institutions in terms of validating its abuses and disregard for international law. The problem is that once the sanctions ended, the then-established ways of doing business became institutionalized as the accepted platforms of doing so in the country. This fact indicates that in Myanmar, sanctions led to the creation of powerful economic and institutional rents that continue to have an impact after the end of sanctions.

Rent Seeking, Rent Extracting, and Rent Protecting: Solidifying Existing Elites and Creating New Ones

After the official lift of US economic sanctions against Myanmar in 2010, an argument has been made that the concessions made by the military government are so perfunctory that the sanctions de facto remain in place (Harris, 2012). The dynamics of economic sanctions and trade presented earlier indicate why that would be the case. The local government faces incentives to continue the same pattern of behavior it followed during the sanction years because that behavior maximized its monetary gains. The absence of any signs of policy change implementation is so strong that in response on May 14, 2014, President Barack Obama extended the National Emergency Act, which prohibits US businesses and individuals to invest in Myanmar. The justification is that not enough progress is evident, and the country continues to pose “unusual and extraordinary” threats to US national security. Even though the Myanmar government has agreed to make changes to its human rights, democracy, and property right policies it is concluded that so far the changes have been insignificant.

Harris (2012) observed that two years after the lift of sanctions, US investors shied away from entering the Myanmar market because of uncertainty and institutional instability. Two years later, on January 4, 2014,
The Economist magazine offered a report based on World Bank data on the negative economic reality in the country since little has changed after the lifting of sanctions. Most Western investors face strong deterrents for expansion based on the same institutional problems of human rights violations, business uncertainty, and legal protection that defined the sanction years. Attention is drawn to the point that American and other Western investors are disadvantaged. Hence, Myanmar trade with its long-standing non-Western partners seems to be expanding.

The problem is that this current trepidation, which is undoubtedly the legacy of decades of sanctions, continues to impact mainly US interests rather than the policies of the Myanmar government. American businesses continue to lose market share to their Thai, Indian, Chinese, Malay, and other competitors. For example, as reported by USA Today, it took until June 2014 for GAP, as the first Western clothing conglomerate, to decide to manufacture clothes in Myanmar. The article notes that GAP is late in entering the local garment industry in relation to Asian producers that have built a strong presence there.

Such information helps explain why the local government’s ability to resist US pressures during the sanction years defines its current continued resistance to implementing the institutional and political changes advocated by the United States. No incentives exist for the local government to change its policies. If anything, disincentives might pervade. During the sanction years, the same political members of the military regime in power today made decisions on how to handle the increasing severity of sanctions. They found that their mitigation policies—reaching out to America’s regional adversaries (e.g., China and North Korea) and economic competitors (India, Thailand, China again, Malaysia, Singapore, and Japan) and offering them preferential trade conditions—resulted in much more wealth generation for the Burmese economy than when trade with the United States was legal. Furthermore, evidence suggests that there is an increasing complacency and placation from the United States for the current lack of progress in Myanmar.

On April 1, 2014, the Office of Foreign Assets Control at the US Department of the Treasure published a list of the most frequently posed questions on legal American action against Myanmar. The list clearly states that the Department of State has concluded that the SPDC—State Peace and Development Council—no longer exists. Therefore, the sanction provisions in the Jade Act of 2008 impacting SPDC holdings are no longer applicable.

The SPDC may in effect have been dismantled, but the SPDC structure very much remains the same and is owned by the same individuals. Its former acting president is now the “democratically” elected president.
of the country. He is the man who under SPDC rewrote the Myanmar constitution in 2008 to include provisions to define the guidelines for the interpretation of democracy. The most important of those provisions is the need for a 75 percent parliamentary majority for any constitutional changes to be legislated. As already discussed, the *Economist* magazine reported that as of 2014 over 80 percent of the members of parliament are former SPDC officers.

The main implication of all of these facts is that it was economic rents extracted during the sanction years that have led to this disturbing current reality. Trade during the period was defined by the regime in terms of enterprise ownership. Currently, the owners of those enterprises comprise the vast majority of the local political elite. Therefore, it is the augmentation of the then established economic relationships that fuels the current political resilience of the regime. The policy implications are that sanctions can have unintended consequences in political rent extracting and protecting, years after they have been lifted.

As early as the 1990s, scholars raised arguments that as economies become more interdependent, it becomes easier for target nations to minimize sanctions’ impact by finding alternative trading partners and investment sources (Schott, 1998). Even when sanctions succeed in restricting the flow of goods and services to the target country, the governing regime can often control access to remaining resources within the country. This outcome is the definition of rent-seeking behavior. Rents accrue to the regime because local populations become more dependent on the government in order to gain access to essential goods and services (Gibbons, 1999; Peksen and Drury, 2009; Rowe, 2000). Then, incentive structures develop that can fuel increasing the local political support for the regime. When rent seeking leads to rent extracting, sanctions can cause disproportionate harm to average citizens and disadvantaged groups that are outside the support base of the ruling regime (Peksen and Drury, 2009). Rent extracting is the process of increasing wealth through the special arrangements the regime offers its supporters. Since political activism depends on financial support, increasing the wealth of the regime loyalists can lead to increasing their ability to amass political power. In this way, sanctions can impede the development of a strong opposition to the ruling regime, which is essential for a successful political change.

Oppositions can be thwarted with respect to gaining a critical number of supporters. With poverty and oppression a certain opportunity to improve material well-being by siding with the regime is more attractive than uncertain future promises of change. In support of that logic, Choi and Luo (2013) analyze sanctions in 152 nations in three decades and find evidence that sanctions intensify hardship on the poor of the targeted
countries, as already summarized by the previous noted studies, but a consequence of that hardship is an increased propensity for the poor to seek alternative regress for their state of despair. Their heightened level of grievance, as Choi and Luo put it, causes them to engage in international terrorism and criminal activity.

In summary, as Askari et al. (2005) state, the uniqueness of the target’s exports, the level of global demand for the target’s goods and services and the target’s ability to evade sanctions define the target’s transaction costs of finding alternative trading partners. The above analyzed data and examples suggest that Myanmar falls into the outlined classifications. Its strong growth then suggests that it was not hard for the regime to find alternative trading partners, that is, the transaction costs of sanction mitigation were low.

Its natural endowments make the case of Myanmar unique. Based on the fact that during the sanction years Myanmar’s biggest trading partners became its relatively poor and ambitiously industrializing neighbors, one could conclude that for them access to the country’s precious commodities outweighed the possible displeasure of the American government, or other international repercussions from supporting the oppressive military regime. Their support provided not only wealth for the regime, but also validation. As a result, instead of seeing evidence of the regime changing its human rights legacy, its diplomatic pugilism continues. Alarmingly, not only is retaliation to such pugilism not evident, save for the United States’ decision to keep certain sanctions in place, there is evidence that nations have subsided the strength of their demands for the implementation of meaningful democratic and human rights policy changes in Myanmar. The best example is a smiling, victorious Thein Sein on the ASEAN website as the face of the new ASEAN 2014 chairmanship. The same man was among the leaders of the 1996 pogroms against the Karen in his role as commander in the Triangle Regional Military Command (TRMC). For his service during the military unrest, he was appointed officially as a member of the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) in 1997. Military leaders committed to even stronger repressive policies in order to prevent further ethnic uprisings created the SPDC that year to replace SLORC. Only the most powerful regional military commanders, who were members of SLORC, were promoted to new positions in SPDC. This was the same SPDC against which the US State Department concluded on April 1, 2014, that no evidence of its operation or existence remained. The evidence is that its former Secretary 1 (acting president, appointed in 2004 after holding a Secretary 2 position since 1997) is now the country’s president. The same person rewrote the constitution in 2008, including provisions in its draft that would make real democratic changes unlikely,
as the 75 percent majoritarian rule. The fact that currently over 80 per-
cent of former military regime leaders are the “democratically elected”
members of the Myanmar parliament explains why little evidence exists
of any legislative change. It also points to the power the former regime
holds over current political mobilization. Even with the strong possibility
of election fraud, gaining an 80 percent parliamentary majority is not to
be discounted easily as mainly reliant on fraud. It suggests strong local sup-
port from the electorate. The fact is a compelling testament of the legiti-
mate continued rule of the military regime. This is a very dangerous result.
The smiling, defiant Thien, who should be prosecuted for crimes against
humanity, is now the face of Asia’s new capitalism. For America, making
an official proclamation that there is no longer evidence of the old mili-
tary dictatorship is tantamount to admitting defeat and offering an olive
branch of compliance to the man directly responsible for the deteriorating
conditions in Myanmar, which led to gradual increase in sanction sever-
ity. The severity did not produce results, and now America quietly just
goes away and lets things stay as they have been in Myanmar. And so do
its West European allies. As the leader in the sanction actions, this real-
ity lowers American credibility. It also undermines international strides
toward defining and defending a coherent set of human rights principles.
It shows that even if such a set is generally agreed upon, its interpretation
and enforcement are for sale. The sale depends on the economic impor-
tance of local factor endowments of sanctioned nations. Because of this
argument, a similar possible scenario could be at play in North Korea. The
North Korean economy is growing at levels similar to Myanmar’s during
the sanction years. Recent discoveries of precious earth deposits have made
it the world’s third largest source of the commodity most important in the
production of modern day technologies.
Chapter 4

Absorb and Control: How North Korea Responds to Economic Sanctions

Bradley J. Hornback and Nikolay Anguelov

This chapter examines the internal and external factors that contribute to the North Korean economic growth despite the United States and United Nation’s imposed sanctions. The specifics indicate a possible repeat of Myanmar’s current reality if the present course of sanction ineffectiveness continues. The adjustments of the North Korean economic policy in the past 25 years suggest a calculated ideological government response to sanctions by focusing on the growth of the economic sectors closely associated with the revered Korean cultural virtues of “self-reliance” and “military first.” The growth has allowed the regime to show enough progress to its citizens and provide enough marginal quality-of-life improvements to maintain critical citizen support.

60 Years of Sanctions and No Change: Defiance and Resilience

The United States and its allies have imposed various forms of economic sanctions on the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) since the outbreak of the Korean War on June 25, 1950. In spite of these sanctions, the ruling regime has shown resilience in its ability to remain in power and maintain control over the people of the country. To date, the DPRK has not complied with any of America’s demands among which are to end the pursuit of nuclear weapons, to limit the DPRK’s overall weapons arsenal, to
loosen the grip of totalitarian communism on the country, and to improve
the welfare of the nation’s citizens (Noland, 2009).\(^1\)

North Korea, along with Cuba, is the nation in which the United
States has the longest-standing history of sanctions with the least success
of achieving their goals. During the 55 years of sanctions, diplomatic rela-
tions with the DPRK have not improved because the government has been
able to defy American demands (Kimura, 1999). In fact, arguments suggest
that relations have deteriorated in recent years because of the increasing
intensity in the government’s defiance to sanction demands with respect to
North Korean pursuits in the development of nuclear weapons.\(^2\) Current
discussions state that because of its nuclear ambition the DPRK poses
direct and indirect threats to American national security. North Korea’s
fairly recent continued testing of ballistic missiles with increasing range,
in addition to nuclear proliferation, magnifies such dangers. In light of
its proximity to vital American military bases in South Korea and Japan,
analysts have argued that such a threat poses a greater and more immediate
danger to peace and stability than the nation’s nuclear agenda (Cha and
Kang, 2013; Hughes, 2013; Noland, 2009). Presumably, increasing bal-
listic missile range capabilities has the potential to reach a level that would
allow North Korea to successfully launch a missile that could target areas
in Alaska.

At one time the United States officially considered the DPRK a state
sponsor of terrorism. The American government has also raised concerns
that the DPRK receives revenue from illicit black market dealings, many of
which involve weapons and weapon components (Rothman, 2007). While
no direct links have been found between the DPRK and any recent ter-
rorist attacks, a future possibility does exist. The likelihood of the DPRK
launching a nuclear attack is low, but the real danger lies in the poten-
tial for its nuclear development and materials to be leaked, stolen, or sold.
Therefore, the United States sees the possibility of terrorists or hostile
nations obtaining nuclear information and materials from the DPRK,
whether directly or indirectly, as a serious threat.\(^3\)

North Korea’s behavior and increasing pugilism of late has been puzzling
diplomats because it appears irrational. However, the question remains
whether this sentiment is valid or whether there is an economic rationale
behind the defiance of international political pressures. Evidence suggests
that the government employs carefully placed pugilism as a propaganda
tactic in strategic time periods of international adversarialism to mobi-
lize support from the population. It cements its power by demonstrating
military might through its nuclear tests, while showing the clear economic
connection between the nuclear power agenda and internal economics.
Much has been written about the government oppression and abuse of its population. However, evidence suggests that it is not all despotic, nor all abusive. Cumings (2013) explains that recent evidence released by the United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) indicates that the DPRK does genuinely provide free housing and health care to all its citizens, has made major progress toward the societal position of women, and has a compassionate and well-executed national policy for the care and education of children. As a result, the latest data show that welfare indicators such as life expectancy and infant mortality are comparable to advanced Western nations (Cumings, 2013: 1; Lankov, 2008). Not all agree. The 2013 Human Rights Watch report posits a much bleaker picture with no mention of notable improvements.

As other totalitarian governments of past and present, the regime relies on a certain level of support from its people. It achieves this support in many ways, chief among which are notable economic improvements. Improving economic conditions visibly, albeit to the average Westerner, not sufficiently, does help a regime garner support. For this reason one must examine how economic activity is developing in North Korea, who are the beneficiaries of the internal and external economic growth, and how the defiance of the government in international politics is connected to those who benefit from it.

Historically, the United States has been the primary supporter of economic sanctions against the DPRK. Kim and Chang (2007) state that the three most important types of sanctions America unilaterally imposed are the revocation of Most Favored Nation trade status in 1951, the addition of the DPRK to the list of state sponsors of terrorism in 1988, and the private financial sanctions put in place in 2005 in the wake of the DPRK being linked to a significant counterfeiting scheme of US dollars. The financial sanctions imposed in 2005 targeted Banco Delta Asia—a private international financial MNC headquartered in Macao, China. Banco Delta Asia was charged as being the primary source of money laundering for the DPRK. The pressure placed on this private bank, in turn, made it difficult for the DPRK to find other international banks that would be willing to deal with any financial business of North Korean sources. Loeffler (2009), former deputy director of global affairs at the US Treasury Department, argues that economic sanctions of this type, implemented in partnership with private banking firms, can be extremely effective.

Cho and Woo (2007) argue that economic pressures, particularly from such targeted sanctions, have forced North Korea to consider changes over the past twenty years. Kim and Chang (2007) state that an example of such considerations could be seen in the late 1990s when the Clinton
administration engaged the North Korean government in “significant” diplomatic discussions. These discussions resulted in the DPRK agreeing to cease nuclear development and, in exchange, the United States dropped a large number of economic sanctions.

VanWagenen (2000) states that economic sanctions are an effective “bargaining chip” for the United States in dealings with the DPRK. Stradiotto and Guo (2007) agree, contending that the DPRK began a series of economic reforms in 2002 primarily due to the economic pressures that preceded them. These reforms were modeled after the economic reforms that had occurred in China and Vietnam in an attempt to test the waters of market socialism. While McKay (2005) agrees with Stradiotto and Guo (2007) on the impetus for the reforms, he states that the reforms ultimately had no effect on the real problems of the troubled North Korean economy or on the international concerns about the nation. The explanation is that the regime was unwilling to fully commit to the changes and there was not a sufficient level of direct international economic support for the reforms.

Marinov (2005) explains that while economic sanctions are often successful in “destabilizing” rulers of targeted countries, in North Korea that has not been the case. The author defines the DPRK, Cuba, and Iraq (before the 2003 US led invasion) as “atypical” cases because an all-controlling dictator rules each country. A point less often made is that all-controlling or not, dictators do not rule in isolation. They rely on some level of local support and gain it through adding effective propaganda tactics to their repressive policies.

Absorb, Control, and Withstand

North Korea’s government has masterfully adopted and maybe even perfected the control tactics of former Communist regimes by adding a few cultural components in the way it uses propaganda on its people. Henriksen (2001) points to the fact that throughout the nation’s existence, the ruling regime has been able to preach the ideas of juche (self-reliance) and songun (military first), adopted from traditional virtues revered by the Korean people throughout history. This indoctrination tactic has allowed the DPRK to keep its citizens under control while in the midst of the direst of hardships, such as the 1990s’ famine (Haggard and Noland, 2007). Jin (2003), Frank (2005), Kimura (1999), and McKay (2005) all conclude that the regime has used the sanctions to only serve its purpose further, because they give it a platform from which to continue to indoctrinate the principles of juche and songun by pointing to the evils of the uncaring outside
world. Hufbauer et al. (2007: 106) state that economic sanctions against the DPRK are a “powerful incentive for evasion,” which has in turn created more potential danger through increasing the militancy of the population and its support for military aggression. Mazarr (1995) explains that the government uses that platform to reject almost all international options for cooperation if they are confronted with the threat of sanctions of any kind. Interestingly, Dingli (2008) argues that so far sanctions have not been severe enough, nor have they had enough support, to have a major effect on North Korea. Noland (2004) comes to the same conclusion, stating that the only way for sanctions to be successful is for the world to engage in a true international embargo in which it completely cuts off the NPRK from any and all trade. However, it is virtually impossible to achieve such a mass agreement among the nations of the world. Much like in Myanmar, in the case of North Korea, varying interests exist, particularly within the region of Southeast Asia. Niemann (2005) points out that South Korea has increasingly distanced itself from supporting sanctions and active vocal participation in UN resolutions against the regime. Concomitantly, South Korea has also become the DPRK’s second-largest trading partner.

China remains the DPRK’s largest trading partner. Like Myanmar, North Korea has been able to maintain, and even grow, its economic platforms in the face of economic sanctions primarily because of Chinese support. According to Lee (2007), over 90 percent of all of the DPRK’s oil comes from China, as does most of its imported food. Beyond trade, Noland (2004) and Wrobel (2007) point out that both South Korea and China worry about the potential influx of refugees into their respective countries from the DPRK, in the event that the ruling regime should fall or implement a greater degree of freedom. For that reason both nations continue to engage the North Korean government in economic partnerships.

Economic sanctions remain in place mainly because of the poor human rights record in the DPRK. However, as already noted, some researchers caution that imposing economic sanctions is often a counterproductive measure in attempting to address human rights issues. Sidel (1999: 1498) states that sanctions have “frequently been associated with severe deterioration of the health and welfare of the populations affected.” This holds true in the case of North Korea. Haggard and Noland (2007) state that the ruling regime of the DPRK would rather subject its citizens to abject poverty, disease, famine, and death than to give into the demands of economic sanctions. These acts exhibit a demonstration of communal sacrifice in the face of foreign attempts at domination.

According to Manyin and Nikitin (2009) of the United States Congressional Research Service, in recent years the American government has attempted to separate the strategic interests of sanctions from
humanitarian aid when it comes to the DPRK.\textsuperscript{8} The North Korean Human Rights Act (H.R. 4011), which President George W. Bush signed into law in 2004, serves as an example. The law allows for humanitarian aid to be disbursed in North Korea with the stipulation that all financial incentives offered, including incremental increases in the amount of humanitarian aid, would be based upon improving humanitarian conditions. The act was reauthorized in 2008.

Other acts of revising sanctions against the DPRK include an increasing amount of recently passed legislation that promulgates targeted sanctions. Sanctions imposed by the United Nation’s Security Council as a response to North Korean military tests serve as examples. The UN adopted Resolution 1540 unanimously on April 28, 2004, in response to the DPRK test firing a long-range missile. The resolution prohibits UN member states from engaging in any transactions with the DPRK that are in any way related to arms.\textsuperscript{9} On October 14, 2006, the UN passed Resolution 1718 in response to the DPRK’s nuclear test conducted on October 9, 2006.\textsuperscript{10} This resolution required UN member states to freeze all financial assets of North Korean origin with any links to illicit activities. Additionally, the UN placed sanctions on luxury items and directed member nations to inspect any suspicious cargo en route from or to the DPRK. These two particular resolutions point to the fact that, as Noland (2004) and Dingli (2008) suggest, sanctions against North Korea may not have been sufficiently strong. The fact that prior to 2004 arms sales to the DPRK were legal and North Korean financial assets, which by definition mean coming from government sources, were allowed to be integrated into international financial platforms, suggests that nations at large other than the United States continued to engage in trade with the North Korean government despite sanctions.

UN Resolution 1874 includes more recent augmentations of the actions taken by the previously noted resolutions in response to further nuclear tests conducted on May 25, 2009. The mandate essentially reiterates the provisions of Resolutions 1540 and 1718, but adds the provisions that UN member nations and international financial institutions are not to engage in any financial agreements or funding of any sort with the DPRK outside of humanitarian and developmental purposes.\textsuperscript{11}

Marks (1999), Sidel (1999), and Hufbauer, Clyde, and Oegg (2000) all agree that “targeted sanctions” are a way of applying economic pressure in an attempt to avoid as much humanitarian collateral damage as possible. The justification is that targeted sanctions are directed toward the ruling regime and the elite within the country who have the capacity to carry out the changes desired by the imposing nations. Therefore, UN Resolution 1718 specifically placed restrictions on the luxury goods trade.
The assumption is that only the ruling elite can afford luxury items and the hope is that the impact of such targeted measures will be directly felt by the regime. For such reasons, targeted sanctions have grown in popularity when imposed not only in North Korea, but in general across other nations against when there are sanctions as well. As discussed in Chapter 1, at present, they are the only type of sanctions in effect against Russia.

Targeted sanctions leave room for trade that could directly benefit the citizens of the receiving nation. However, in the case of North Korea that argument does not necessarily stand. If there is no private sector that could engage in trade outside of the scope of the local repressive government, then by definition, all profits from any trade accrue to government-owned and managed entities.

Delving deeper into the particular economic structure of the North Korean model, Kimura (1999) notes that the economy is based on a ruling structure that has unique cultural features, which define its command-style nature in an exceptional way. It has a strong collectivist foundation built on a combination of communism, Confucianism, Korean heritage, Asian cultural emphasis on the family, and nationalism born from pride against successful resistance to Japanese imperialism. Therefore, the previously discussed principles of juche (self-reliance) and songun (military first) define economic activity in whole because they reinforce the virtues of unity.

No residual trade or other economic engagement occurs in North Korea without a heavy dose of regime rhetoric of how its particular implementation builds juche and songun. The exaltation of these virtues has allowed the government to maintain its influence and control over the people by building its economic policy around the ideals and making the people active ideological participants. Possibly for those reasons, the economy of the DPRK has managed to increasingly develop. The recent past has shown a very rapid growth. As reported by the Financial Times on February 20, 2014, the nation has tripled its trade volume in the past six years with exports to China, its largest trading partner, increasing fivefold. The economy of North Korea revolves around several main industrial activities where defense and construction lead in volume in relation to GDP—a testament to songun “military first.”

Communist nations have often focused on construction in an attempt to prove to their citizens and to the world both their stability and growth. As examined in Chapter 3, the construction sector is also the foundation of trade capabilities because in poorer nations trade volumes can be negatively impacted by an insufficient transportation, storage, and inventory management infrastructure. Therefore, construction of such an infrastructure is needed as trade grows. For these reasons, in Myanmar, the growth
of the construction sector was concomitant with the growth of exports and the trade and services intensive sectors.

Construction is a fairly easy sector to manage in a planned economy because it is not subject to clear market demand, if the government does not price its output. However, it is subject to economic hardship. Lack of public funds and disruption of trade with respect to inputs can cause investment in construction to decline. In North Korea, both have occurred and this is worth analyzing because we can gain insights into sanction impacts and their mitigation by the government. Figure 4.1 illustrates fluctuation in construction expenditures in North Korea between 1989 and 2008.\textsuperscript{14}

Construction spending notably decreased in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union and during the famine of the 1990s. However, in around 1999, a strong and sustained growth followed, indicating general economic expansion. Construction is the main subcategory that benefits from infrastructure developments, investment in energy and natural resource extraction, expansion of military and civil research and development, not to mention quality of contingent enterprises such as building hospitals, schools, and recreation centers. All of the above have been mentioned as growing in the recent past under the careful management of the North Korean government (Byman and Lind, 2010; Cumings, 2013; Lankov, 2008).\textsuperscript{15}
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\caption{Value added to GDP by construction spending.}
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Another indicator of economic growth despite sanctions is the change in exports illustrated by figure 4.2. For many years, North Korea imported far more than it exported. Although continuing to run a trade deficit, the DPRK has seen a steady rise in exports since recovering from the famine of the 1990s. Yoon and Lee (2013) track the developments that have led to such a growth and explain that China and South Korea are the leading export markets for North Korea, particularly in minerals, metallurgical products, and military equipment. For example, Haggard and Noland (2012) examine 250 Chinese firms that do business in North Korea and conclude that the majority are involved in direct export of North Korean raw materials and minerals. In addition, North Korea uses Chinese intermediary firms to procure inputs from nations that sanction it.

It has been well-established that China is a supporter of the DPRK (Jeffries, 2012; Nanto and Manyin, 2011), but the more recent and growing economic cooperation between North and South Korea is less
discussed. Cha and Kang (2013) offer a thorough explanation of this
dynamic and conclude that the economic incentives for both North and
South Korean leadership drive this somewhat silent relationship. A major
recent development is the expansion of free-trade zones with the sup-
port of China and South Korea. The expansion started in 2007 under
the liberal South Korean leadership, but stalled in 2010 when a conserva-
tive government change occurred in South Korea, and all intra-Korean
trade was halted with the exception of that done through the largest of
free-trade zones—the Kaesong Industrial Complex (Manyin, 2012). Still,
the zone generated over $2 US billion in 2012. North Korea is pursuing
further expansion of free-trade zones, and is getting economic support,
despite official diplomatic admonitions of its nuclear policy. According
to the CIA World Fact Book, Country Profile of North Korea, in 2013 the
government announced the creation of 14 new Special Economic Zones
open for foreign investors. And foreign investors have exploited oppor-
tunities already. Businessweek reports that as of 2012 many foreign firms
had established strong presences in North Korea, but none of those firms
are from the United States or Canada. The examples offered are Egypt’s
Orascom Telecom that builds a 3G mobile-phone network and DHL driv-
ers in Pyongyang. Tourism has grown to such an extent that not one but
two Hong Kong–listed companies operate casinos for tourists who mostly
come from China and South Korea. Also mentioned are French utility giant
Lafarge, German Nosotek—an outsourcer of programming services—and
Swedish Noko Jean. Cha and Kang (2013) offer a thorough breakdown
of international industrial partnerships and their growth in North Korea
and note that among the leading initiatives are a German partnership for
the development of utility projects and communications infrastructure, an
Australian partnership in mining and education, and the much-discussed
Russian Trans-Siberian expansion. But chief among all those examples
of why North Korea is becoming more attractive to international partners
is the government’s role in developing and supporting the extraction of
rare earth elements (REE). Recent information on that dynamic became
the point of discussion, when in 2013 it was announced that the largest
rare earth deposits on the planet were located in North Korea. It was to
be mined in a joint venture partnership between privately held, but run
by North Korean government officials, SRE Minerals and British Virgin
Island MNC Pacific Century Rare Earth Minerals Ltd. Multiple sources
estimate that North Korea now holds two-thirds of global rare earth
deposits, surpassing China as the leader. By the summer of 2014, most of
the newly excavated elements were exported to China.

Rare earth elements are becoming increasingly valuable in the technol-
gy age because they are the core components in the manufacturing of
modern technology. The proliferation of personal electronic products, the growth of sales of those products in the developing world, and the increasing innovation in their production, all rely on rapidly improving their information processing capabilities. Rare earth elements define information processing and performance capabilities (Massari and Ruberti, 2013). For example, indium is critical to all flat panel, high-resolution displays in televisions, computers, tablets, and cell phone screens. Platinum is at the core of hybrid automobile technology development because it is used in both pollution control devices in cars and in fuel cells (de Bruijn, 2005). The presence of significant rare earth deposits in DPRK, the current international operations of extracting and trading them, and the possibility to grow the North Korean rare earth sector into a leading world supplier, change the strategic market importance of the country. Based on their governments’ economic policies, we now understand the similarities in market features between North Korea and Myanmar.

The examples of North Korea’s economic growth follow the scenario of Myanmar. In both cases, China, Russia and other regional partners augment their trade despite sanctions. An important fact to remember is that the increase of trade creates wealth for the governments, since in both nations all industrial activity is controlled and owned by the authoritarian regimes. Such evidence suggests that in Myanmar and North Korea international MNCs are finding ways to deal with the sanctions and the unpredictability of the governments. But, are both regimes behaving unpredictably in terms of business savvy? The noted impressive wealth creation suggests that the business process in both national markets had and still have levels of efficiency that allow for the formation of a strong and rising growth rate over time. Such a rise is dependent upon market stability. Lack of stability would result in fluctuations of averages, which in both nations have not been observed since the early 2000s—the time period for the onset of the current unprecedented economic growth in the developing world. Therefore, it appears that despite sanctions, these repressive regimes exploited and continue to exploit new business opportunities well. Their success is based on incentives target nations face in garnering support from black knight partners. It can be deduced that the governments provide a critical level of business stability and other attractive features to augment trade options and grow their wealth. It can be seen in the case of Myanmar and to some degree in the examples of those who argue that there are improvements in the human conditions inside North Korea, that the governments are using their new wealth to grow their political clout.

Repressive regimes face two main incentives to be good business partners to those that support them in the face of sanctions. One is to provide favorable business opportunities to them so that when faced with pressure
from their Western trading partners, the governments of the black knights can discount economic repercussions from such pressures, if the benefits from doing business in or with the sanction nations are significant. The other is self-serving—to make as much profit for the owners of the local industries as possible. A way to grow such profits is through increasing trade, particularly in resource-dependent sectors such as natural gas, teak, precious gems, and ores (as in Myanmar), and rare earth elements (as in North Korea). Therefore, scholars such as Hajzler (2014) observe a paradox in foreign trade and government structure. The paradox is that, as Hajzler’s data indicate, high-risk countries—those with least favorable environments for doing business according to world standards—have a high concentration of foreign direct investment in the resource sector. There are two reasons for this paradox to exist. One is that, most FDI has a developing nation’s MNCs or government as its source. In nations such as Myanmar and North Korea, it is MNCs from Asia that channel the FDI toward these two nations. Furthermore, as the results of Myanmar and North Korea foreign investment flows suggest, the investors themselves may prefer local platforms for doing business.

One must not take for granted the historical legacy of FDI originating mostly in the developed world. As developing nations grow, so do their world investments, which means that today’s aggregate world FDI contains a significant and growing portion, which has a developing nation as its source. The other reason is that today’s climate of global competitiveness makes it necessary for MNCs to bear the increasing transaction costs of local institutional instability in order to gain preferential positions in the development of resource-rich markets. The examples of Western firm engagement in North Korea, as well as the Iranian oil equipment sale evidence examined in Chapter 1, suggest a willingness of global firms to bear the high risks of unfavorable business environments if the payoff is access to valuable commodities.

In light of these findings, it is confounding that economic sanctions are so widely employed today. It is understood that as alternatives to military action, sanctions and related diplomatic threats are preferable, but if their impact is understood to be easily counteracted, then what alternatives can be explored? Possible options are diplomatic alternatives aimed not at the regimes of repressive or adversarial states, but at the general population in target nations.
Chapter 5

Alternatives to Sanctions

Tiffany Kaschel and Nikolay Anguelov

This chapter offers an evaluation of the effectiveness of soft power—the direct alternative to sanctions. Metrics for quantifying soft power are explored and their results are evaluated in the context of Middle Eastern diplomacy, post 9/11. The Middle East is examined because soft power efforts have been strongly developed there during the War on Terror.

Soft Power

The *raison d’être* of sanctions is to create significant economic hardships that would lead to political unrest. The unrest is said to originate in segments of the population decidedly different from the ruling elites. To that effect, among the many criticisms of sanctions explored so far, one stands out—that economic sanctions are detrimental to human rights. Peksen (2009) shows that economic sanctions are a counterproductive policy tool when enacted with the goal of improving human rights because they lead to a decrease in the flow of free information. With that finding in mind, it is worth exploring how information proliferation impacts government action in rogue or nondemocratic (according to Western definitions) nations. It must be understood that all repressive governments consider themselves democratic in their own right. Communist nation leaders base their legitimacy on Marxist and Leninist dogma, claiming that they represent the people, and that their version of a united proletariat democracy was, and is, the real definition of equitable representation. Elections and
resistance to that platform are condemned as challenges to the nature of democracy, because they supposedly lower the ability of the people to be represented equitably in government. The possibility of voting against the government is seen as an opportunity to vote against the people, and therefore, against democracy. Such rhetoric is at the heart of propaganda that fueled the ideological divisions of the Cold War. It was so successful for so long because the Eastern Bloc nation governments were able to limit alternative information from reaching their people. Today, such expropriation of information is becoming harder to execute. Information technology has advanced and with it opportunities for knowledge exchange have increased manifold. With respect to political information, such exchange has fueled the modern growth of transnational civic activism.

With respect to information proliferation and its impact on transnational civil society formation, Smith and Wiest (2005) show that technology has stimulated an explosion of transnational social networking, movements, and activism. In both developed and developing countries, social activism increases with the degree of global economic exposure. In developing countries this exposure is particularly dependent on the role of the state because intergovernmental cooperation increases contact with global institutions. Smith and Wiest (2005) offer empirical evidence that in low-income countries, improving ties to global governance structures leads to an increase in global activity network action with respect to individual nations. The result is an increase in local social activism. These patterns are especially important in light of the previously examined impacts of policies, such as sanctions, that limit international exposure. As the case of Myanmar shows, during sanctions, the repressive policies of the regime increased with respect to retaliation against local political opposition. The result is that significant political opposition groups are unable to develop and participate in political action, even after the end of sanctions. Therefore, because sanctions not only impact economic activity, but also decrease nongovernmental social activism, they can prevent local political challengers from getting much-needed international support. This support can be directly monetary, but most importantly, it can come through amassing knowledge on political mobilization. Because of such dynamics, the findings of Smith and Wiest (2005) are important. They provide evidence that local government engagement with the international community, rather than isolation, leads to beneficial civil social transformation. This is because social media technologies connect networks of local social movement actors, who are looking to change domestic politics, to supporters outside their national borders.

In this dynamic, local governments play an important role in the structures of governance in nations with underdeveloped institutions. Local
government has two main forms—the central regime and its regional arms. When it comes to policy implementation in developing nations, the central regimes face difficulties in overseeing implementation because of direct and indirect costs of distance. It is this vacuum that gives regional government officials significant discretion. Research has found that regional officials engage increasingly in international diplomatic exchanges that fall outside the scope of their central governments. This dynamic occurs because of the growth of international civic activism. Today it is international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs) that serve as central actors in the implementation of diplomatic exchange initiatives, such as education programs, forums, community development work, public health, and poverty alleviation, or environmental and natural resource conservation (Ahmed, 2011; Dryzek, 2012; Edwards and Gaventa, 2014; Schroeder, 2008; Xie, 2011). When local governments allow for such initiatives to take place, local political activism increases. Since the initiatives are executed at the community level, the central government is somewhat removed. Therefore, official government structures are a weaker counterpart to transformative civic engagement, and in effect, opposing political structures can develop more easily at the local level because of community isolation problems.

In developing nations, where most sanctions and political unrest occur, infrastructure and underdevelopment problems raise the transaction costs for centrally mandated governance at the local level. Local government officials are usually appointed by the central government but operate in relative isolation (Bardhan, 2002; Bratton, 1989; Kanbur and Zhang, 2005). Because most INGO initiatives operate at the regional level, they represent major sources of new information, resources, and knowledge coming into a community. Often the benefits of these resources raise local population welfare, increase community awareness of issues, and provide impetus for political mobilization (Dobbin, Simmons, and Garrett, 2007; Fisher, 1997; Kamat, 2003). Therefore, the more opportunities for international interaction there are, the higher the probability of local institutional transformation becomes. The probability increases because a significant portion of international civil action information exchange is of a political nature (Chesters, 2004; Colas, 2013; Schroeder, 2008).

International political information exchange falls under the scope of soft power. Soft power is a phenomenon fairly recently explored in diplomacy as an alternative to “hard power”—military actions, threats, and economic sanctions. It is the art of using cultural charm, appeal of ideals, and influential means of attraction to condition a positive relationship that tempers hostility (Nye, 1990). Soft power aims to cultivate mutual understanding in a positive manner. It is based on information transmission from sender to receiver nation. Today, such information comes in many
forms, from radio broadcasts, to television programs, to discussions in social media outlets. Soft power information embodies the ideals behind the official political position of the sender nation.

The measurement of soft power and its effectiveness is an issue previously approached in a variety of ways by researchers. Soft power has many forms and, without a clear definition, can come to encompass anything outside of hard power from television, radio, social media, product branding, and advertising, to exchange student programs and local government partnerships such as sister city programs (Atkinson, 2010; Fan, 2008; Hayden, 2012; Nye, 1990, 2002; 2004; 2008; 2010). According to the US Department of State’s 2014 Fiscal Year Executive Budget Summary, the United States spends millions of dollars on programs to support such initiatives with the hope that they help promote a positive opinion of the United States, its people, and its foreign policies. Consequently, soft power is employed and funded in its various forms by the American government, which makes it an official foreign policy tool. However, the specific definitions of soft power incarnations are subject to academic debate.

The literature on the topic comes in many forms as researchers attempt to quantify the elusive concept. As noted by Hayden (2012), the ambiguity of soft power manifests itself when analyzed, whereby the measurement of soft power is reduced to measuring resources or looking at it through a lens of case-based assessments of circumstantial situations. Hayden argues that neither is representative of the way soft power translates into policy outcomes. The issue is that, in concepts such as policy outcomes, their own definitions are case specific. For example, in a post 9/11 world, one of the goals of soft power is to reduce the threat of terrorism. It is subjective to quantify soft power impacts on such a threat and to measure what the threat of terrorism would have been in the absence of soft power.

In attempting to quantify soft power some researchers have elected to use qualitative methods of interviews and polling (El-Nawawy, 2006; Telhami, 2006; Nisbet et al., 2004; Rugh, 2006). Qualitative research is useful when secondary data or defined numeric metrics are not easily accessible as proxies for studying social phenomena. The problem with qualitative research with respect to soft power is that it is prone to information asymmetry problems. If the research community has a hard time defining soft power, then the implication is that explaining the concept to those being interviewed and polled would be subject to the researchers’ discretion. Framing issues can arise with respect to questions being posed in a leading fashion, suggesting the “right” answer to those being surveyed. Because of such reasons some social scientists prefer quantitative approaches to studying soft power outcomes (Atkinson, 2010; Golan and Yang, 2013; Knack, 2004; Smith, 2007). Some examples include assessments of government
programs, such as education exchange programs executed through the US Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (Telhami, 2006), while others rely on information coded through surveys taken by think tanks (Yun and Kim, 2008). All offer snapshots of insight into soft power effectiveness and their collective findings indicate that soft power has limited benefits.

Examining soft power in a global context, Yun and Kim (2008) outline the relative importance of three main resources in the formation of soft power—ethnicity, relationship, and reputation. They conclude that there is a significant link between ethnicity and national attraction. Additionally, the authors argue that reputation precedes countries. If a country has a bad reputation among an ethnic group, it is unlikely soft power methods would be very fruitful. Therefore, context and environment are both important.

What works in one country may not work in another, even if the countries are similar in demographics and culture. To that effect, Fan (2008) points out that the perception of the target country is the determinant of soft power effectiveness, because local populations define what is attractive to them and what is not. The overall implication is that soft power tools must be tailored to the specific peoples and places of deployment. What may work in South America may not work in the Middle East. The existing relationship, religion, ethnicity, and perceptions of the people dictate the potential effectiveness of soft power tools. Examining perception in that context, Goldsmith and Yusaku (2012) analyze 58 multinational surveys and the respective countries’ foreign policy decisions. The authors conclude that public opinion of US foreign policy legacies influences foreign leaders’ decision making as it pertains to the formation of their own local foreign policies. The implication is that soft power can be used as a rhetorical tool for leaders and media. It seems soft power can have a top-down as well as bottom-up effect because soft power can influence governments indirectly by the effects it can have on citizens.

One of the most discussed ways of applying soft power is through education. Atkinson (2010) found evidence that greater participation in educational exchanges is associated with new perceptions of America in the recipient country, which ultimately translates into improved local human right records. The United States utilizes a variety of exchange programs both through private and public organizations as a form of diplomacy. As Snow (2008) points out, however, it is not merely enough to say exchanges work. There must be quantitative research on how people in other nations view the West, specifically the United States, that is a direct result of such exchanges. For example, according to multiple sources, Kim Jon-un, North Korea’s “Dear Leader” was educated in Switzerland, like his brothers and his mother, and yet Western education does not seem to have influenced his views of the West, human rights, nor has it improved
his attitude toward the United States. The paradox of authoritarian and anti-US leaders being educated themselves, and sending their own offspring for Western, often American education, is much discussed in the literature on local elites in undemocratic nations (Acemoglu et al., 2005; Bu, 2003; Rizvi, 2011; Spilimbergo, 2009). In 2014, Business Insider covered a story on the world’s top 16 despots and their wives, and explained that most of the wives, as well as the authoritarian leaders, were educated in the West. To that effect, Spilimbergo (2009) argues that there is no relationship between Western education and local democracy building. Ultimately, building democracy through soft power is the goal. However, quantifying democracy itself can be problematic, albeit it being the most studied concept of political action. Considering the challenges of quantifying the various forms of soft power, the relationship between democracy and soft power is subject to empirical contention.

Another soft power method that has been studied, because it lends itself to empirical analysis, is foreign aid. Its amounts, as well as aim, have been examined with respect to building democracy. For example, using various democracy indices in combination with socio-economic metrics such as GDP, aid, change in income, illiteracy, and infant mortality rates, Knack (2004) estimates that foreign aid has been largely ineffectual in promoting democracy in recipient nations. Bjørnskov (2010) delves deeper into reasons for its ineffectiveness and explains that local elites in nations that receive aid are able to basically usurp aid funds. The conclusion is that it is not aid itself, but the presence of accountability structures around aid disbursement that can increase democracy levels. However, Savun and Tirone (2011) find aid to be highly beneficial in preventing civil conflict and thus aiding democracy. More recently, Van de Walle (2012) argues that, in the case of Mali, aid can be credited with strengthening accountability measures that are critical for democracy. Scott and Steele (2011) find a positive relationship between specific aid packages and progress toward democracy building. Smith (2007) shows a relationship between declining American public diplomatic efforts, which encompass certain forms of foreign aid, and rising anti-Americanism. The overall implication from these studies is that monetary aid without diplomacy may be counterproductive.

In addition to Knack (2004) and Smith’s (2007) admonitions of placing attention on money as it relates to soft power, Nye (2008) argues that soft power cannot be measured in dollars; it is measured by the number of changed minds. Nye states that soft power is about people, not money; therefore, it is imperative to understand the target audiences, their thoughts, values, and desires. Such a recommendation is commendable, but it does not imply that this understanding can cause a direct government response. Understanding the thoughts, values, and desires of the
people will do little because it is not the people, but their governments that are the problem. By definition, the aid and diplomacy efforts to build and strengthen democracy stem from the fact that target local governments are undemocratic and do not represent the thoughts, values, and desires of their people. Understanding their change, as Nye states, is not only defeatist in terms of measurement, as it is contentious to try and estimate a change of mind, but also, in impact. Shifting the attention in that direction removes the focus from studying outcomes of government action that are direct and time specific.

Smith (2007) rightfully points to the multifaceted nature of soft power, noting that soft power, in combination with other factors, shapes public opinion about a foreign nation. Other factors include the foreign policy legacies of each country, official diplomacy, and individual interactions among citizens. The strongest of these, Smith argues, are the policies of one government toward another and therefore, its people. In other words, if people believe that the policies of US government are against them or their interests, they will not respond to soft power methods. Again, the question arises of the separation between “peoples” beliefs and the actions of their governments. It was previously discussed that in adversarial nations, where economic sanctions have been deployed, evidence of rent-seeking behavior denotes that the governments had some degree of local support. The question is how to employ soft power to minimize such support for repressive governments. A look at the Middle East helps explain why this question must be addressed.

The Middle East is the region where America is most engaged in economic and diplomatic discourse through its War on Terror. Much has been said about the dynamic with little agreement on successful policy options. In a speech at the National Press Club in Washington, DC on September 23, 2014, former Virginia senator Jim Webb—who served as an assistant secretary of defense as well as the secretary of the navy, and among his many accolades, won an Emmy award for his documentary on US Marines in Beirut—argued that the Middle East is a core problem for America’s international credibility. Webb’s exact words are:

Once the Cold War ended we lost our way. We continued to be trapped in the never-ending entanglements in the Middle East beginning with the invasion of Iraq, to the Arab Spring, to Libya, to Syria, to now ISIS and Turkey.

The explanation is that the continued Middle Eastern engagement has become “a tangled mess of situational ethics” with no improvement, nor end in sight. The continued increased engagement is due to unique strategic and economic factors.
The Middle East Example: Strategic and Economic Importance

The relationship between the United States and the Middle East has been notoriously strained (Little, 2008; Tillman, 1982; McAlister, 2005). Much has been written on the reasons for the difficulties, from the historical legacies of Christian versus Muslim values, to current policy-specific reasons centered around American support for Israel. Tracking the post-colonial rise of Islamic conservatism and anti-Western sentiments in the Middle East, Lewis (1990), in his much discussed and strongly titled essay “The Roots of Muslim Rage,” concludes that the “rage” is based on frustrations from failures in Western policies. Lewis writes:

> For vast numbers of Middle Easterners, Western-style economic methods brought poverty. Western-style political institutions brought tyranny, even Western-style warfare brought defeat. It is hardly surprising that so many were willing to listen to voices telling them that the old Islamic ways were best and that their only salvation was to throw aside the pagan innovations of the reformers and return to the True Path that God had prescribed for his people. (Lewis, 1990: 55)

In support, in his seminal work “The Clash of Civilizations?” Samuel Huntington (1993) argues that Islamic civilizations, by the very nature of their religion and cultural beliefs, clash and will continue to clash with Western civilizations, just as they have for over 1300 years. Fundamental differences between Islam and Christianity serve as the basis for the differences in political values. Huntington (1993) lists numerous instances in which these political differences manifested themselves in violence. These two works have generated much interest in a post-9/11 world because of their prophetic implications. As a direct response, Norris and Inglehart (2002) tested Huntington’s thesis by examining cultural values of 75 predominantly Muslim countries using the World Values Study 1995–2001. The authors concluded that although culture does indeed matter, claims of a “clash of civilizations,” especially with respect to fundamentally different political values held by Western and Islamic societies, represent an oversimplification of the issues. This argument is consistent with Lewis (1990) who offers examples of Muslim political systems that have adopted Western values and policies such as voting, even through strife. The general conclusion is that in many political dimensions Islamic and Western societies are similar in their positive orientation toward democratic ideals. Therefore, Norris and Inglehart (2002) argue, any black-and-white “Islam versus the
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West” interpretation of a “culture clash” is far too simplistic. There are policy reasons at play that fuel the discourse. Fareed Zakaria summed the main policy reasons for American resentment in the Middle East in his much discussed 2001 opinion piece, “The Politics of Rage: Why Do They Hate Us,” published in Newsweek magazine. Zakaria states that there is no need to look back centuries for the root of Arab hostility toward the United States. The main reasons can be explained through American politics of the past 70 years. Namely, Zakaria points to the creation of Israel in 1948 as the source of the Arab World’s disillusionment with America. He explains that there is a perception in the Arab World that Israel, composed mainly of foreign outsiders, was created at a time when the region believed it was finally gaining its freedom from the West. Zakaria published a follow up piece in the Washington Post in 2014, titled “Why Do They Still Hate Us, 13 Years Later.” In it, he expands on the previous points and relates them to the Arab Spring, the failure of the nation-building policies in Iraq, the rebellion in Syria, and the rise of ISIS/ISIL. Zakaria concludes that it is the lack of civil society that fuels hate and division in the Arab World. He remarks that the problem is not Muslim, but Arabic, and is due to the low degree of governance in the region. Civic engagement is low and has been so historically. Most nations in the region were artificially drafted during and after colonialism in tribal cultures that lacked a coherent civil national identity. Such an identity failed to develop, and tribal sentiments continue to fuel Arab politics.

One common thread in the Arabic political rhetoric has become the fight against Western intrusion. When the British and French colonialists left, America counterintuitively inherited their legacies of Western imperialism. The United States became the representation of the entire West, and Israel became the personification of continued oppression, infiltration, and interference. This hostility only increased as the United States continued to support Israel with the Arab-Israeli wars in 1967 and 1973, and its continued support then established the view that America was against the Muslim Palestinians. Understanding the legacy of the Arab-Israeli wars in building the lasting public sentiment that fuels anti-Israeli and anti-American feelings in the general population in the region has been the focus of extensive discussion. Telhemi (2006) explains that the relationship between Israel and the United States is a key source of resentment for the Arab World and posits that it may be the single most important issue. Israel’s occupation of Palestinian lands is interpreted as the West’s general support of the aggression. In relation, Furia and Lucas (2006), analyzing the sources of contention between Middle East and North African (MENA) nations (specifically Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates) and
the Western World (this includes but is not limited to the United States), find that the issue of Palestine is so important to Arabs that it serves as a “litmus test” for their evaluation of Western countries. The conclusion is that due to America’s staunch military, diplomatic, and economic support for Israel, the United States inevitably fails this test. However, Furia and Lucas (2006) argue that the support for Israel is only one aspect and that there are significant confluence factors that must be accounted for in explaining the negative perception of America and the West. Peterson (2002) offers examples of such factors that include trade and environmental policies, as well as agricultural subsidies, and the general American “unilateral” behavior in international power wielding. The author analyzes those factors as results of policy legacies and links them to emotional causation of hostile attitudes. A conclusion offered is that while perceptions about the United States are not monolithic, the stereotypes that Americans are arrogant, hypocritical, and culturally ignorant are quite pervasive, due to the “contradictory” behavior of the US government. It is American government action, judged through the overall direction, and execution of American foreign policy in the region, that has cultivated a deep-seated source of mistrust. Among the specific policies, identified as causes for this mistrust, are economic sanctions. As an example, Tessler (2003) posits that there is a “perceived lackadaisical” attitude of the United States on the suffering of the Iraqi people as a result of American sanctions. The author states that the perception is a result of such outcomes as the fact that, according to official estimates, in the first five years of sanctions in the 1990s, more than 500,000 children died as a direct result of their imposition. Tessler further posits that the sanctions did not deter anything but the overall economic and human development of the country, and eventually their ineffectiveness resulted in the United States going to war with the defiant Saddam Hussein.

With respect to US sanctions in the region, Murtaza Hussain (2012) explains that the pervading attitude of Arab populations is that sanctions disproportionately affect the average citizen, causing mass human suffering, and do little to the regimes they are supposed to penalize. Citizens take them personally, Hussain argues, because they feel their direct impact. This is the case in the Middle East because of specific inequities. Local structures facilitate repressive governments’ wealth accumulation, which is disproportionately high in relation to the average person, leading to a very high degree of economic isolation and absorption of restrictive economic activity. Oskarsson (2012) explains the structural dynamics and their use by Saddam Hussein to remain in power. The conclusion is that damage caused by sanctions to Iraq’s financial, healthcare, and socioeconomic structures helped the dictator remain in power.
The Zogby International annual “Arab Attitudes” polling series, started in 2002, pays special attention to Middle Eastern attitudes toward sanctions. The 2002 polls indicated US favorability would increase by nearly 50 percent in the region if sanctions against Iraq were lifted. In explaining the sentiment, ten years after the aforementioned results, Greenwald (2012) claims that Arabs consider American sanctions to be the main reason for the massive human suffering in their homelands. The author argues that this fact is largely ignored by American policy makers, as Tessler (2003) argued a decade earlier. The implications are that the lack of acknowledgment depicts the American government as unsympathetic, uncaring, and hostile to the Arab people.

Sanctions are only one aspect of the factors that are behind the strained relationship between America and the Arab World. Another factor is the continued US presence in the region. According to a 2008 report by the Pew Research group, the dual wars in Iraq and Afghanistan had driven American favorability “into the ground,” as a majority of people in most surveyed Muslim nations believed America’s War on Terrorism is merely a smokescreen to both control Mideast oil and “dominate the world.” Those are pretty strong words that denote a high level of contention. It is understandable that such passion can develop around foreign military presence, given the legacy of colonial occupation in the region. Although formal military operations have ceased in both Iraq and Afghanistan, the 2014 Zogby poll indicates the majority of respondents (in all but the United Arab Emirates) cited the “continuing occupation of Palestinian lands” as the biggest obstacle toward peace and stability in the Middle East. The second biggest was “US interference in the Arab world.” Again, the notion of physical presence in the region is noted, not just military action. However, one cannot ignore the legacy of 9/11, and its role in the intensifying American regional “interference,” as Zogby International puts it.

Much has been said about the transformative legacy of the terrorist attacks in increasing the role the United States plays in the region. As a result, the Islamic world sees America as the face of the West. In a world where media defines intercultural communication, America has made strides toward policies of employing media channels as tools of diplomacy. To that effect, the United States has increased ways to utilize soft power methods in the Middle East (Rugh, 2006).

American Soft Power in The Middle East

There are several targeted American programs for the Middle East that were developed post 9/11 with the goal to debunk local extremist
ideological rhetoric. It is the belief that this type of rhetoric employed by radical factions is the seed of ideological disparity that leads to violence (Esposito, 2002).

The most prolific of these soft power programs are the Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI)\textsuperscript{13} or Radio Sawa.\textsuperscript{14} They can be seen as extensions of the well-established practice of using media, which the United States employed during the Cold War. Then, radio programming delivered by the Voice of America, Radio Liberty, and Radio Free Europe broadcasted news-heavy anticommunism content into the Eastern Bloc (Mickelson, 1983). The Voice of America was established as the official broadcast institution of the American government in 1942, mainly to deliver news to the American troops fighting in WWII. At that time, radio transmission offered easy penetration of borders, and that ease of communication was embraced fully during the Cold War as more powerful transmission technology allowed for more and more varied content to be delivered deep behind the Iron Curtain. Puddington (2003) explains that gradually the content veered from news-based to entertainment-based, with American music becoming its focus, and the promotion of American culture its goal.

Following the same structure as The Voice of America, Radio Sawa (which means “together” in Arabic) was set up under the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) and funded by Congress to provide a positive image of America through popular culture (Schneider, 2003). Radio Sawa broadcasts in Morocco, Lebanon, Iraq, Jordan, the Palestinian territories, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Djibouti, Egypt, Yemen, Saudi Arabia, and Sudan. But unlike the Voice of America, Radio Sawa employs a mix of local cultural programming as well as American pop culture content. During the Cold War, local programming was not part of radio content, except for the historical references to national cultures before the arrival of Communism. Today, Radio Sawa strategically alternates between contemporary Arab and Western music (popular with the youth), with periodic news spots that are broadcast in various languages and dialects of the region. The Voice of America has relied exclusively on English language content with minimal news segments in local languages, usually limited to ten minute increments broadcasted twice a day—morning and afternoon. The new strategy of radio programming for the Middle East shows respect for local culture, rather than criticism of the local government, which was the core mission of the Voice of America and Radio Liberty.

Schneider (2003) explains that Radio Sawa enjoys popularity because people in the Middle East are surprised by its unexpected objectivity. The legacy of American international political programming is one of
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presenting a single political position—that of the American government. This mission was mandated into law by President Gerald Ford in 1976, who set up its charter to proclaim that the Voice of America is to be the official news source for the American government. It is entrusted with providing reliable news consistent with official American policy to the rest of the world. Radio Sawa’s mandate is decidedly different because it reports stories that depict the United States positively and negatively (Schneider, 2003). The goal is to implicitly illustrate free speech. Radio Sawa is a clever addition to the Voice of America because the Voice of America is still very much active and operates around the globe. It continues to follow its historic mandate—to glorify American international policy through justifying the official actions of the American government.

Because of its unique role and nature, Radio Sawa has generated interest among researchers of political communication. El-Nawawy (2006) conducted an opinion study of Arab students in five Arab countries on Radio Sawa, and its TV counterpart—Television Alhurra. The students were asked if they perceive the media outlets as credible news sources. The results reveal that students who had listened to Radio Sawa actually had a worse opinion of the United States in part because they believed to have been manipulated by the broadcasts. Another key finding, which El-Nawawy (2006) states is contrary to much of the literature, is that there was no significant relationship between the frequency with which one listened to Radio Sawa and positive views of American foreign policy. However, the author finds a positive relationship between Television Alhurra’s credibility and US foreign policy favorability. Surprisingly, the results also suggest that students’ opinions of American foreign policy actions had declined slightly since they had started listening to Radio Sawa.

Although used extensively in the West, as a research tool polling has many limitations. The general literature on the drawbacks of polling methods indicates that they suffer from a high degree of selection bias. The selection bias is hardest to avoid with respect to respondents. In regions such as MENA with remote locales, high rates of poverty, and low rates of literacy, polling students by definition is conducting a biased study. Only the children of political elites or fairly affluent citizens go to school. Also, they are mostly male. For those reasons, as Melissen and Sook’s (2011) caution, the use of polling data is very subjective and often unreliable. In light of such caution, El-Nawawy’s (2006) findings merit further exploration because they offer key observations that have to do with information processing. One of the conclusions is that awareness of manipulation may impact the credibility of a soft power source. This observation is interesting because it juxtaposes soft power messages with the knowledge base created by the local regimes. It suggests that soft power information is questioned.
Its credibility is put in the context of local counterinformation. The conclusion that opinion about American foreign policy in the region did not improve based on frequency of listening to Radio Sawa programs because of the general belief that the content is not reliable suggests that soft power tools face high scrutiny for foreign propaganda. Other researchers also suggest that citizens are sensitive to media sources that are believed to have been created and financed for propaganda purposes (Kamalipour & Snow, 2004; Shaw, 1996; Taylor, 1992).

Radio and other media programs that are heavy in news content are the tried and tested venues of soft power. But in the age of global commercialism, the tools of advertising are also employed by the American government to create a favorable image of the nation and its values. An additional media venue for such a purpose is the US government sponsored program the Shared Values Initiative (SVI). SVI was organized by advertising guru Charlotte Beers post 9/11, while she served as the undersecretary for public diplomacy with the US State Department. This program televised commercials in predominantly Muslim countries of the lives of happy Muslims who lived in America (Fullerton & Kendrick, 2006).

The SVI program received enormous criticism from the media, politicians, and pundits, and was pulled almost as soon as it launched, lasting only two months (Plaisance, 2005). It was criticized for being condescending, patronizing, and culturally insensitive. However, Fullerton and Kendrick’s (2006) book “Advertising’s War on Terrorism” presents research that suggests the campaign ads may have been effective in their goal of improving attitudes toward America among international Muslim audiences. The authors gathered data from 500 international students across 39 countries and found that the commercials did improve the way students perceived American life.

In addition to polls, survey techniques have been employed for measuring soft power impacts in the Middle East. One such survey by Nisbet et al. (2004) was conducted in nine predominantly Muslim countries and it includes participants who are not all Muslim. The approach to survey citizens in the Muslim world who are not followers of Islam is important because anti-Americanism is mainly connected to the legacy of Muslim versus Christian cultures. However, the variety of religions and religious sects should not be ignored when studying anti-American and anti-Western sentiments in the region. Reducing the dislike of American policies to equalization with its Christian values would be misleading, as argued by Nisbet et al. (2004). The authors find that Muslims and non-Muslims living in Islamic countries had an “anti-American perceptual screen.” That screen was deeper than just issues of religious division. It only allowed those messages that fit within people’s preconceived notions to pass through.
Those that did not were dismissed. Such preconceived notions are based on local culture, historical knowledge and tradition, and patriotic pride. The overall conclusion of Nisbet et al. (2004) is that there are no discernible benefits from deploying diplomatic media programs. Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that US-sponsored news was selected based on ideological positions and therefore had only a slight buffering effect. The recommendation is to utilize a trusted media source in the region, namely Al Jazeera and other emerging pan-Arab television news station, as a purveyor of American ideals. Much of the surveying and polling research on anti-Western attitudes in the Middle East comes from studies and initiatives that closely followed the events of September 11, 2001. An example is the Zogby International “Impressions of America” series. In June 2004 Zogby International, a polling arm of Zogby Analytics, surveyed 3,300 Arabs living in Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Lebanon, the United Arab Emirates, and Egypt. The poll was commissioned by the Arab American Institute as a follow-up to the 2002 “Impressions of America” study. Questions in the 2004 poll focused on how Arabs view America and how Arabs learn about America. With the exception of Jordan, in all countries surveyed, watching US television programs created a favorable impression of America. In Saudi Arabia, the positive influence of watching these programs even surpassed knowing Americans or having visited America. However, this positive outlook of America and Americans does not extend to a favorable outlook of US foreign policy.

With respect to the difference of opinion based on soft power venues such as watching American television program and actually having been to the United States, the general results in the Zogby polls since 2004 reveal that people who had visited the United States have an overall favorable rating of the country itself. It is important to discuss the fact that those who had been to the United States personally liked American people, American values, including democracy, and American products. The same holds true for people who have personally known Americans but have not visited America. In both cases personal experiences are associated with higher favorability rating of the United States. An actual visit is the strongest contributor to having a positive opinion of America.

There seems to be a link between witnessing examples of American life and favorability. Both watching American television and/or having been to America emerge as the leading factors in building a positive view of the United States. This fact speaks to the power of seeing versus hearing. Nisbet et al. (2004), Fullerton and Kendrick (2006), and the Zogby polls all discuss the strong impact of television programs. An implication is that viewing American life provides an emotional connection. Personal visits are unparalleled for establishing such a connection, but the fact that
television programs come second is important. Popular culture products, such as television shows, popular music, and Hollywood films are said to be “America’s main exports” because they put American products in a marketable context that increases their desirability (Craig and King, 2002; Kraidy, 2005). From movies to television programs to music and Internet website platforms, America is singularly the main global culture that permeates every other country’s national culture (Crothers, 2012; Pells, 2011). Discussing the features of American soft power options in the age of mass communication, Melissen (2005) states that for those reasons American soft power capabilities are unmatched by any other nation.

Visual access to seeing America in real-world situations is important, but with respect to policy recommendations one must tread with caution in interpreting causality. In the Zogby polls much is said about the strong relationship between actually visiting the United States and positives views of America. However, one must remember that average Middle Easterners cannot afford to make such visits. Even a short trip can cost more than a year’s worth of income in Libya, Morocco, Egypt, Syria, Iran, Iraq, and Djibouti—the poorest and most prone to Islamic extremist activity nations. By definition then, those that have visited America were the relatively wealthy and possibly better educated Arab citizens. It is not among those segments of the population that anti-Western sentiment is a serious problem or is associated with terrorist activity. As discussed, terrorism has been found to take hold among the poorest and most desperate strata of the population. Therefore, soft power options of easing travel may not bring about a strong amelioration effect, if they mostly benefit those who are already predisposed to have a favorable opinion of America.

In relation, a key insight is the fact that favorability resulting from visiting America and watching American programs does not extend to foreign policy. In the Zogby polls, all participants—those who favor America and those who do not—rated US policy in Iraq and Palestine very poorly. Offering a thorough analysis of the early polls—those closest to 9/11—Jreisat (2006) juxtaposes this important fact with the general political and media rhetoric at the time, that Arabs hate Americans for their way of life. The numbers of the Zogby surveys do not show that Arabs and Muslims hate America for its freedom or democracy, rather, they deplore the American policies in the region. The implication is that the policies of the American government and their legacies are not easily mitigated by seductive images of high-quality life styles or entertainment. In relation, Golan and Yang (2013) examine the influence of American political leadership on perception. The study tracks the actions of President Barack Obama with a focus on the decided gesture of reaching out to the Middle East in his 2009 Cairo speech. The authors examine whether Obama’s informal
policy toward the region had altered perceptions or opinions of the United States. Their data was gathered from the 25-Nation Survey conducted for the Pew Research Center’s (2009) Global Attitudes Project\textsuperscript{18} by Princeton Survey Research Associates International. The research focuses specifically on the Pakistani sample (1,254)\textsuperscript{19} to examine effects of assessments of President Obama in mitigating anti-American sentiment. Published in 2013, the study shows that since the beginning of the Obama presidency, there has been a significant increase in positive sentiment toward both the United States and Americans. Of note is the conclusion that such positivity had translated into an increase of favorability toward the War on Terror. The confidence in President Obama’s leadership appears to be the cause of this increased favorability and approval of international policies (Golan and Yang, 2013).

The Pew Research Center has also undertaken a global attitudes project that has offered great insight across many related topics. A wider scope examines people’s perception of America in 60 nations. The Global Attitudes Project has conducted over 330,000 interviews in 60 countries in the past 13 years. In 2012, Pew Research Center conducted a widespread survey regarding soft power and Arab public opinion. Similar to the Zogby results, Pew’s analysis concludes that in many nations where overall ratings for the US remain low, certain aspects of American “soft power” are often well regarded. For instance, over half of the population in Lebanon, Tunisia, Jordan, and Egypt favor the American way of doing business. It is discussed that American business practices have become more popular since President Obama took office, which coincides with Golan and Yang’s (2013) conclusion that American leaders and their policies have a significant impact on opinions around the world and can be used to cultivate soft power.\textsuperscript{20} The Pew Research Center US Image Report (2012)\textsuperscript{21} also provides an important demographic clarification on what segments of the population are most likely to respond well to American popular culture, and therefore American soft power platforms. The findings indicate that American ideas about democracy are more popular among people under the age of 30. The significance of this finding lies in the fact that in the Middle East more than half the population is under the age of 30. Assaad and Roudi-Fahimi (2007) describe the growth of youth as a chief proportion of the population as a “youth bulge.” The 2012 Pew Report also notes that local youth, just like their older compatriot generations, is uneasy about the proliferation of American culture in the region. The report terms it as “fear of American ideals drowning local culture.” The opinion of the respondents in 17 of the 20 surveyed countries is that it is a bad thing that US ideas and customs are being spread to their homelands. The overall lowest approval comes from predominantly Muslim nations.
Less than 20 percent of those in Egypt, Turkey, Pakistan, and Jordan hold positive views about the United States.

The findings on youth bulges, and the positive attitude of Arab young people toward the West, point to a soft power connection to education. Because such a large percent of Middle Easterners are young and they show a more positive outlook toward the United States, it is understandable that the American government heavily invests in educational exchanges. The Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA), part of the United States Department of State, is responsible for US sponsored exchange programs. Their Office of Policy and Evaluation conducts evaluations of current exchange programs. With respect to the Middle East, the Youth and Exchange Study (YES) program22 was established post 9/11. It is specific to 15–17-year olds from countries with significant Muslim populations. Participating countries include Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Kuwait, Pakistan, Syria, Yemen, Iraq, Palestine, Oman, and Qatar. As most other exchange programs, the students come to the United States and attend American schools while staying with American families for a typical term of one academic year. How it differs from YES is that it is fully funded by the Department of State with contributions from nonprofit organizations that have presence in the host nations. Students get all of their travel expenses covered and receive a monthly stipend. These facts undoubtedly help with the previously mentioned relatively high costs for Arab citizens to travel to the United States. However, the scholarships are based on merit. The merit criteria include significant English language proficiency. But by definition the merit-based requirement would disproportionately benefit certain students, since factors related to socioeconomic inequality with respect to education imply that only those with access to such educational options that provide high quality foreign language education would be eligible. Those options are mostly private, that is expensive primary and secondary schools in the Middle East. Additionally, students who excel in English proficiency in their early years would also be students coming from families where studying English would be a priority. The implication is that they would come from families where pro-Western sentiments were likely held. Therefore, the typical student accepted in the YES program would come from the same segment of the population that most likely would have had an opportunity to travel to the United States regardless of the presence of a student exchange program. Furthermore, the benefits of such highly expensive programs do not clearly show a strong return on investment. For example, the evaluation report of the 2009 YES program finds that the initial strong positive effect of the experience on the participants immediately following the exchange had worn off “slightly” after becoming acclimated again in their home society. The
YES 2009 evaluation examined the program’s four stated goals—satisfaction with the exchange program, learning and understanding, behavioral changes, and personal linkages. It was administered through surveys and focus groups comprising program participants immediately after completing the exchange and one year after having been back in their respective countries. The results indicate that initially the participants not only took away a better understanding of the United States, but also of their own countries. The interpretation is based on responses to questions about the definition of individual rights, improved leadership capabilities, a sense of empowerment, and tolerance for another culture. Often programs such as YES offer self-lauding evaluations and the general indication from the overall tone of the report suggests that to be the case. However, through the optimistic tone a limitation is evident in the fact that the improved attitudes toward America decreased upon returning home. Although the decrease is said to be slight, what constitutes “slightness” is unclear. This fact is important because it shows that young people are equally susceptible to external information coming from soft power sources as well as internal anti-American rhetoric, even in light of having had a very positive personal experience in the United States. Possibly for that reason there is the contradiction noted by the Pew Global Attitudes Toward America 2012 report, that on one hand Arab youth had a favorable attitude toward American culture, but on the other hand, there was a fear of this culture’s spread in the region.

With all forms of increasing international information exchange, message distortion occurs in the fact that individuals interpret the essence of the message through their own perceptual prisms. With respect to that fact, Rugh (2006) provides ten recorded anecdotal examples of soft power and diplomatic efforts in effectually altering and improving negative American perceptions of Arab individuals. One example explains the personal transformation of a 2004 Fulbright participant from Iraq, who, while in the United States, internalized his political and social observations there, which were very different from that of his home-nation. His understanding of human right issues, tolerance, multiculturalism, and pluralism had such a profound effect on him that he became an active peace advocate after returning to Iraq. Another example is a 1997 retreat for 30 Israeli and Palestinian youth in which they participated in challenging training sessions. Surmounting the challenges led to a joint declaration of peace, in spite of being initially hesitant. Interestingly following the experience, both groups of youth were threatened when they returned home for their activities. Rugh (2006) explains that through the adversary many of the students maintained their pacifist positions. Eventually the group traveled to the United States together and developed an action group based on the
American Council of Young Political Leaders (ACYPL) model that helped them in their retreat.

Testimonies, interviews, and other qualitative measures are valuable to assess soft power effectiveness, as Rugh’s study shows. The problem is that access to average citizens in the remote realities of unstable nations in large enough numbers is difficult. Still, the feedback received from people in their own words can be a powerful tool in the attempt to understand how soft power works, and efforts should continue to gather information of personal nature.

It is this approach that the World Bank employs in creating the variables in the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) Project that measure government effectiveness and political stability. The project draws on four different types of data sources to compile scale metrics for grading government performance. Mostly based on polls, interviews, and surveys, the WGI methodology is vested in understanding average persons’ perceptions of their governments’ actions. Therefore, as Joseph Nye puts it, it has a “measuring the hearts and minds of people” component.

The body of work on soft power stresses there is no one right way of quantifying soft power, as there is no one form of soft power. Therefore, there is quite a bit of interest in soft power methodology. There have been studies, polls, surveys, and papers focused on the vast and various aspects of the phenomenon. As the literature examined here shows, those that try to quantify it have found it to be effective, ineffective, and even counterproductive. However, does that mean that, as Nye’s (2008) arguments would suggest, that the concept is unquantifiable? A way to quantify it is to explore the conductive properties, so to speak, of its venues. In other words, if it is understood that information channels are used for deploying soft power, examining the structures of those information channels can aid in understanding soft power transmission.

Soft power lends itself to asking basic questions such as: Do exchange programs work in improving America’s image? Does increased media exposure help or hurt? Does leadership matter? Jonathan McClory has been attempting to develop a soft power index through his series of “New Persuaders” papers. His attempt to rank soft power resources is based on fundamentals of cultural and trade openness. As a follow-up to that approach, one can focus soft power measurement efforts on studying the relationship between government action and metrics that record openness to foreign information. Such metrics are concrete numbers of trade volume, foreign investment, and telecommunication connectivity because they are the channels through which soft power ideas can be disseminated. Fewer studies have looked at such metrics, and those that have employed older data (Busse and Hefeker, 2007; Chan and Gemayel, 2004).
As an example of studying soft power with respect to improving democracy, the following exercise offers ideas of methods that can be developed. Today more and more data is available from a variety of indices put forth by governmental and nongovernmental organizations that are developed to measure the effectiveness and impact of governance. Among the most comprehensive datasets with respect to country inclusiveness and availability of data points throughout time, the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (WDI) and Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) databases stand out. From these databases, the following indicators can be chosen to study soft power effectiveness:

1. **Government effectiveness.** It is defined by the World Bank as “perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service, and the degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government’s commitment to such policies.”\(^{26}\) Kaufmann et al. (1999) note the strong causal relationships between good governance and high per capita income, higher literacy, and increased overall prosperity, and security. Brown et al. (2008) note the negative impact poor governance has on economic growth. In addition, Lee and Whitford (2009) show that countries with unstable economies are unable to staff or maintain quality government infrastructure. Soft power is created partly by governments and partly in spite of them (Nye, 2002). Therefore, government effectiveness could be viewed as a measure of responsiveness to soft power from either direction. A country’s government is a conduit for soft power, being in the position to both give and receive the lessons of soft power. Nye (2004) notes that an aspect of soft power is the skill to achieve a purpose by affecting behavior. Government behavior is manifested through policies and services and may either be influenced by diplomatic means from other governments, or through constituency pressures, as a result of soft power exposure.

2. **Political stability and absence of violence and terrorism.** It involves “capturing perceptions of the likelihood that the government will be destabilized or overthrown by unconstitutional or violent means, including politically-motivated violence and terrorism.”\(^{27}\) Albeit the causes of terrorism are diverse, Tuhan et al. (2004) correlate instability and terrorism, as terrorism capitalizes on the difficult circumstances found in unstable, underdeveloped countries to mobilize disaffected citizens that have no other means of protest or participation in the local political system. In fact,
terrorists may actively seek out these unstable, or failed, states as the lack of law enforcement and other government structure creates a power vacuum whereby terrorist organizations can recruit more people and acquire more territory (Gvosdev and Takeyk, 2002). The best way to combat terrorism is to use soft power tools such as education and free market investment (Wunderle et al., 2007).

One can employ these two variables as both dependent and independent to evaluate their fit as predictors and outcomes of soft power. The following tests offer interpretations of both instances. Depending on the nature of inquiry, the causality direction of the relationship may be reversible. Technically, such circular relationships, as they are referred to, are questioned by researchers because of the statistical problems of reverse causality. Put in terms of temporal precedence of cause and effect, reverse causality problems arise when temporal precedence is not clearly observed. In everyday language, this problem is referred to as the chicken or the egg problem. In social science, many relationships are circular because they are products of cultural factors. Cultural factor development is a complex and long-time frame-dependent process. Therefore, isolating its components in terms of temporal precedence is challenging. However, it is a challenge one must face when evaluating soft power effectiveness. It is an important quest because investment decisions for future expansion or cuts of funding for soft power programs depend on benefit-cost analyses of their impact. To help such evaluation efforts, as noted, concrete metrics of monetary variables that channel soft power should be examined. Such metrics employed in this methodological query are:

3. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) Assets. FDI is widely studied in the globalization field as the international investment of mostly private firms. It is the combination of equity capital, reinvestment of earnings, other long-term capital, and short-term capital as shown in the balance of payments. It has been shown that government effectiveness and overall good governance, including respect for human rights, have an impact on FDI inflows (Kaufmann and Zoido-Lobatón, 1999; Globerman and Shapiro, 2002), as these conditions indicate a politically stable environment conducive to investment. Blanton and Blanton (2007) find that respect for human rights signals enhanced political stability, which is the core attractor of FDI. FDI is also a vehicle through which new products penetrate markets, and with them, advertising campaigns and marketing tools that often show different lifestyles (Anguelov, 2014; Luo and Tung, 2007). Based on that argument, it is reasonable to examine whether FDI, as a soft power tool, is both a predictor and an outcome of soft power effectiveness.

In relation, empirical evidence suggests that FDI leads to an increase in the income earnings of recipient nations (Pournarakis and Varsakelis,
Alternatives to Sanctions

2004; Tanoos, 2014). For this reason variable number 2 is gross national income per capita.

4. **Gross National Income (GNI) per capita (formerly GNP per capita)**. It is the gross national income, converted to US dollars using the World Bank Atlas method, divided by the midyear population. GNI is the sum of the values added by all resident producers plus any product taxes (less subsidies) not included in the valuation of output, plus net receipts of primary income (compensation of employees and property income) from abroad.\(^{29}\) Although GNI indicates the average level of income per person, it does not indicate the distribution of income. Nincic and Russett (1979) use GNI as a socioeconomic variable and note its normative impact on both political and economic governance as it relates to a nation’s soft power. Husted (1999) finds a high correlation between GNP (also known as GNI) and corruption in a country, as corruption not only preserves or deepens inequality, but also can be the source of increasing inequality. With respect to income and government service problems such as corruption, foreign assistance numbers can also help study the relationship between external funding, local income levels as indicators of poverty and need, and international funding for the creation of local governance institutions. For these reasons, a good option to include in soft power models is the variable Net Official Development Assistance (ODA) and Foreign Aid.

5. **Net Official Development Assistance (ODA) and Foreign Aid**: This metric comprises disbursements of loans made on concessional terms (net of repayments of principal) and grants by official agencies of the members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC), by multilateral institutions, and by non-DAC countries to promote economic development and welfare in countries and territories in the DAC list of ODA recipients.\(^{30}\) ODA and foreign aid are used to win the goodwill of developing countries and are a direct soft power output (Lam, 2007; Radelet, 2003). Unlike foreign direct investment, foreign aid and ODA come from public entities, not private sources. A metric that embodies foreign sources that are both public and private is imports. Imports can take many forms, including services, and their sources can be viewed as truly global. With respect to soft power, imports can reveal additional to FDI and foreign aid sources of foreign information.

6. **Imports**. As a percent of a country’s GDP, they denote the value of all goods and market services purchased by a nation from the rest of the world. They include the value of merchandise, freight, insurance, transport, travel, royalties, license fees, and other services, such as communication, construction, financial, information, business, personal, and government services that are paid for by local private and public entities. It is in the concepts of these services that the connection to soft power lies.\(^{31}\)
and Thorr (2003) explain that products imported by MNCs rely on marketing techniques that often have political and, therefore, policy overtones. In their example, the policies of the World Press Freedom Committee (WPFC) in India yielded free television content rife with advertisement. As a result of marketing new ways of product consumption, the number of soap brands in India, which was in the single digits, grew to hundreds. Additionally, Ahmed et al., (2011) find evidence of the existence of a positive causal long-run impact of exports, imports, and FDI on income, where import growth causes FDI as well as GNI growth.

The impact of imports and FDI on local consumption is contingent on the ability to reach local consumers. The promotion of foreign goods and services is based on information channel connectivity. Therefore, direct metrics of information transmission infrastructure can also be examined.

7. Internet usage per 100 people. This variable indicates the number of people with access to the World Wide Web.  
8. Mobile phone subscriptions (per 100 people). They are subscriptions to a public mobile telephone service using cellular technology, which provides access to the public switched telephone network. Postpaid and prepaid subscriptions are included. Mobile phone usage should be examined in light of recent findings from analyses of international communication proliferation. One finding is that transaction costs of mobile service dissemination are much lower than the traditional infrastructure needed for land-line connectivity, and therefore are rapidly and more easily adopted (Agar, 2013). Aker and Mbiti (2010) show that fact to be true with respect to Northern Africa and the Middle East. Examining the impact of mobile phone technology proliferation on political outcomes, Khamis and Vaughan (2011) argue that mobile phones were the primary tool of civic engagement during the Egyptian uprisings of 2011. Similarly, Newsom and Lengel (2012) examine Arab feminist cyberactivism and offer examples of how social media utilization—via both the Internet and smart phones—was an important component of political mobilization during the Arab Spring.

Internet and mobile phone usage are important to examine, as connectivity to the West lends itself to openness of ideas and allows the spread of soft power. Mattern (2005) notes that soft power is rooted in communication, as the most fundamental way to harness it is through spreading social knowledge. Mobile phones and the Internet certainly permit this activity, allowing people access to alternate news sources and social media like Facebook and Twitter, and a wide variety of Western popular culture venues. Additionally, such technology facilitates communication between citizens and government, which may affect government responsiveness. It is not simply the availability of the tools that may carry soft power messages, but the ability of people to employ those tools toward achieving
notable policy changes. Therefore, the above-mentioned cases of social media deployment in Egypt are important because they provide a specific example of how technology enabled the launch of a successful political movement via social media. This case offers an applied illustration of soft power’s magnitude and its potential to affect change in government structures.

Access to mobile phones in Egypt was undoubtedly one of the most valuable tools in the arsenal to mobilize Arab Spring activists (Dunn, 2011). Analyses of who those prodemocracy activists were noted, showing the link between social networks and women. Historically, gender inequality, from education to options for political engagement, have been a core cultural difference in terms of developmental paths between the West and conservative Islamic nations (Roudi-Fahimi and Moghadam, 2003; Sidani, 2005). Because of this divergence, a lot of research is focused on how soft power can improve social gender equality (Moghadam, 2003). For example, social activism to increase educational opportunities for women is one of the core external soft power tools for applying pressure on both governments and families to support female education. Educating girls is one of the most contentious social issues in Muslim nations (Cooray and Potrafke, 2011; Keddie, 2011). Because of this dynamic, a metric for equitable gender education can offer insights into soft power’s capacity to affect established traditional norms. One such suitable metric is the ratio of female to male secondary school enrollment described next.

One could employ the metric as an independent and a dependent variable. As an independent variable, that is a predictor of soft power impact, it can be employed to examine how more educated females may be a voice of political activism. With respect to answering that question, any model which includes the secondary school gender enrollment ratio must be longitudinal. This is because enough time must pass in order to examine how educating minors can impact their political actions as adults. The hope is that more educated adults can put significant political pressures on governance structures that can result in improved government effectiveness. Therefore, much like basic soft power questions, the question of educating Middle Eastern girls, and therefore breaking with tradition, are often discussed (Cooray and Potrafke, 2011; Kelly and Breslin, 2010). Consequently, attempts to improve quantification methods are warranted. For those reasons the World Bank and other organizations record the variable. Its change across time is of interest here to see how soft power platforms affect issues of gender equality. As a dependent variable, the secondary school enrollment ratio can be viewed as a possible outcome of soft power—a product of the cultural and political change that occurs as a result of external value penetration.
9. *Ratio of female to male secondary school enrollment.* It is the percentage of girls to boys enrolled at secondary level in both public and private schools.\(^{35}\) Both the conservative culture and economic structure of the MENA region contribute to generally lower levels of women’s education (Roudi-Fahimi and Moghadam, 2003). A change in the percent of females enrolled in school would indicate the adoption of education equality policies. Although the education of women in this region has improved over the past three decades, educational development has varied wildly in the MENA region (Sidani, 2005).

The Middle East does not have a definitive geographic or political area (Davison, 1960). Based on approaches in previous studies of the MENA region, one can see that different geographic units of analysis can be formed. For this query, all 20 MENA nations in the Middle East, southwest Asia, and northeast Africa are included. They are: Afghanistan, Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, West Bank/Gaza, and Yemen.

This exercise also notes the importance of time. The years of choice are 2004 to 2012. The goal is to examine most current data. Of particular interest is the effect of soft power during the Iraqi, Egyptian, and Syrian unrests.

The main difficulty researchers face is access to data. With the above-mentioned benefits of the World Bank data collection methods and access to metrics, missing values are often an issue when employing longitudinal methods in nations such as the MENA countries. Therefore, researchers should examine all other options such as the UNESCO data bases, United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)—the research arm of the United Nations, as well as specific economic activity databases that focus on particular data that may be applicable for certain research initiatives. Building a comprehensive dataset for analyzing the complicated relationships between soft power, international commerce, and government action can be challenging in regions where data reliability is an issue, such as in the Middle East. In such cases it may be necessary that several data sources be consulted, cross-examined for validity, and used for obtaining missing values. A list of those databanks can serve as an example of data sources for future related international relations inquiries.\(^{36}\)

Longitudinal cross-country comparison studies that evaluate change in indicators from year to year are subject to data similarity issues that stem from consistent patterns of closely related numeric values. For example, FDI in Iraq in 2005 would be very similar to FDI in Iraq in 2004. Such similarity can be a problem in calculating accurate coefficients that measure the strength of relationships among the individual countries and note
how those relationships increase or decrease across time. For those reasons a fixed versus random effect goodness of fit test should be employed. In this query, as per Baltagi (2008), Baltagi, Egger, and Pfaffermayr (2008), and Greene (2008), a Hausman test is employed to determine the appropriate method for analyzing each of the panels. In addition, variance inflation factor (VIF) tests are performed to control for multicollinearity. Multicollinearity problems may arise when independent variables are close in value to each other with respect to both number and change of number from year to year. It is unclear from the scales of government effectiveness and political stability if the noted similarity in values would pose a multicollinearity problem. For example the political stability score in Iran in 2004 is −0.78 and the government effectiveness score is −0.17. Those numbers decrease significantly in 2005, but the magnitude of decrease between the two categories is similar. In 2005, the political stability score of Iran dropped to −2.72 and the government effectiveness score dropped to −1.66.

The VIF test revealed that multicollinearity is not a problem in this case, but imports posed a problem. Imports showed no statistical value in the regressions discussed here, and for that reason were omitted from each test. The lack of relationship counters the hypothesized link between imports and soft power, based on the works of Miller and Thorr (2003) and Ahmed and Messinis (2011), which explain that products imported by MNCs rely on marketing techniques that often have political and, therefore, policy overtones. In the case of the Middle East, the link between imports and MNCs is not clear. A possible explanation could be the centrally controlled economic structures of the nations in the sample. Much of their imports are government purchases. The MENA nations mostly import food (Breisinger et al., 2012) and military and industrial equipment (Ali, 2013). Private firms do not make those purchases; mostly government-owned enterprises do (Abdelfattta et al., 2014; Ali, 2013; Shahbaz, Shabir, and Butt, 2013). In that case, imports would not be significant soft power mechanisms because their aggregate amount would constitute a small portion of private firm goods for personal consumption. Because the connection between imports and soft power relies on the promotion of such goods with respect to advertising, their use in introducing aspects of the importer nation lifestyle with possible cultural change implications is uncertain. Because of this specific feature of the nature of imports in MENA nations, a clear link is not evident between the dollar amounts of imports and ideological information transmission. In fact, the opposite might be occurring as a link has been discussed between military spending and deteriorating government effectiveness (Michaels, 2012; Shahbaz, Shabir, and Butt, 2013). Therefore, the interpretation
of the diluting effect of imports on the general model here is that in the MENA countries imports did not significantly influence any of the institutions of governance of interest in this query. For this reason, they are left out of each regression. The analytical aim of this study is to focus on the direct contributors to policy change that can have stronger links to soft power platforms.

The first regression uses government effectiveness as a dependent variable and the Houseman results suggest a fixed effects approach is best suited. The results are presented in table 5.1.

As noted previously, the relationships in this methodological exercise may not necessarily be unidirectional. In this particular regression test a reverse causality problem, also referred to as an endogeneity problem, can occur when employing political stability as an independent variable to be regressed against government effectiveness. One could make the argument that it could be government effectiveness that causes political

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet subscribers (per 100)</td>
<td>0.0048597</td>
<td>0.0017762</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile subscribers (per 100)</td>
<td>−0.0012613</td>
<td>0.0008479</td>
<td>^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political stability_{t-1}</td>
<td>0.0363932</td>
<td>0.0198017</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>1.23e−11</td>
<td>1.23e−11</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA and foreign aid</td>
<td>−6.18e−12</td>
<td>5.45e−12</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female to male ratio secondary school enrollment</td>
<td>5.45e−12</td>
<td>0.0024986</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>−1.319343</td>
<td>0.137882</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. &gt; F</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>179</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Dependent variable: government effectiveness—perceptions of the quality of policies and public services provided. Level of significance on a two-tailed test denoted by the following symbols: NS—not significant, ^p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001. An explanation of the methodology behind building the score can be found at: http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#doc.
stability, not necessarily that political stability increases government effectiveness. Notwithstanding the possibility of a circular relationship, it is worth exploring the connection. It is important because insights can be gained into the applicability merits of the scores developed by the World Bank in terms of representativeness. Questions arise intuitively if one tries to interpret the meaning of political stability and absence of terrorism. During the Arab Spring, it was political destabilization that was lauded as the positive outcome because the demonstrations and general social unrest were hailed as a step forth in building democracy in the region (Campante and Chor, 2012; Gause III, 2011; Goodwin, 2011). By definition then, the nature of the Arab Spring uprisings denotes political instability. However, in this case, political instability is a positive step toward building better governance. Therefore, combined with the absence of terrorism, although seemingly related, instability analysis can lead to counterintuitive interpretations. In light of such issues, both metrics—political stability and absence of terrorism, as well as government effectiveness—should be examined as causes and effects. A way to control for temporal precedence in their relationship is to employ a lagging technique. Using that approach, the individual country or year scores for political stability in this regression are lagged by one year. With that control mechanism in place, the results in table 5.1 indicate that political stability and the absence of terrorism, do indeed increase government effectiveness. Following the Arab Spring’s example that political destabilization itself led to improvements in government effectiveness, the relationship here reveals that a higher level of stability causes a higher degree of effectiveness in the region overall. Then, in actuality, the term “stability” is overshadowed by the follow-up classification “absence of terrorism.” This means that measures of undemocratic instability that increase the likelihood of terrorism define the scale. The lower the score, the more evidence there is of undemocratic instability.

The results of the regression reveal a positive and statistically significant relationship between political instability and government effectiveness. The interpretation is that, as one would expect, governments are more effective when threats of terrorism and undemocratic unrest are low. Because of these findings, it must be explained that when employing the scale, researchers should note that demonstrations, uprisings, and general revolt, which are the opposite of political stability by definition, here seem to either be excluded or their magnitude mitigated through the various weighing mechanisms the developers of the scale employ. Such an interpretation points to a substantial limitation for using this metric. In relation to a legacy of political activism, the literature points to the link between governance effectiveness and various forms of peaceful social unrest (Carty and Onyett, 2006; Edy, 2006; Giugni, 2004; Meyer, 2004). After all, the
theories on economic sanctions examined in Chapter 1, posit that successful sanctions would lead to social unrest that would cause a change of government structure and or action.

In terms of the soft power technology metrics, the results indicate that increasing Internet subscriptions contributed to improving government effectiveness. The interpretation is that improving access to venues that channel global ideas and information is a direct way of creating opportunities to pressure or incentivize local governments to improve their performance. The pressure or incentives can come from the electorate. Such an outcome can occur when people learn of international examples of alternatives to social policy issues they face at home. To that effect, the policy diffusion concept can be applicable not only in terms of governments learning from each other, but also ordinary people learning from the international citizenry. Because Internet connectivity is measured in terms of available access for average citizens, the interpretation of its impact is at that level of analysis. It suggests that as more people gained access to the Web in the MENA region, the stronger and more positive the policy changes of local governments became. This interpretation offers hope because much has been said about the disconnect between average Arab citizens and their government elites. As already noted, levels of repression have been reported in the region that posit a bleak democratic reality. The fact that there is a connection between access to new technology and improved governance may indicate a potential for future regime-changing, Web-based soft power initiatives.

Interestingly, the opposite relationship is observed with respect to cell phone subscriptions. As the number of new users increases, government effectiveness decreases slightly. This finding is counterintuitive and contrary to some previously examined arguments that social media, mainly accessed through cell phones, has been a key factor of mobilization during the Arab Spring, resulting in improvements to the local democratic process (Attia et al., 2011; Dunn, 2011; Khamis and Vaugh, 2011; Newsom and Lengel, 2012). It could be that adversaries of democracy are also increasingly using cellular technology. That interpretation is hard to link to an applicable example, as it is difficult to argue that citizens with strong motivation to undermine the performance of their governments are using their cell phones effectively to such an end. It is more feasible to link the result to business activity. The negative relationship can mean that in nations with relatively more “ineffective” governments, cell phone subscriptions grew more during the examined time frame. Through that prism, then an additional link can be made between poverty and technological proliferation, in terms of market development. The link lies in the argument that in the MENA nations, government ineffectiveness is correlated with poverty (Ali
and Isse, 2005; Breisinger et al., 2012). Therefore, poverty is correlated with infrastructure underdevelopment. As discussed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, poor nations lack in infrastructure, and as the examples from Myanmar and North Korea show, infrastructure development becomes a priority as trade and wealth increase. The literature on increased cell phone use in areas where traditional communication infrastructure, such as landline cable connectivity is lacking, shows that cell phones are an attractive and relatively inexpensive technological option because one cell tower is much cheaper to build than laying miles of cable (Agar, 2013; Aker and Mbiti, 2010). The results observed in table 5.1 could be a manifestation of such a dynamic, but prior lack of empirical evidence related to the strength of such a connection warrants further exploration.

Continuing with the interpretation of the results of the first regression, we see that foreign aid—one of the most often discussed direct soft power tools—does not significantly influence government effectiveness in the Middle East. Neither does the number of girls enrolled in school—a hypothesized outcome of soft power. The interpretation is that neither of those metrics reached critical mass to elicit institutional change in terms of government policies between 2004 and 2012.

Much has been written on the fairly low amounts of foreign aid, recipient nations actually get. Therefore, a possible proaid connection can be made from the results presented here. If the goal of foreign aid is to improve the governance institutions of recipient nations and if foreign aid by definition is a direct way to hand governments money under conditions—those conditions are soft power platforms—then either the money is not enough, or the conditions are not binding. Accountability of local governments has been discussed a lot, in how they use foreign aid. As previously noted, there is a link between foreign aid and corruption because of lack of accountability measures in the deployment of aid funds. The results of the regression in table 5.1, show that foreign aid did not have a beneficial effect on MENA governance, pointing to the need to evaluate quantity and application of aid disbursement in the region.

The results also indicate that the strongest predictor of government effectiveness in the region was foreign direct investment. The relationship is positive, which means that as FDI increased so did the government effectiveness score of the examined MENA countries.

When it comes to business opportunities, the strong relationship between FDI and government effectiveness offers support for the hypothesis that increasing the presence of foreign businesses in a nation leads to improvements of government performance. It is evidence that as a vehicle of soft power, FDI indeed causes governments in the Middle East to upgrade their services, possibly to create an improvement in terms of global
standards and business effectiveness platforms. This link is important because augmenting foreign assets is connected to augmenting foreign-owned business operations. With foreign businesses come foreign products, foreign marketing, foreign managerial practices and behavior, as well as foreign compliance demands. This is the case because most FDI projects operate in coordination with multinational networks that are subject to international (or foreign) regulatory demands.

Such management applications of FDI assets are based on the proliferation of foreign information. The information can have ideological and political aspects. Ideologically, as other researchers have shown, the marketing and advertising of new products can alter local product consumption patterns, and such alterations can lead to changes in cultural habits. The literature on cultural imperialism notes how foreign advertising leads to change in behavior in developing nations (Kraidy, 2005; Petras, 1993; Tomlinson, 2001). This connection is generally portrayed with negative connotations, however, there is evidence that increasing the consumption of foreign products and being exposed to foreign advertising for the promotion of those products can lead to beneficial outcomes, particularly in such policy spheres as gender equality (Luke, 2001). For example, Jensen and Oster (2009) explain how watching American cable shows depicting the lives of women who enjoy higher degrees of economic and social emancipation led Indian women to change their own behavior and demand more equality and power from their husbands and male relatives. Also, Ibroscheva (2007) explains how the promotion of Western products in Eastern Europe after the end of Communist isolation has impacted the economic dynamics between men and women, where female consumerism is related to higher emancipation in order to emulate a more glamorous, but still, a more socially equitable Western lifestyle.

The political side of foreign information proliferation via increase in the investments of foreign firms lies in the connection to international production compliance standards. When projects are constructed with multilateral funding streams, such as World Bank loans, multilateral regulatory management practices must be followed. In that way, external operational management information can contribute to knowledge building in local management. As already noted, because those that comprise local business management are also the local political elite, then one can argue that a possible connection could exist between increasing business effectiveness and increasing government effectiveness. Still, much more research is needed to explore the magnitude of such a hypothetical link. Most prior studies have focused their attention on the connection between FDI and political stability.
A key argument in the literature on FDI location is that foreign investors prefer relatively more stable nations. In the case of the Middle East, this argument merits empirical testing because of the strategic importance of the region, and the presence of oil. These factors would suggest an incentive to manage the uncertainty of instability and continue to invest in the region despite instability, especially in light of current and future global energy needs. Such an incentive would have implications for sanction mitigation. The literature on economic sanctions explains that transaction costs of trade define sanction effectiveness with regard to finding alternative trading partners. The FDI literature concludes that political instability can be a prohibitive factor that deters foreign investment. Therefore, the expectation is that if FDI increases, then one would expect political stability to increase as well. However, the cases of Myanmar and North Korea showed that during the sanction years, while these countries were sponsoring and harboring terrorists, FDI increased. The interpretation is that today, MNCs may not be deterred by political instability as they had been in the past. In nations with strategic and precious natural resources, instability and terrorism may deter certain investors, but it may attract others.

Given the explored circularity in the relationships among FDI, government effectiveness, and political stability, an analysis of political stability as an outcome of FDI and soft power venue metrics is offered in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 uses the score as a dependent variable. To control for reverse causality problems between political stability and government effectiveness in this case, the government effectiveness metric is lagged by one year.

The results show no statistical significance between any of the variables and political stability. This fact suggests that government effectiveness is not necessarily a predictor of political stability, in this case strongly defined by the absence of terrorism. Such a statement seems untrue in light of the link between the two represented in the general body of historical research. However, it could be a viable interpretation for the MENA nations. Based on noted recent terrorist activity in the region, it may be plausible that regardless of good local governance, terrorism can strike anywhere. It is an important issue to address in the context of the Middle East because it could offer insights as to whether terrorism activity increases in response to general Westernization of local governance. For example, there could be a link to the attack against Malala Yousafazi in 2012, or the abduction of the 300 schoolgirls in Nigeria by Boko Haram.

The fact that the soft power metrics do not impact political stability also suggests that if one defines political stability primarily through terrorism, then soft power policies can only go so far. The implication is that nations can become unstable and harbor terrorism regardless of the soft
power tactics of external and internal idea exchange. Such general statements may be overreaching based on the scale offered by the World Bank, mainly because it is unclear how the scale is constructed and how its components are weighted for magnitude of importance. The combination of the factors comprising the scores allows for significant discretion, both in terms of geographic data availability and the interpretation of qualitative data output by the World Bank researchers involved in the project. Further research could delve deeper into the scale components and examine robustness. It is important to keep applying the measures of both political stability, in all its definitions, and government effectiveness because they create outcomes. The goal of soft power diplomacy is to achieve tangible results. The challenge is quantifying the results with respect to specific policy outcomes. Therefore, literature from other disciplines that examine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet subscribers (per 100)</td>
<td>–0.0000798</td>
<td>0.0039066</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile subscribers (per 100)</td>
<td>0.0004995</td>
<td>0.0018609</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government effectiveness (_{it-1})</td>
<td>0.0641085</td>
<td>0.0775852</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>1.01e–11</td>
<td>8.67e–12</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA &amp; Foreign Aid</td>
<td>–5.04e–12</td>
<td>1.19e–12</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female to male ratio secondary school enrollment</td>
<td>0.0037295</td>
<td>0.0054591</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>–1.319343</td>
<td>0.137882</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prob. > F < 0.0000
R-squared 0.92
Observations 179

\(^a\) Dependent variable: Political stability and absence of violence and terrorism—likelihood of government destabilization by violent means and or unconstitutional political participation and expression. Level of significance on a two-tailed test denoted by the following symbols: NS—not significant, \(^*\)p < 0.10, \(^*\)p < 0.05, \(^**\)p < 0.01, \(^***\)p < 0.001.

discipline-specific policy outcomes resulting from increased government effectiveness in developing nations can offer insights.

In the economic literature on industrial upgrading of developing countries, one of the most often studied outcomes is the ability of nations to attract FDI (Anguelov, 2014; Daud and Stein, 2007; Globerman and Shapiro, 2002, 2003; Wint and Williams, 2002). Based on that assumption, a test of both the government effectiveness and political stability measures as attractive factors for foreign investors is offered in table 5.3. Table 5.3 shows the results with FDI assets employed as the dependent variable.

The literature on FDI posits that an important attraction factor is gross national income per capita (GNI). Foreign investors favor nations with large and growing GNIs. For this reason, GNI is included in the regression in order to offer a more representative model. Although the goal here is to focus on soft power and governance, the wealth of the average citizen

### Table 5.3 Cross-sectional time series regression analysis, FDI assets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet subscribers (per 100)_{it-1}</td>
<td>−3.71e+07</td>
<td>1.95e+07</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile subscribers (per 100)_{it-1}</td>
<td>−1.52e+07</td>
<td>8309629</td>
<td>^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female to male ratio secondary school enrollment</td>
<td>−2779791</td>
<td>1.28e+07</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNI per capita</td>
<td>11627.95</td>
<td>17671.86</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government effectiveness</td>
<td>1.56e+09</td>
<td>9.25e+08</td>
<td>^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political stability</td>
<td>−1.06e+08</td>
<td>1.84e+08</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA &amp; Foreign Aid</td>
<td>0.0905843</td>
<td>0.0733636</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged dependent variable</td>
<td>0.9186849</td>
<td>0.1064782</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.70e+09</td>
<td>1.78e+09</td>
<td>^</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prob. > F < 0.0000
R-squared 0.81
Observations 160

---

a Dependent Variable: FDI—the overall balance of foreign assets to liabilities in a country measured in current US dollars. Level of significance on a two-tailed test denoted by the following symbols: NS—not significant, ^p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
cannot be ignored. As citizens earn more, they consume more and FDI responds to increasing local consumption demand.

Because of the addition of GNI to the model, a second Houseman test is performed. The results indicate that a fixed effects test is not necessary and therefore the method employed is a cross-sectional, panel-corrected time series regression analysis. Additionally, a time effect test is performed on this panel when employing FDI as the dependent variable as per Greene (2008) because of value similarity in FDI numbers from year to year. The results indicate indeed that a time effect is present, which is often the case with dollar amounts in investment and trade. Therefore, to correct for it, a lagged dependent variable is added. Furthermore, because of possible endogeneity with respect to industrial sector, both Internet subscribers and mobile subscribers are lagged by one year.

It is noted that telecommunication technologies are often external to nations such as the MENA countries in the sample, and therefore FDI may be directed toward developing those sectors (Shirazi, 2008). The endogeneity may stem from the fact that a significant portion of foreign investment may be associated with each industry and therefore can cause Internet use and mobile subscriptions to change.

The results reveal an interesting outcome. An increase in both telecommunication variables causes yearly FDI to decline. This finding could signal market saturation typical with knowledge intensive economies that are not subject to diminishing returns. In such cases, notable increases in output, such as adding more cell and Internet users, do not require reciprocal linear investments. The curvilinear relationship denotes that minimal, and in many cases no, additional investment is needed to produce multiple product units. The implication is that in the MENA nations with fastest growing Internet and cell subscribers, the FDI associated with that growth decreases from year to year. A possible interpretation is that this fact indicates the high return on investment in the industries, also discussed by Shirazi (2008).

The results also reveal that government effectiveness was a positive predictor of increasing FDI, albeit the relationship is observed at the 0.10 level, while political stability does not seem to affect FDI in the region. Further research should focus on this very important finding as it suggests a possible relationship between FDI sources that do not value stability or increasing economic partnerships in unstable nations such as Iran and Syria with investors from Russia and China, as reported during the Arab Spring.

Neither foreign aid nor female to male ratio in public education are shown to affect political stability. With respect to foreign aid, this finding again points to the ineffectual features of aid. Further research can...
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examine if aid fails to improve political stability because of accountability factors, as some researchers suggest, or because of its limited amount, as the proponents of increasing aid argue.

With respect to the connection between reform of government policies in the Middle East toward the goal of improving human rights issues, as already discussed, much has been said about offering more opportunities for female education. Jeddah and Riyadh, in a story for the Economist magazine published on May 17, 2014 titled “Unshackling Themselves: Saudi Women are Gaining Ground, Slowly,” explain that even with increasing government policies of women’s political empowerment, public education is still “single-sexed,” with the exception of one Saudi university. For those reasons Saudi women study abroad and many women-only universities are emerging in the Middle East. The will of women to gain access to education is evident, despite the difficulties. Women go to such lengths outside Saudi Arabia and in its women-only private education institutions that in 2014, the author argues, more women than men were in higher education. Keddie (2011) offers insight into the soft power nature of educating Muslim girls because the entire concept of female empowerment through education is still viewed as a “Western-informed viewpoint.” For that reason, as is also noted by Riyadh in the Economist story, vocal local opposition exists against gender equality in education. But this issue is at the forefront of the cultural discussion with respect to improving government effectiveness in the region (Cooray and Potrafke, 2011; Gallant and Pounder, 2008; Hamdan, 2005; Keddie, 2011).

There is a general agreement that increasing the education of girls is, at its core, a successful outcome of soft power because the impetus for such a societal change, although embraced by Arab women, is external. It is Western values of gender equality and social opportunity that challenge local cultural legacies. For those reasons, a hypothesized successful outcome of soft power and government effectiveness would be an increase in the number of girls enrolled in schools. In the previously analyzed regressions, the metric is not a predictor of increases in government effectiveness scores, political stability scores, nor FDI amounts. As a dependent variable, it is also unaffected by the factors of the model, except for the one metric that the previous regressions found to be non-significant—foreign aid, as shown by Table 5.4.

The results show a strong causal relationship between increasing foreign aid amounts and a rise in girls enrolled in public education in the MENA region. This fact denotes a direct link between foreign aid, as a tool of soft power, and an outcome of government effectiveness with respect to improving equitable public services. Because in the previously discussed regressions, foreign aid did not show a significant impact on increasing
government effectiveness directly, the implication is that in the MENA region aid is of a targeted nature. Government effectiveness has many outcomes. The results here indicate that foreign aid does not impact most of them, but is effective at improving gender equality in education. However, because of previously mentioned studies that find a connection between foreign aid and corruption, more research should be conducted empirically, and through applied case study examples. The focus should be on causal links to instances of policy change where foreign aid conditionality can be traced to its disbursement for education purposes. Still, the statistical significance of foreign aid, as a factor that increases the percent of girls enrolled in school, has implications for economic sanctions.

Foreign aid was the first soft power tool to be cut when sanctions against Myanmar were implemented. This is the reality in most cases of sanctions.

Table 5.4  Cross-sectional time series regression analysis, female to male ratio, secondary school enrollment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internet subscribers (per 100)</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile subscribers (per 100)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNI per capita</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government effectiveness</td>
<td>−0.39</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political stability</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>−0.150e−11</td>
<td>3.00e−11</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA &amp; Foreign Aid</td>
<td>2.38e−10</td>
<td>9.77e−11</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagged dependent variable</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prob. &gt; F</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>160</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent Variable: Ratio of female to male secondary school enrollment—the percentage of girls to boys enrolled at secondary level in both public and private schools.¹ Level of significance on a two-tailed test denoted by the following symbols:

NS—not significant, ^p < 0.10, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

¹http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/se.enr.seco.fm.zs?display=default
Aid, particularly aid items classified as “non-humanitarian type aid,” which would be all funds directed toward education exchange, diplomatic exchange, and community development programs, are the first to go. The aid that can be disbursed is for food and medicine, particularly in nations where famine or military unrest have resulted in direct life-threatening situations for local populations. Because of the overwhelming empirical evidence that aid may be unsuccessful in increasing overall government effectiveness or political stability, the findings here offer an insight into what particular outcomes of government effectiveness are closely contingent on aid. The central conclusion from the results in table 5.4 is that educational opportunities for marginalized segments of the population increase as a result of increasing foreign aid.

Education inequality and illiteracy are serious problems in the Middle East (Kuran, 2004; Moghadam, 2003; Omran and Roudi, 1993; Zaharna, 1995). It is heartening to know that they have improved in the MENA region since 2004, as a result of foreign aid. This conclusion is based on the fact that more girls are enrolling in schools and it has been among females that literacy rates have historically been lowest (Hammoud, 2006; Roudi-Fahimi and Moghadam, 2003). This positive outcome indicates that educating women is a central diplomatic issue. The importance of women’s education is suggested by the interpretation of the results that significant portions of aid funds are directed toward female education programs. In addition, the previously noted reports of the power of women, as the new political voice of the Middle East during the Arab Spring, offer a further insight with implications for economic sanctions. Because foreign aid is a premium instrument in the sanction tool kit, its amount is likely to be decreased with ease and immediacy during discourses. Based on the findings here, it would follow that if aid is decreased, then empowerment of marginalized population segments will also decrease, which will diminish possibilities for developing viable local political oppositions. In that case, sanctions lowering nonessential and humanitarian aid can have unintended negative consequences for local democracy building. The development of a varied, inclusive, and educated local political opposition is a desired outcome of democracy building in nations with repressive political elites. The results here would suggest that soft power tools are much more viable mechanisms for building democratic platforms than economic sanctions.

Soft power is a complex concept with many definitions. Because it is a notion that is less than 30 years old, the literature is still developing. It has been measured in a variety of ways with mixed results. Therefore, it is a topic ripe for exploration. The results of the methodological query
here show that a way forward is through a focus on vehicles, or channels, through which soft power messages travel. Nye (2010) advises a combined approach in the Middle East where hard power, that is, direct military action, against terrorists is tempered with soft power tactics. This prescription is important because terrorism does not exist in isolation. Rather, it depends on support from local peoples. It is through soft power that Western nations can minimize such support for extremist ideology via the spread of alternative ideals, and in that way, decrease the incentives for future insurgency.

The general conclusion of the query presented here is that information technology facilitates idea exchange. The results suggest that, in the Middle East, the expansion of telecommunication platforms, particularly Web and cellular technology, is a method through which such an idea exchange can lead to increased government effectiveness. Other analysts have discussed this fact, such as Sakr (2001), who examines how cable and satellite television penetration had political impacts in Arab countries. The contribution of this query is that it shows that the private investments in telecommunications of outside MNCs have strong soft power features. Therefore, money transferred via FDI is relevant when measuring soft power.

Further research should examine FDI assets and flows with particular focus on different sectors of foreign expansions. Understanding which sectors foreign firms favor can indicate product market gaps. By studying the product positioning tactics of foreign firms in addressing such gaps, diplomacy scholars can examine how the owners of the associated assets promote the merit of their products to local populations during their market development campaigns. These promotional tactics are image intensive and the image messages can be evaluated for soft power components. This is the case because today, the Internet, mobile phones, satellites, and cable communications platforms offer an emotional visual connection to media content (Kraidy, 2009; Mortensen, 2011; Pappé, 2014; Sakr, 2001). Therefore, modern soft power channels are stronger and more immediately absorbed than traditional print and radio media. Communications related to soft power are also more immediate. Such technological platforms increase the amount and scope of communication and, therefore, enable the spread of ideas necessary for soft power to be influential. In particular, as the results here indicate, FDI can transmit these ideas, most often through the advertising and promotion of foreign goods and services (Anguelov, 2014; Hayden, 2012; Jiang and Wei, 2012; Miller and Thorr, 2003).
Chapter 6

Sanctions or Soft Power: Implications for Competitiveness

This chapter links together the literatures on sanctions, soft power, international business, and foreign direct investment. FDI analysis of incentives is offered at the firm level, as vested in the production and operations management and international economics literatures, to explain how the growth of international business opportunities can diminish sanction impact. The mitigation is linked to lowering transaction and opportunity costs due to the augmenting scope of global market participation.

Firm Profitability in a Global Market

Although FDI is a direct outcome of economic sanctions, there is a surprising dearth of FDI analysis in the literature on economic sanctions. To that effect, the findings and examples in Chapter 5 detailing how FDI can be a vehicle for soft power dissemination are important. Insights for economic sanction effectiveness can come from understanding the incentives for investing internationally today.

Foreign investment is increasing in magnitude and changing in nature. According to United Nations Conference on Trade and Development’s (UNCTAD) databank “Bilateral FDI Statistics,” which offers FDI data for all countries since 1948, in the last two decades FDI’s contributive portion to world economic growth has increased from 5 percent to over 30 percent. It has also diversified from mainly being linked to capital assets such as factories, buildings and land to financial instruments and general operational services ranging from research and development to logistics.
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By definition the service component of FDI relies on information exchange, which is another reason why FDI is closely linked to soft power. At its core, soft power is the transmission of information. Therefore, the opportunities for soft power analysis via examining FDI in the services sector are significant.

Information exchange by itself is merely a component of FDI proliferation. FDI must lead to knowledge building for it to create significant soft power impacts that could offer alternative policies to the imposition of economic sanctions, or even, result in such levels of intergovernmental cooperation as to render sanctions obsolete. For this reason, the literature on knowledge sourcing through FDI offers important insights. It discusses how foreign investors amass knowledge for augmenting business profits. Increasing this knowledge base leads to improving operational efficiency, which in turn minimizes the transaction costs in trade partnerships. It is this process of knowledge building and knowledge transmission that occurs via the private investments of transnational firms as they expand globally.

At the firm level, an international knowledge base is both operational and ideological (Büthe and Milner, 2008). Both components are present because they depend on a critical level of reaching agreements for conducting business. Such a meeting of the minds, so to speak, denotes an ideological connection of mutual understanding with respect to how production processes are to be established and followed. Therefore, the various quantifiable forms of FDI can be used as proxies for channeling soft power by analyzing the legal establishment and execution of management practices. Through the process, diplomatic efforts can be improved. For example, the improvement can come from increasing incentives for firm-level information channeling with respect to training local workers and managers in ways congruent with international human rights norms. Because in sanctioned nations, firm management and political elites comprise the same people, increasing the opportunities for business communication increases the opportunities for political communication.

As explained above, for FDI to grow, a critical level of mutually beneficial business agreement must be reached. When both investor and recipient of investment find benefits from the return on that investment, the incentives to increase the magnitude of the successful business relationship grow. Therefore, even through discourse, if the local business entity is significantly dependent on foreign investment, the opportunities increase for the investor to demand compliance with their preferred platforms and standards. In other words, incentives exist where private firms can demand improvements in labor, environment or operational standard compliance from their local business partners. The incentives are created

(Damijan et al., 2003; Head and Reis, 2008).
under the increased scrutiny placed on MNCs today by the large and constantly growing number of international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs). Evidence of such activity has been noted in the literature on corporate social responsibility (Aguilera et al., 2007; Campbell, 2007; Colas, 2013; Du, Bhattacharya, and Sen, 2010). The political connection is examined in the context of international civic activism. To understand the connection between global civic engagement and the powerful role international activism has on MNC profitability today, one needs to examine the difference between FDI today and in the past.

FDI’s changing structure has been the focus in interdisciplinary work in studies on international market development ranging from economics, sociology, and political science to business management. The core definition of international market development is in the explanation that FDI is changing in purpose. Its purpose today is to develop local markets, which is different from its historic legacy of being deployed for the exploitation of local natural resources without creating local commerce with respect to consumption.

From historically being employed for extraction of natural resources in well-separated industrial sectors, today most FDI is in multisector resource management (Blanton and Blanton, 2007; Helmsing, 2003; Huarng and Ribeiro-Soriano, 2014; Shafaeddin, 2005). This means that where in the past FDI firms engaged in one type of business activity in a recipient nation, today they perform multiple business activities in more than one industrial sector. An insight into how this proliferation process has increased comes from the analysis of MNC portfolio management with respect to FDI.

Today the main portion of FDI is in merger and acquisitions (M&As), rather than the past norm of financing the construction of new industrial facilities (Head and Reis, 2008). The M&A deals have increased in value and source, as developing nation MNCs join the world market and use FDI as a knowledge-sourcing tool (Di Minin, Zhang, and Gammeltoft, 2012; Song and Shin, 2008). They purchase firms in developed nations to gain access to markets and expertise. MNCs from developed and developing nations primarily use FDI today for that purpose—market access both in size and scope. The market scope component is referred to as diversification. MNCs are continuously diversifying their holdings (Schoar, 2002; Shapiro, 2008). This process is the definition of MNC portfolio management. The fact that increasing components of MNC portfolio management are in international assets has given impetus to the international portfolio management literature that is anchored in business and finance bodies of research. The transformation is important to put in context because it describes such business agglomeration activities as vertical integration. For MNCs vertical integration is the acquisition or development of the majority
of production platforms in an industry. From extraction to manufacturing to sales, the ability to own all of the individual firms in the production link affects the incentives to invest in nations during sanctions. For example, as the cases of Myanmar and North Korea show, particularly with regard to rare earths and energy inputs, traditional FDI in commodity extraction is still an important part of international investment dynamics. But today, it is no longer done in isolation. Traditionally, extraction firms would be engaged in mining and refining ores, for example, but then they would sell the ores and metals to manufacturing firms for the follow-up processes in the production chain, typically outside of the nation in which extraction happens. However, today the MNCs engaged in extraction also own assets in the follow-up industries that use the extracted inputs. For example, Rio Tinto—one of the world’s largest mining and extraction conglomerates, headquartered jointly in the United Kingdom and Australia—owns entire production platforms. The Rio Tinto Group either fully or partially owns subsidiaries in operations ranging from extraction of ores to their refinement to their use in the group’s technology and innovation division. This, in essence, is the definition of MNC vertical integration.

In addition to vertical integration, today the asset management strategies of MNCs also include investing in multiple sectors and, if not directly producing, then acquiring financial assets in different sectors in multiple countries. An example of that dynamic with respect to soft power features of FDI is the portfolio of holdings of French telecommunications giant Vivendi. Vivendi owns movie and music production companies, software companies, newspapers, cable and television firms, ticket retailers, gaming console and online gaming platforms, as well as cell phone and mobile communication device firms. By definition, most of its product lines are channels of information exchange. Among Vivendi’s holdings are American Universal Studios as well as American Bartlesmann Music Group, British cable television giant General Cable, Spanish software producer Anaya, Germany’s subsidiary of VIVA television (which is wholly owned by Viacom, parent company of MTV, Comedy Central and Nickelodeon) and also Maroc Telecom—the only telecommunications firm in Morocco that handles all telephone and most media platforms. Morocco is part of the MENA nations examined in Chapter 5. The fact that its information technology sector is not only foreign owned, but by far the most diversified telecommunications MNC in the world, offers an example of how Western management of information can in itself be viewed as soft power. Understanding that Vivendi’s interests would be to promote its product lines in its international markets would denote that cable programming in Morocco would include Spongebob Squarepants and the Daily Show. Moroccan movie theaters would show Universal Studio movies.
This strategy of product and market diversification allows MNCs to engage in international brand proliferation (Strebinger, 2014). The nature of international brand proliferation is to use FDI for developing local markets for the sale of their brands, which as already explained, is the new purpose of FDI in the modern global economy. With respect to historical use of FDI, this is a fairly modern business strategy. Its magnitude has grown as a result of the information technology revolution and the market liberalization policies that gained major impetus with the advent of the World Trade Organization in 1995. The creation of the WTO set forth an institutional platform for the internationalization of business, which directly changed the strategic possibilities FDI offered.

As already noted, FDI in the past had been primarily involved with resource-based industries such as mining, oil, agriculture, and general commodity trade. The investment focused, and often limited itself, to regions that possess natural resources, with extraction of these resources as a main goal (Blanton and Blanton, 2007; Sylwester, 2005). The sales took place in external markets that offered the highest profit margins. Sales in the countries of extraction did not primarily concern the firms investing overseas. Blanton and Blanton (2007) observe that the information systems’ innovation that rapidly accelerated in the mid and late 1990s has led firms to change the purpose of their foreign investments, as explained earlier.

The change of purpose of FDI is contingent to the overall change of global economic activity (Gholami, Lee, and Heshmati, 2006). The same revolutionary changes that Blanton and Blanton (2007) discuss also led to the advent of the “new” economy. The new economy has been identified as the reality in which knowledge components employed in production increase significantly in relation to direct costs (Atkinson, 2004). Prior to the information technology revolution of the 1990s firms mostly relied on labor-intensive production in the value-added process. However, today knowledge-intensive components add a significant amount of product value and therefore are becoming increasingly important for firm profitability (Kelly, 1999). It is all based on higher rates of innovation and creative destruction. Creative destruction is the process of abandoning old production options for innovative ones that lead to efficiency improvements (Gordon, 2000). What is unique about modern day creative destruction is that it happens fast, \( i.e. \), in shorter than traditional time frames.

Creative destruction is dependent on information technology because the efficient transmission of information dictates the rates of information exchange (Atkinson, 2004). Those rates define the magnitude of creative destruction. The higher and more diverse the information exchange options become, the higher the rate of innovation and the higher the
production value added options. This is the main reason why FDI has changed in both nature and scope. International investments in information exchange platforms are crucial in the modern economy (Gholami, Lee, and Heshmati, 2006). They are also the vehicles of soft power that influence the increase in global economic and political commonality. Even with the discourses examined in this book, it must be noted that international economic and political cooperation today is at an all time historical high (Kaul, Grunberg, and Stern, 1999; Keohane, 2005; Wight, 2014). It is all due to the increased options for communication. With respect to political information, a connection has been made between FDI and democratization through the deployment of information technology for the purpose of idea exchange (Addison and Heshmati, 2003).

Idea exchange dynamics at the government level is embodied in the notion of international policy diffusion (Simons and Elkins, 2004; Stone, 2001; Walter, 1999), that is, the process of governments learning from each other and locally applying policies observed outside their nations’ realities. To that effect, we talk about global governance today and one global market—both are outcomes of the ability to transfer knowledge internationally at low direct and transaction costs. Low knowledge transfer cost is the core factor that has fueled the market change of global economic activity from the “old” to the “new” economy. Many argue that FDI fueled the global growth of the new economy (Addison and Heshmati, 2003; Cooke, 2001; Eichengreen, 2006).

The period prior to the change from the “old” to the “new” economy was when the bulk of economic sanction studies reported successful outcomes. The main reason being that during that period local market power in developing nations, in terms of purchasing magnitude, was insignificant in relation to the overall profits of MNCs. To put the difference in perspective, it must first be stated that firm profits are based on the successful final sale of finished products. In the old economy, MNCs relied on their developed nation markets for the majority of revenues because of the wealth and consumption habits of citizens in the developed world. Atkinson (2004) and Wolf (2004) explain that in the old economy, income levels in the developed world were the highest and discretionary spending brackets of consumers were the largest—when people earn a lot they can purchase a lot. In addition, as societies move up the industrialization ladder, their consumption bundles—as economists put it—increase. In other words, they not only can pay a lot for goods and services, but they also increase their consumption of the variety of goods and services. For these reasons, prior to the time of the new economy American and Western economic sanctions had purpose and impact. They controlled access to the markets with the highest purchasing power.
In the old economy, the single strongest market was the United States where hundreds of millions of customers consumed the largest and most diverse combination of goods and services in the world. Therefore, the volume of trade America offered had no parallel substitute. However, all of that changed when technological and political innovation led to the massive opportunities for developing new markets that drive the high economic growth rates of, what historically had been called, lesser developed countries (LDCs). Blanton and Blanton (2007) argue that FDI was and still is the core tool for the structural and institutional development of such new markets. It is the incentives of FDI’s sources—the multinational corporations—that augment its importance. Those incentives shifted from reliance on mature markets for profit growth to strategic development of new consumption in developing markets. Therefore, the sectors of importance changed from primary commodities and products—such as raw agricultural exports, lumber, ores, coals, and metals to fast moving consumer goods (FMCGs) such as clothing, personal items, pharmaceuticals, electronics, information and telecommunication products, and financial services. The change of importance has to do with the internationalization of the manufacturing process. In the old economy, extraction was done in the developing world, as were (and still are) low-knowledge intensive manufacturing processes. High-knowledge intensive manufacturing remained concentrated in the developed world. However, in the new economy, with the aid of information technology, firms no longer have to rely on knowledge bases back in the developed world for the higher value-added manufacturing of finished goods. Information technology allows MNCs to disaggregate business processes and reduce the complexities associated with communication and coordination across organizational and geographic boundaries, as Contractor et al. (2010) explain. In this way, information technology assets became infrastructure assets. Today, they allow manufacturing functions to be developed closer to the extraction processes. The incentives are to concentrate more business activity closer to the site of extraction in order to minimize direct transportation costs, and also to benefit from the proximity to the end consumer. Such business activity consists of creating entire production networks, not just individual production links (Porter and Kramer, 2011). Therefore, today a global firm can develop production capabilities in diverse geographies and take advantage of cost saving opportunities in transportation and time management.

In the old economy, such approaches slowly developed over time and carried large risks for efficiency. But in the new economy, technology allows for the outsourcing process to include outsourcing knowledge instantaneously, which leads to the ability to outsource all components
of production, not only those that are labor-intensive and based on low knowledge. Such an approach enables firms to reintegrate the outcomes of outsourced processes back into their internal operations. It provides a way to build competitive advantage at the firm level that can be measured by improvements in performance through, as Bardhan, Whitaker and Mithas (2006: 17) put it: “better codification and standardization of information exchange.” Equally important, as already mentioned, is the fact that such an approach also allows for producing at local costs and therefore offering products at local prices. This is another important market development aspect that has changed the incentive to direct strategic investment from developed to emerging markets.

In the old economy when finishing production processes were in the relatively high-cost Western world, sales had to happen there as well. Reexportation back to the developed world would price products higher than local discretionary spending brackets for the majority of the population. Therefore, Western exports to LDCs were mostly in either commodities, such as food products or steel, or high-end industrial equipment such as machinery and airplanes, that could be purchased by governments and businesses, not average citizens. The FDI associated with such exports was also concentrated and limited in scope. For example, Panasonic could not sell many television sets in Zimbabwe, if it had to ship them from Japan and price them at world market levels. Its Zimbabwe investments could be in two production links: (1) low-end component assembly for export to final assembly in a more developed nation, or/and (2) setting up a retail operational structure in Zimbabwe through flagship stores or purchasing a retail outlet dedicated to the local sales of its finished electronics. In either or both instances of market presence, Panasonic could not sell many electronic products in Zimbabwe because few Zimbabweans (or other nationals who would make purchases while in the country) could afford to pay world market level prices. However, in the new economy, Panasonic can completely produce all components and their services in Zimbabwe. It can source all inputs locally or regionally and offer a television set priced according to local discretionary spending brackets. Local wages and local currency valuations set those brackets and, therefore, define local market purchasing power.

Discretionary spending brackets are growing in developing nations, but they are still much lower because wages are lower. Therefore, direct exports from high-wage nations would put the products at unattainable price points for average local consumers. Therefore, in order to penetrate developing markets in terms of introducing new products and growing the sales of those products, MNCs must produce locally. Evidence suggests that they do and this strategy is at the core of global firm profitability.
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today (Adeyemi et al., 2014). To illustrate the magnitude of this global market power shift in relation to FDI, one can look at the types of modern aggregate FDI flows. The growth of FDI in service industries alone provides an important example.

Services encompass high-value added production link components such as finance, design, and customer service. They were traditionally undertaken in the developed world in the old economy, and are now increasingly channeled toward the developing world in the new economy (Dunning, 1998; Oehler-Şincai, 2011). For example, in 1990 FDI stock in services was $950 billion worldwide. By 2002, it had reached $4 trillion with FDI inflows into services accounting for two-thirds of all FDI inflows in 2001–2002 alone (Helpman, 2006). This metric is important because in relation to FDI stock—the overall balance of asset values—FDI inflows denote the annual increase of new investment at the country level. The averages suggest that at the onset of the 2000s, the annual growth of new FDI was four times as high as the value of FDI assets accumulated over time. When it comes to overall value estimates Choe (2003) posits that in the 1990s the dollar value of FDI inflows increased from $200 billion to $1.3 trillion. Choe (2003) further explains that during the same period the amounts of FDI inflows and outflows combined grew at least twice as fast as actual international trade amounts. The interpretation is that FDI stock—the value of investment after liabilities have cleared (such as debt and the general cost of acquisitions)—offers productivity options of a multiplier nature. Profits from FDI can quadruple, if judged by the numbers offered in Helpman (2006), through the spillover effects they generate for revenue streams in the multiple networks of modern MNCs. To put this growth in perspective of overall world economic activity in terms of value, it must be noted that in 1980 FDI stock represented 5 percent of world GDP (Lall and Rajneesh, 2004). By 2000, that percentage had almost tripled to 14 percent. By 2011, it had reached 30 percent as estimated by UNCTAD. These numbers indicate the importance of new internationalization. International trade was important in the past as well, but it only generated 5 percent of global wealth. Most wealth creation was internal, that is, within the defined boundaries of individual countries. Also, the developed world created most wealth, which is no longer the case today. Economists at Citigroup, as quoted by the Economist magazine, offer these important averages as examples of the change in wealth creation patterns from their historic legacy of being in developed nations toward developing nations. Between 1995 and 2007, 59 percent of global economic growth came form the developed world. Between 2010 and 2013, over 70 percent of global economic growth came from the developing world.¹ The article explains that because much of that growth happens within the borders
of large developing nations, such as the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) nations, it appears as though trade volumes have decreased and one could conclude that international trade is becoming less important. However, the real reason for the decrease in direct trade metrics—imports and exports—is that through FDI, firms develop local production systems in their entirety and as developing nations grow they face less need to import components. As the internal economies of developing countries diversify with respect to producing many goods and services, in large nations local sourcing options become available and substitute suppliers emerge to offer components that previously had to be imported. That reality makes it possible for a firm that sells products in Brazil, for example, to source all of the components for the final assembly of that product in Brazil and not import many, mainly technological components, as has been the case historically, from other nations. It is all possible because FDI from constantly increasing (in number and scope) sources are directed toward emerging markets and is deployed for the development of a diverse local industrial base. Since FDI is a component of international trade, the implication is that trade is becoming more important in the value creating process at the firm level, not less important if only judged by the direct balance of overall exports and imports.  

As already explained, not only have the FDI numbers grown, but also diversification across sectors has occurred. From investing in extracting raw materials, MNCs have shifted the focus of their FDI toward developing complete external networks with strategic backward linkages to local production entities and forward linkages with local retailers (Hayes et al., 2005; Weinstein, 2005). Those linkages with local retailers are growing in importance because of the focus on reaching new customers outside mature markets (Levy and Prakash, 2003). Reaching those customers is contingent on successfully promoting the novelty of products and services to them. That promotion is the focus of the largest segment of business administration research—international marketing. By definition, and as explained by the literature on brand proliferation and even cultural imperialism, the marketing of foreign goods and services is soft power in application.

In an exhaustive volume on the modern dynamics of international marketing Terpstra, Foley, and Sarathy (2012) explain that it is all based on FDI. The assets of the firms promoting their products internationally are by definition FDI, because direct exports from home to host nations are the anomaly today (Cavusgil, Knight, and Riesenberger, 2012). As already noted, when MNCs promote products in new markets they look for local production platforms to either produce locally in entirety, or complete the final links in the production chain, in order to position the products close
to the local consumer. In this way innovation can reach the customer fast, which helps minimize the transaction costs of promotion. Speed of reaching the customer allows producers to harness the power of excitement that innovation brings. In addition, this tactic minimizes not only direct costs such as transportation, but also indirect costs associated with prototyping and market testing. Innovation must be taste and preference specific, and therefore testing various options to study customer response is important in order to create the most satisfying, and therefore, the best positioned product (Beise, 2001). For that reason, the strategy for MNCs is to establish and grow favorable networks in component procurement (Porter and Kramer, 2011). Therefore, procuring locally is essential. MNCs must stay close to local cost structures in order to be able to offer local customers new products at competitive local prices. These are the strategies that have led to an international trade platform where direct exports from mature to emerging markets in finished products are the anomaly today.

The above examined dynamic of incentives in modern-day firm-level internationalization helps explain why the purpose of FDI in the new economy has changed. Among the many conclusions, with respect to diplomacy, a main point is that the information channels FDI offers are the foundations of its successful deployment. Then, it is counterintuitive that as a vehicle for soft power, FDI is less examined with respect to economic sanctions. When sanctions constrict FDI, they negatively impact the information transmitted through it. The reason for this oversight in making the connection could be that researchers and diplomats bear the legacy of ethnocentric guilt based on the historical findings of the pervasively negative impacts of Western FDI on the developing world. As a testament, Young (2001) raises the question, “what do researchers know about the global business environment” as the title of his work. He argues that surprisingly little has been said about the interconnected relationship between FDI and the governance structures of multilateral organizations such as the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and activist nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Those organizations are named because a lot of FDI penetration is championed via loans from the IMF and the World Bank in public-private partnerships (Hammami, Ruhhashyankiko, and Yehoue, 2006; Hodge, Greve, and Boardman, 2010). When projects are executed with finances from such multilateral organizations, they deploy NGO networks in execution, monitoring, and local government mediation. Young (2001) also argues that the reason for focusing on that interplay is that informal governance influences formal governance. Therefore, guidelines promulgated through global governance structures and social activism are regarded with increased attention. This fact is also a result of the information technology revolution because advances in telecommunication
technologies have allowed for higher degrees of monitoring. This growth of global social activism and the watchfulness placed on MNCs via cyber-civic engagement is a result of the much discussed historical legacy of the exploitative practices of Western MNCs. However, as global wealth balances shift, so do the investor characteristics.

As already discussed, the source of FDI historically had been in the developed world and most of its volume had been among the developed nations. Because of the dynamics in international production as examined above, starting in the mid 2000s FDI flows into developing countries have increased at the expense of developed countries. For example, at the end of 2008 FDI inflows into Africa had risen to a record value of $88 billion. FDI inflows into Asia had grown by 17 percent to a record $298 billion, FDI into Latin America and the Caribbean had grown by 13 percent to $144 billion, and FDI inflows to the former Eastern Bloc countries reached a record $114 billion. Meanwhile, FDI into the developed world decreased by more than 25 percent. These averages are important because they reflect the economic crisis of that year. The rapid global diffusion of the crisis affected all financial markets. It constricted global capital liquidity by devaluing financial assets, lowering aggregate wealth, and impacting the ability of firms to invest (Tong and Wei, 2011). As expected, a drop in FDI inflows is observed by UNCTAD but only in the developed world. The strong growth of inward FDI into the developing world shows that global investors find value in allocating scarce financial resources there.

Also it must be noted that the investors are changing. Globalization has increased the wealth of the developing world and the wealth of its firms. The growing number of large MNCs from the developing world has been impressive. From 1996 to 2008, the number of developing country companies in the Fortune Global 500 increased 525 percent. Such growth is the result of the explosion of international production networks and the increasing flows of FDI into the developing world.

The FDI going into the developing world from the developed had been studied with respect to mostly negative social outcomes associated with exploitation in the extraction process. When, as already noted, in the past FDI had been associated with the extraction of raw materials for export, the economic incentives of the investors were in cost-minimizing strategies for acquiring cheap inputs. As a result, since the 1970s two main theories developed to explain the negative impact of developed nations’ investments in the developing world—World-System Theory and Dependency Theory. Both are based on the assumption that FDI comes from the West and is deployed to exploit the East and South. That assumption may have very well been the reality in the old economy. But today increasing amounts
of FDI come from the East. A major and growing portion of that investment is directed toward the West as a competitive tool that MNCs from the developing world employ to acquire new technologies and gain access to new markets (Anguelov, 2014; Barnard, 2008; Dunning, Van Hoesel, and Narula, 1996; Gammeltoft, 2008; Klein and Wöcke, 2007). These findings, and the general platform of international business operations explained here, indicate that things have changed. Therefore, theoretical platforms must account for those changes. It would be far too optimistic to dismiss both theories and declare the end of exploitation. But, it must be understood how their assumptions hold today and if they are valid. Even though there is evidence that contradicts the main premise of both theories, it does not mean that in all cases developed nations’ control over developing markets is diminished.

World-System Theory states that there is a global capitalist system that allows Western (core) nations to exploit developing and less-developed (semi-periphery and periphery) nations by bringing them closer in or further out from the global economic core (London and Smith, 1988). Dependency Theory states that dependence on foreign capital by under-developed nations causes decreased economic productivity and negative conditions in general (Kardulias, 1999; Robertson, 1992). In both theoretical frameworks, FDI is portrayed as a tool for foreign capital dependence in a negative light. The concept denotes a gradual increase of domination and control of developing nations by their developed partners achieved through the proliferation of FDI (Kellner, 2002; Kentor, 2001; Kentor and Boswell, 2003; Rudra, 2002; Wimberley an Bello, 1992).

There are two measures of dependence: investment dependence—the penetration of a country by foreign capital—and debt dependence—the dependence of a government on foreign credit. Both are contingent on MNC activities because, as already explained, most direct economic penetration is accomplished through the private investments of MNCs. Multilateral organizations can aid in providing financial incentives for economic penetration, but ultimately it is MNCs that acquire the property rights associated with new industrialization. Acquiring those property rights has been equated by both theories to economic imperialism. For example, Kentor (2001) finds foreign capital dependence to have a negative effect on domestic problems in developing nations by promoting income inequality, accelerating population growth, and slowing economic growth. A significant body of socioeconomic research by Kentor and the above cited scholars reflects the old economy incentive structures of trade. The pervasively negative aspects of globalization embodied by the investments of MNCs are observed because of the extraction-based nature of trade. It is also worth noting that the literature comes from the field of sociology with
The fields of productions and operations management and international marketing bring insights into current changes of incentive structures in international business. Those are the changes that give MNCs impetus to engage in a lower degree of exploitation and put more effort into improving institutional cultures in developing nations. The incentives are due to two main factors—one is purely economic and based on the transaction costs of increasing marginal sales. In terms of sales growth, transaction costs are the costs of introducing new products in markets (also referred to as product development), advertising, promotion, and customer and public relations services. In developed countries those costs are high because many brands compete in an overcrowded market place for limited market share. The owners of those brands look at emerging markets for future increases in sales volume in two important aspects that were discussed previously: direct export sales, which is the traditional approach of exporting, and more importantly, local manufacturing for sales in local markets (Aizenman, 2006). To offer an example of how important the local manufacturing for local sales component is, Drezner (2006) estimates that of all the production done in China by foreign companies, over 80 percent of the products are sold in China and not exported for sale outside the country. This shift in market concentration not only toward China, but toward the majority of emerging markets, did not occur with significant force until the mid-2000s (Zakaria, 2011). The change is the core factor behind the new incentives of MNCs to engage in behavior that increases the welfare of the populations of developing nations. This increase in welfare is likely to be spent on new products and services offered by MNCs, because as already noted, increased product and market diversification allow the MNCs to offer a growing variety of goods and services.

The second main factor contributing to the observed general improvement of social behavior in MNC platforms is contingent on soft power. It comes in two facets—the soft power of monitoring from formal and informal governance structures and the soft power MNCs themselves wield through information dissemination in teaching and learning (Campbell, 2006; Cheng, Ngok, and Huang, 2012; Lensink and Morrissey, 2006, Levy, 2008, Vogel, 2008). Much has been said about the increased power of international nonprofit organizations (INGOs) and social activists in raising awareness of social justice issues of exploitation by MNCs in the developing world (Ayoub, 1998; Momin, Ahmed, and Parker, 2013; Monshipouri, Welch, and Kennedy, 2003; Santoro, 2003). A whole discipline has developed around the monitoring of human rights abuses due to business practices. This very fact has changed the power dynamic and
MNCs tread with caution, aware that in the information technology age, bad publicity can cause significant damage in customer relations (Ali, 2013; Lompo and Trani, 2014; Vogel, 2008).

With respect to MNCs as sources of soft power that can lead to improvements in social conditions via teaching and learning, an explanation lies in the definition of FDI linkage and training channels. FDI channels are classified in terms of competition, innovation, and human development (Seck, 2012; Winkler, 2013). With respect to human development, the linkage channel provides a venue for technology transfer. Foreign firms transfer new technology to domestic firms through transactions with these firms (Ernst and Kim, 2002; Martin and Salomon, 2003; Smeets, 2008; Wang, 2009). Then the training channel provides a venue for knowledge transfer because the introduction of new technologies by foreign firms encourages “an upgrading of human capital” (Lensink and Morrissey, 2006: 479). This knowledge transfer is not only technological, but also political. As already noted, FDI by MNCs is increasingly monitored for global civic society (Barrientos and Smith, 2007; Levy, 2008). The higher scrutiny provides incentives for foreign firms that engage in new production to follow international standards in operations management (Campbell, 2006; Vogel, 2008). In the process, they can positively impact local social justice. Research again has focused on examples from China (Bergsten et al., 2007; Cheng, Ngok, and Huang, 2012; Subramanian, 2011). Examples from China are important with respect to human condition improvements because of the negative legacy of human rights set by the Chinese government. It is well documented and discussed that the Chinese government represses its people in order to prevent dissent. Therefore, it can be concluded that there would be few internal incentives to improve human rights policies in China. But external factors can create such incentives. Bergsten et al. (2007) show how increased presence of foreign firms, investment, and managers in China has impacted Chinese companies with respect to increasing competition for local labor. The competition has led to monetary gains for employees and also to the Central Communist Party taking a firm stand in policies that improve the working conditions and pension plans for Chinese workers.

Another positive example of this process is the noted interest in mutually beneficial labor relations. Even while some criticize certain aspects of globalization, economists and sociologists have observed a current and steady rise in wages in developing nations as a result of trade liberalization and MNC market penetration (Henry, 2007; Henry and Sasson, 2008; Irwin, 2009; Krugman, 2008; Stulz, 2005; Subramanian, 2011). There is a well accepted connection by scholars between general economic growth and rising wages that is attributed to multiple factors.
Today among those factors is a general economic interest by multinational employers in labor issues in emerging markets. What in the past was referred to solely as “labor” is now viewed as “a consumer” (Basile et al., 2008; Grossman et al., 2006; Navaretti et al., 2007). Today MNCs have vested interests in the purchasing power of their workers in the countries they penetrate, because they look for opportunities to sell to those workers. Firms are now less concerned with keeping wages low in host nations to maintain low production costs, as they have been and as is the convenient argument for the critics of free-trade. In the modern interconnected global marketplace, MNCs have an interest in increasing wages because the wage increase is likely to be spent on the products and services that the MNC is selling.

Unfair Competitive Advantage and Its Implications for Political Resilience under Economic Sanctions

For global firms, market presence is no longer a choice but a necessity. Therefore, any sanctions that prohibit firms from optimally choosing their locations negatively impact firm competitiveness not only in a specifically sanctioned nation, but overall. When in the past firms could strategically choose markets based on institutional stability, today the interconnectedness of business activity makes location options less important than strategic necessities. In the developing world unattractive markets have become attractive because trade liberalization has changed the structure of market participation. The general growth of economic activity that has resulted from the proliferation of globalization has caused an increase in the number of market participants. Townsend, Yeniyurt, and Talay (2009) explain that all markets—developed and developing—once had a well-defined set of competitors. Today, both in terms of firms and countries, the set of competitors has expanded and become harder to define, because of the international fragmentation in production. The higher the fragmentation, the more links in the production chain, the more market participants there are, and the less clear it becomes which links bear the critical value-adding features that lead to firm profitability. Another cause for the increase in the number of international market participants is the growth of global brand proliferation and diversification. Brand proliferation refers to the internationalization of firm assets and sales. Brand diversification refers to the variety of products and services modern day transnational firms provide.
For these reasons, the profit growth of MNCs today is simultaneously tied to geographic and product diversification.

Product diversification offers opportunities for achieving economies of scale and scope (Chang and Wang, 2007). Economies of scale are savings in production costs per unit that firms gain when they grow in size. Going global allows modern firms to increase their size drastically. Therefore, with the growth of international operations comes savings on production costs per unit because many more units are sold than in one national market. It is important to remember though, that because of the above-discussed fragmentation of the production function, such growth is contingent on partnerships. As firms increase the number of countries in which they operate, they increase the number of business intermediaries that help them establish operations and or connect to local consumers. In this way, as a firm grows outward with respect to its national economy, the number of participants in the firm’s market operations also grows. In the process, per unit costs of manufacturing additional products decrease because fixed costs—those of buildings, machinery, and rents become average costs when firms do not have to construct new factories, for example when they grow, but can outcontract the increased production to intermediaries.

Economies of scope are similar in the fact that they are achieved on an average cost per unit bases, but in this case that cost is spread out across multiple products. The savings are achieved in two ways. One is by the reliance on a common indivisible asset, such as a specific technological know-how. The other is in lowering transaction costs of promotion in reaching new customers. In other words, when MNCs make many products and bundle them in product packages, for example, they promote multiple product lines with the aid of common advertising platforms. For example, Apple Inc. offers many products. They all have a similar brand design. Apple uses the same marketing experts and designers to create the promotion tools for all its products from laptops to cell phones to iTunes and Apple TV services. Economies of scope are achieved because the costs of producing the main campaigns and their design are spread out across many products. As the number of products promoted grows, more people can be reached per unit of money spent. This would imply that there is no need to hire additional designers to keep creating new logos for the new products. Those products all bear the same packaging and image, and therefore, Apple Inc. achieves wage savings per unit with respect to advertising and promotion. For these reasons, the general economic theory of international trade states that the unique benefits of increasing trade are the achieving of economies of scale and scope (Ethier, 1982). This is the main reason why in the new economy firms have incentives to set up international operations.
As mentioned above, when they diversify in location, MNCs have the opportunity to identify gaps in newly penetrated markets. In developing nations that are climbing the industrialization ladder, the possibility to fill such gaps offers an additional diversification incentive—product diversification. As emerging market populations increase their wealth, they increase their consumption needs in scale and scope. To cater to these needs, diversified in terms of product breadth, MNCs can easily introduce new products for the local population, products that have been previously developed in mature markets. This is the definition of market development. This is different from product development, which was discussed earlier with respect to customer proximity in prototyping during the innovation process in order to minimize transaction costs. The difference is that market development refers to the sale of products already developed in other markets and introduced in a new market. They are not invented in the new market, which is the process of product development. Specific features of these products can be tailored to local taste and preferences, but the main product attributes do not need to be reinvented. Therefore, in order to be best poised to fill gaps in developing nation markets, MNCs increase diversification of holdings and product lines. Many product lines allow firms to introduce products already tested for success in other nations, while improving their features, based on the knowledge of all the international markets where the products have been sold as well as local market-specific knowledge.

Product diversification increases MNC value because it offers options for multiproduct, multimarket expansion, which is essential for the profit growth of MNCs today (Schoar, 2002). As a result, MNC investment has morphed from foreign direct investment into foreign portfolio investment (FPI) (Blanton and Blanton, 2007; Lensink and Morrissey, 2006). The management of FPI is a continuous process of acquisition and divestment, expansion and contraction, and overall restructuring of operations through reallocating assets in different countries by leveraging competitive capabilities, as Oliveira, Roth and Ponte (2003) put it. In this process, location-specific knowledge spillovers occur because of the many trade partnerships that are developed. In both forward supply chain operations—from manufacturing to retail—and backward supply chain operations—from sourcing of manufactured parts and components to the mining and extraction of ores, metals, and energy for their production—MNCs share best practices managerial input with their partner firms (Rozenweig, Roth, and Dean Jr., 2003). Because in many cases partner firms are themselves entities from MNC conglomerate groups that provide inputs based on their own international firm-specific platforms, international information spillovers occur. They are regional in nature.
because of proximity needs. It is the combination of these reasons that creates a spillover effect with respect to economic sanctions.

The reason for the spillovers lies in the fact that economic sanctions impact the major trading partner nations of both the sender and receiver country. At the firm level economic sanctions may disproportionately affect the firms of the sender nation because of the nature of regional production fragmentation noted in MNC operations management. The sender nation’s firms may incur higher loss of value in their entire regional operations because restriction of production activity in one country can result in restriction of contingent business operations in neighboring countries. The reasons for this disproportional loss of value are related to agglomeration economies.

Regional economies define modern international production because of the proliferation of agglomeration economies globally. By definition, agglomeration economies are region specific. They are marked by benefits to be gained by proximity to certain markets, inputs, and knowledge. Because of the international fragmentation of production, which as already explained is the location of specific production processes for the final assembly of one product in different countries, industrial agglomeration has become very important. It is based on specialization (Peri, 2002). Certain nations and, by association, their regional trading networks become leading specialists in specific industrial activity. To this effect, industrial agglomeration refers to the creation and proliferation of global industrial clusters (Lazzeretti, Sedita, and Caloffi, 2014; Markusen, 1996).

Alfred Marshall first identified cases of industrial agglomeration, or clusters, in 1890 and described their spillover effects in knowledge that are created when firms benefit from the production and innovation activities of neighboring firms in the same and related industries (Marshall, 1890). Because of the specific spatial costs of that time period, Marshall’s clusters were within nations. Today they are among nations. Cluster activity has been much studied in international production contexts because in the knowledge economy, informational spillovers can give clustered firms a better production function than that of isolated producers (Krugman, 1991). However, as already noted and discussed at length in Weinstein (2005), at large, there is no such thing as isolated producers anymore. All components of production depend on international production networks that are situated within clusters. It is because of the agglomeration effect of these factors that economies of scale and scope are created (Lazzeretti, Sedita, and Caloffi, 2014). Economies of scope are achieved in clusters because firms reduce their average cost in making multiple products in a concentrated geographic area.
In summary, in the new global market, economies of scale and scope are the goal of MNC business strategies. They are achieved in two main ways—by diversification in products and markets, and by being strategic in cluster location. Being part of old and new clusters has become so important as to merit its own policy description—spatial management (Dunning, 1998, 2009; Porter, 2011).

The benefits of proximity contribute to two main reasons for the emergence and growth of clusters globally. First, the concentration of firms in a specific region offers a pooled labor market with industry-specific skills, ensuring both a lower probability of unemployment and a lower probability of labor shortages. Second, localized industries can support the production of nontradable specialized inputs (Martin and Sunley, 2003). Such inputs can be in human capital, when a region such as Silicon Valley has many entrepreneurial information technology professionals. Nontradable specialized inputs can also come in the form of specific infrastructure, such as large military industrial complexes around which firms want to locate, or large ports where processing and logistic services create their own operational knowledge incubators.

It is these factors that shape the ability to produce multiple goods efficiently in concentrated locales that has magnified the level of diversification of firms. Because of this diversification, location becomes even more important for MNCs as emerging markets take the lead in overall corporate profits. Being close to those markets in all aspects of operations provide essential benefits that range from knowledge spillovers in innovation to knowledge sharing in best practices with suppliers and intermediaries, to have a better understanding of customer needs and to be able to respond fast to changes in those needs, and to taking advantage of lower production and transportation costs. An essential thing to remember is the fact that the quest to attain those benefits happens in a context of increasing competition. As emerging markets grow, so do their firms. In a world with rapidly growing market players, the magnitude of competition increases for all those players. Because of this reality, economic sanctions can end up providing competitive advantages to the firms of those nations that do not comply with them.

The proliferation of multinational corporate business interconnectedness, combined with the market opportunities in the developing world, sheds light on the ability of sanctioned nations to frustrate American and Western efforts. In all cases examined previously, sanctioned nations find effective alternative options for trade. Today they do so speedily and efficiently, as the data in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 from Myanmar and North Korea indicate and the examples of Russia and Iran offered in Chapter 1 show. A reason for this agility lies in the fact that it is local political elites
in the sanctioned nations that comprise the local business establishment. Its members may be bad politicians according to Western definitions of good governance, but that does not mean they are bad business people in terms of international trade. For example, the magnitude of growth in each industrial sector in Myanmar examined in Chapter 3 indicates that there was significant learning associated with trade during the sanction years. The implication is that non-American trading partners contributed to substantial industrial upgrading with respect to building operational knowledge capacity in Myanmar. This fact is related to the nature of knowledge spillovers in regional contexts. It indicates that firm management—be it private or government controlled—learns from the managers of other firms. To that effect, Luo (2005) describes the incentives for MNCs to share operational knowledge with their trading partners. The incentives are significant and go beyond subsidiary to ancillary partner networks. As Luo (2005) puts it, there is more of a coopetition process than a competition process in international market development. Coopetition occurs when in one aspect firms compete with each other, but then they provide cooperative advice, technology, and investment to common ancillary networks. This effect is particularly strong in developing nations where multiple firms rely on one common transportation firm, for example. In that context, all businesses that use the services of that transportation firm end up sharing input in their supply chain management strategies. The common provider of transportation services becomes a communication hub where the information is shared. It is shared because knowledge flows both from the top down and bottom up in management. Keeping these facts in mind can help understand why political dictatorships become so good at evading sanctions. The longer they stay in power, the longer they stay in business. While controlling all business operations in the absence of market competitors, they learn the best ways to increase their business profitability through international information exchange. When their business profitability grows, so does the political resilience of the government because the economic benefits can be used to increase political rents. As authoritarian regimes become richer, the economic and political rents they can extract, protect, and bestow on their supporters increase. For these reasons we see the resilience to international diplomatic pressures in Myanmar, China, North Korea, Egypt, Iran, Cuba, and Russia.

The constrictive information also fuels resilience. As discussed in Chapter 5, FDI is a vehicle for information transmission and knowledge. When Western firms are told to scale down or seize further investment in sanctioned nations, external information flow becomes unidirectional with respect to ideology. Local political information becomes dominated by one-sided information sources—those who support the local regime.
Therefore, alternative information dissemination is negatively impacted. In other words, when Western nations impose sanctions, they limit the amount of information that can be used to build local political coalitions that would support the ideals congruent with those of the sender nations.

For these reasons, the political resilience of rogue and repressive regimes must be examined in terms of the economic incentives to remain repressive. Their resilience is based on the fact that the local politicians are also the local businessmen. Through the growth of international production networks, their business opportunities augment and the rents associated with that growth also increase. As business opportunities grow in the absence of competition, so does the amount of rent extraction and protection. Rent protecting leads to strengthening economic and political leadership, because the wealth is used for creating further rents by providing economic benefits to the regime supporters. This reliance on economic rents delivers strong political rents and lowers opportunities for the development of viable political oppositions because it has a path-dependent component. As we see in the case of Myanmar, path dependence keeps the economic and political life of the country unchanged after the end of sanctions.

In summary, as long as sanctioned governments are not significantly isolated from the global market, sanctions can disproportionately harm the sender nation. This harm can result in two main outcomes. One is through the direct loss of market share for the sender nation’s MNCs that can have regional and global profitability sides. This is a serious competitive advantage problem because MNC production and management platforms in any country rely on the business partnerships of the country in question and its major trade links in regional supply chains. The sender nation MNC affiliates in neighboring countries can be dependent on economic activity in the sanctioned nation, and when that activity is contracted, so is the activity of their affiliates in the region. Therefore, they can become more competitively vulnerable. The result can be a decrease in the overall earnings of the sender nation MNCs.

The other way that sanctions can harm the sender nation is by lowering its credibility on the international political arena if the effect of the sanctions is not evident. The lower the credibility, the lower the support for the social or humanitarian cause that the sanctions aim to alleviate. The result is a loss of moral ground. When the sender nation is questioned, so are its legitimacy, diplomacy and policy positions.
Chapter 7

Engage or Not? Conclusions and Policy Implications

This chapter puts the combined findings on sanction limitations in the context of transaction cost assumptions of firm-level asset internationalization. The link is exemplified through the agenda setting dynamic of the November 2014 APEC summit during which policy formation on issues affecting the future of Myanmar's democracy and Russo-American relations points to the futility of sanctions. An insight comes from the soft power analysis of information exchange. As sanctions lower the number and scope of international sources of information that challenge local political elites, they provide an information exchange rent platform that repressive regimes can use to augment their domestic and international diplomatic power.

Sanctions and Market Power

The contribution of this book is that it examines how the imposition of sanctions can creates market rents for competing multinational corporations (MNCs). MNCs from the sender nation are at a disadvantage because when told to scale down operations in target nations, MNCs from nonparticipating nations can gain competitive market positions. The example of Myanmar indicates that an eagerness exists to engage in such “market grabbing” because it lowers local market competition within the nation as well as regionally. Lower local market competition has nonlocal spillover effects on firm profitability because in a global market-place, overall firm profitability is contingent on the degree of internationalization. Absence and/or late arrival in one market can have nonlinear negative spillover effects on
overall firm growth (Agrawal et al., 2014; Parola, Satta, and Persico, 2013). This is the case because, as explained in Chapter 6, the fragmentation of what economists call the “international production function” necessitates the building of multiple linkages that are geographic in scope (Mahutga, 2012; Suder et al., 2014). Those linkages involve not only the sender and receiver nation MNCs, but also their regional partners. Firms that build those linkages first can control entire supply chains and co-opt backward and forward related businesses in resisting late market arrivals.

For those reasons, as Verčič (2008) notes, hard power methods of physical coercion, such as economic sanctions, become more expensive in terms of direct dollar amounts, loss of lives, and loss of political clout. Therefore, soft power may become an increasingly attractive way to ameliorate international relations. This is a possibility today because of the dramatic growth in cross-border interactions among state and nonstate actors. To that effect, Smith and Wiest (2005: 290) call to scholars of transnational relations to expand the traditional “state-bounded notions of civil society to account for a transnational public sphere.” This transnational public sphere has many facets. It has been studied for a while and it has been defined by its public nature. The term offered to describe transnational activism is “global civil society” (Wapner, 1996). Based on Wapner’s description of the new global public sphere, Smith (2002) provides the following definition of global civil society:

It is that dimension of transnational collective life in which citizens organize themselves—outside their identity with a particular state or their role as a producer or consumer—to advance shared agendas and coordinate political activities throughout the world (Smith, 2002: 204).

As with most definitions, there is a broad scope for interpretation. With respect to economic sanctions, it could be deduced that “advancing a shared agenda” can be executed with coordinated hard power. However, the examples of ineffective sanction policies overwhelmingly show that it is the coordination of sanction consistency among sender nation governments that is problematic. This is the case because incentives for firm profitability can outweigh international political commitment. This fact changes the traditional view of international civic activism as a public good. It is much more dependent on private profits, or as is increasingly the case with the global growth of centrally planned economies in emerging markets, a combination of public and private profits. Understanding the options to increase profits in a global context for private and public firms, as well as the relationship between such growth in wealth and political action, is imperative in understanding the limitations of hard power diplomacy.
Additionally, shifting market power balances toward the East have augmented the economic and, therefore, diplomatic clout of emerging market giants such as the BRICS nations. For example, starting in 2007 China has contributed more to global growth than the United States (Zakaria, 2011). Zakaria argues that doing business with China today is no longer a choice but a necessity, discussing shifting geopolitical structures and changing diplomatic power balance. In support of such arguments, Enright (2009) offers an empirical example in analyzing location decisions of 352 MNCs in 2005. Every single firm in the study sample had presence in China. Of the Western firms surveyed, 84 percent sold their products in China and 54 percent had production facilities there. Because of such facts, analysts have identified China as the driver of the overall growth in the developing world both economically and geopolitically (Bremmer, 2010; Chin and Thakur, 2010; Felipe et al., 2013; Kaplan, 2011; Perkins, 2012; Rodrik, 2014; Wong and Zhou, 2014; Zakaria, 2011).

The starting point of this leadership can be identified with China’s admission into the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in December, 2001. This move changed the world dynamic and balance of trade because it altered investment incentives. The largest country in the world became fully integrated into the legal global commercial system, agreeing to obey the rules of international trade adjudication. There is much debate today on how well China obeys WTO directives. Whether and how well China is complying with WTO rules is an ubiquitous topic of daily discussion, but the fact remains that even with charges of noncompliance, structural changes within China had a spillover effect on incentives for FDI locations for several reasons.

The most important reason is to reach 1.3 billion new customers with growing purchasing power who are eager to improve their standard of living by consuming products and services they had never enjoyed before (Zakaria, 2011). Second, in addition to benefiting from the already vast and continuously growing opportunities of China’s market, MNCs investing in China improve their market access to Asia and other regions where establishing their presence may be challenging, particularly for Western firms (Midler, 2009). Third, the growth in China serves as a catalyst to the increasing importance of lower developed nations in international trade and relations, as China strategically pursues improving its own trade ties with those countries (Kaplan, 2011). For example, in 2009 when most nations were scaling back on investment as a result of the financial crisis, China was aggressively increasing its investments in Africa. At the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation on November 20, 2009, the Chinese prime minister, Wen Jiabao, announced that China would double the amount of low-interest loans to African nations to $10 billion in the following three
years, increase the number of scholarships, and reduce tariffs on products from the poorest nations. China’s expansion in Africa has received much attention and has been tied to economic incentives (Alden, Large, and De Oliveira, 2008; Carbone, 2011; Large, 2008; Tan-Mullins, Mohan, and Power, 2010). Its political implications have also been analyzed in the context of democracy. It has been noted that China extends a diplomatic hand to undemocratic African governments and endorses command-style economic and political systems (Kolstad and Wiig, 2011; Wasserman, 2013; West, 2014).

China’s geopolitical power has added an urgency component to investment incentives that impact transaction costs of sanction evasion. Transaction costs in this context mean the economic and noneconomic efforts of doing business with alternative nations rather than the sender nations. In the past, the general economic inequality of the world made it difficult if not impossible to find such alternative nations that could offer sanctioned countries viable trading options. But today, as the wealth of developing nations increases, transaction costs of sanction evasion become lower. China, Russia, India, Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, and others look to expand their international influence through forging economic and diplomatic partnerships that are no longer dependent on the West. The wealth in such nations, and the high rates of marginal growth of that wealth, not only lowers the transaction costs of sanction mitigation in targeted countries, but also impacts the transaction costs of overall international business. The change has to do with risk and willingness of firms to bear higher risks of internationalization, when expanding investments in nations with underdeveloped institutional environments. In the past investors from the developed world could wait strategically to penetrate an emerging market based on such transaction costs of investing that include transparency and accountability in financial contracting, the ability to acquire property rights, the ability to appropriate profits, and a general ease of doing business, but today the explosive growth in competition for local market share in developing regions makes it necessary to build market presence there fast, even at high transaction costs of legal uncertainty.

Economic sanction analysts must understand such dynamics because today market power is global. Home markets are becoming secondary to foreign markets because internationalization has exponentially increased the size of the whole concept of a firm’s market. With respect to size, national markets, even those of large countries, remain decidedly small in relation to the global market. In addition, because the economic growth rate of emerging markets is higher than mature markets (Kaplan, 2011), the marginal sale volumes in developing world markets are stronger for most products in relation to marginal sales volumes in developed world
markets (Dunning, 2013; Melitz and Trefler, 2012; Taylor and Thrift, 2012). Furthermore, based on market equalization assumption arguments, future growth rate potential in emerging markets is higher. The assumptions of liberalizing markets state that under factor or price equalization efficiency, as barriers to market participation decrease and markets expand, they expand in scope, where increased competition leads to the equalization of market activity in terms of rates (Balassa, 2012; Jovanovic, 2014). This means that consumption functions, subject to budget constraints, equalize.

In unevenly balanced markets, individual consumption functions move toward convergence. That means that as poorer nations climb the industrialization ladder, their consumers—those with lower consumption functions—gradually increase their consumption rates to match up with the average consumption rate of the overall global market population. The opposite does not occur. The higher consuming segments of the market population, (i.e.), developed nation consumers, do not lower their rates of consumption toward downward equalization because of the nonsatiation assumption of utility theory (Debreu, 1987). The nonsatiation assumption is behind the core definition of consumer theory. It describes the fact that customers would choose to increase their consumption bundles in both size and scope toward maximization under their individual budget constraints. This means that all world consumers, both in the developed and developing world, are predisposed to marginal increases in their consumption patterns. The rate of those increases is different because, given the fact that all consumers will choose to consume more, those with faster growing discretionary incomes will be able to enjoy higher rates of marginal consumption. In other words, people in the developing world will be able to increase the amount of purchases they make more than their developed world counterparts.

Because, as noted, the above discussed dynamic is subject to budget constraints, the assumption only holds true when significant economic growth is observed. That growth must impact wealth creation in the general population with respect to increasing its purchasing power. Today, volumes of literature point to just such an outcome in the developing world. Therefore, in the current uneven, but rapidly changing, structure of global market consumption patterns, consumers with low consumption functions will keep on gradually augmenting them until they equalize with consumers with large consumption functions (Adams, 2013). In applied terms, Dresner (2009) explains the process by offering examples of comparative consumption. According his estimates, in the 1990s the average person in North America consumed more than 20 times the amount of goods and services than the average person in China and India, and as
much as 70 times more than the average person in Bangladesh. Those metrics are given in the context of sustainability, warning that as equalization of consumption increases, its ecological impacts could be very significant. However, in general context those numbers, as well as other research on rapid market and economic growth in the developing world with respect to consumption rates (Adams, 2013; Hassett, 2012; Kaplan, 2011; Weinstein, 2005; Wolf, 2004), suggest that future global growth rates there will be higher.

Evidence toward this case is already present. The world’s largest by value company, American Apple Inc. reports total sales of $158 billion in 2013 on its website. Bloomberg.com estimates close to $50 billion to be profitable revenue. Almost $30 billion of that revenue came from its developing world markets with the highest growth rates observed in China, Russia, and Brazil according to Techcrunch.com. In China, iPhone sales alone grew 67 percent between 2012 and 2013, according to Bloomberg.com. By the end of the third fiscal quarter of 2014, total sales were recorded at $165.2 billion, with only $26 billion in domestic sales, leaving 84 percent of total sales to international markets. Once again the strongest growth rate was in China where all sales, including retail, app downloads, and other services increased by 26 percent. Apple itself reports that 20 percent of its total sales in 2014 are from China alone. If 84 percent of its total sales are international, that means 16 percent are domestic, and at 20 percent sales in China alone, China becomes more important to Apple’s overall global profitability than its home nation market—the United States.

Such averages are approximations because, as the New York Times explains, the company reports operational expenses as deductions from total sales in a way that the lowest overall profit is noted for the sake of saving on tax burdens. According to those New York Times estimates, in 2012 Apple officially reported $34 billion in profit for fiscal 2011 for purposes of itemizing corporate tax deductions. But the profits from overseas affiliates that are not eligible for domestic tax credit are not repatriated and, therefore, do not have to be reported. The implication is that Apple makes a lot more profit in emerging market nations than it reports even to its shareholders back home. Therefore, those profits add to the high marginal growth rates of the company’s overall earning. This fact adds to understanding the importance of international market sales, particularly emerging market sales, when compared to the volumes of domestic sales of MNCs from the developed world. When the strategic markets of importance are in nations such as China and Russia, then the priorities in firm strategic planning become directed to those markets. At the firm level, strategic growth investments are placed on segments where the marginal growth rates are highest. For those reasons, not only is presence
in China important, but for businesses continuously improving strategic operational expansions there, it becomes essential because of future growth possibilities.

Market Power and Global Diplomatic Clout

As the main black knight nation that counteracts American economic and diplomatic hegemony, China’s role in economic sanction discourses must be understood, because for rogue nations it provides not only an alternative trading partner to the United States, but also a willing diplomatic partner. But it should be known that China does not operate in isolation when it comes to international alliance building. Ding (2008) explains how China uses soft power effectively to foster a diplomatic and economic leadership position in the general developing world. In particular, researchers have noted that China has been aggressively building its network of international support among nations with historic anti-Western legacies (Alden and Alves, 2008; Armijo, 2007; Ding, 2008; Menon, 1997; Roy, 1996; Walt, 2009; Zhimin, 2005). Among the most examined of those forging alliances is the relationship between China and Russia. In light of the recent crises in Crimea, Chinese support for Russia, both diplomatically and economically, has offered a strong example of the ideological disconnect between Western diplomacy values and their applicability in the modern global political sphere.

With Russia defying sanction pressures, China offered a strategic hand and issued a signal to other nations of the need to support Russia through increasing economic partnerships. A 2014 editorial published at the onset of sanction deployment in 2014 by the first 24-hour Russian English language international network RT (formerly Russia Today)—Russia’s response to the Voice Of America on the web—clearly explains the economic alternatives for Russia that the other BRIC nations offer. Understood as a source of pro-Russian propaganda, it is important to offer this example of the official Russian government’s point of view to understand the salience and the promotion of its position internationally. As the title suggests, and the article explains with undeniable data points, Russia’s economic interests prioritize developing relations with the economies of China, Brazil, India, South Africa, and their respective cohorts of economic and political allies. The article’s stance was validated when Russia and China signed the largest bilateral natural gas agreement in recent history, which offers Russia not only an alternative market to Western Europe for its main export, but a more favorable alternative market. The deal was signed during the
November 2014, Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) CEO summit in Beijing, China, after Western sanctions and threats against Russia had been in place since March, 2014. The fact that the deal was signed at the APEC summit is important because US president Barack Obama attended the summit to forge better cooperation in light of the difficulties with Russian resistance. Hoping to lobby for support from Russia’s partners, which includes putting more economic pressures on Russia by China, prior to the trip the US administration stressed the importance of a united international stance against territorial aggression, as exemplified by the developments in Crimea. However, as the noted gas deal indicates, achieving international unity on putting economic stress on Russia did not seem to be a popular notion. The breakdown of the summit agenda shows that impressive economic cooperation initiatives involving Russia were established. Among them is a deal between Iran and Russia’s state-owned nuclear energy company, Rosatom, to build up to eight new nuclear reactors in Iran.

A main accomplishment for American foreign policy at the summit was the signing of a climate bill between the United States and China that sets goals for reducing carbon emissions. The success of the agreement took the majority of discussion of the summit outcomes. It is a significant international development toward reaching global policies for climate change mitigation. However, with respect to economic sanction diplomacy, the signing of the bill has another interpretation. It shows the power of China to even out the playing field of setting international agendas for such summits around issues that range in importance. The fact that the deal took central stage in the news spotlight after the summit merits note because before the summit it was not mentioned as part of the summit agenda.

The agenda for the US president to achieve at the forum focused on a few main points that all centered around Asian politics with respect to China’s role in those political dynamics: (1) pressuring Russia on Ukraine; (2) the meeting with Myanmar president Sein to address stalled democratic reforms in Myanmar and then meeting with famous opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi to indicate support for her future run for president; (3) facilitating dialogue for easing the territorial disputes in the South China Sea—mostly between China and US ally the Philippines; (4) further economic integration of ASEAN to morph into a common market similar to the European Union post–2015; (5) the president’s tone to indicate the US administration’s policy toward reaching a general rebalance and commitment to improving US relations with the region; and (6) a reaction or even note from the American president on the Hong Kong protests. No analysts included a climate bill as a part of the summit agenda.
As the summit progressed and came to an end, and President Obama made speeches, attended meetings, and continued on his post-summit visits to the G20 meeting in Australia and then the ASEAN summit in Myanmar, the above-mentioned six points were not even parts of any of the post-summit analysis. The climate bill took the news spotlight. The Myanmar visit did not offer much clarification with respect to well-defined policy change in the nation. The official conclusion is that the United States continues to “urge” the Myanmar government to follow through with democratic reforms.

For those reasons one can conclude that what in effect happened at the summit was a showmanship of agenda setting. Pre-summit, the American diplomatic goals were to be focused on Russia, Myanmar, South China Sea dispute resolution, and a direction toward aiding the Hong Kong protesters to achieve democratic policy changes from the Beijing government. In addition to the coverage of the summit goals by the media, the agenda is implied by the schedule of events posted by the White House. Post-summit, the result was a different outcome altogether—a climate bill. It appears as though the climate bill was a symbolic carrot thrown at America to appease it for not being able to exercise its influence toward achieving its summit agenda.

In the aftermath of the summit, achieving progress on the pre-summit goals of the American agenda from President Obama’s trip looks discouraging. Russia increases its military presence in Crimea and around the Ukrainian border; more demonstrators were arrested in Hong Kong on November 26, 2014; and in Myanmar Aung San Suu Kyi will not be able to run for president in the 2015 elections. Even after urges from the US president and offers of economic incentives made during the trip to elicit political change, the regime is not allowing Suu Kyi’s main ethnic Muslim supporters to be granted citizenship. With significant portions of those ethnic potential voters excluded from the voting process and forced into refugee status, Suu Kyi cannot hope for a viable chance to run for the presidency.

Why Are We still Confused

Despite all of these facts, and in light of the examples illustrated by the case studies of this book, China’s economic and political power is still largely discounted by extant economic sanction analysis. There are a few reasons for this oversight. One is that its economic might is questioned with respect to sustainability (Roy, 1996; Shane and Gale, 2004; Wen and
The Chinese planned model defies Western economic efficiency theories. Therefore, the legacy of analysis of national industrial upgrading policies would suggest that its growth rate will diminish and be replaced by inflation problems, decreasing market competition, and lower innovative and resilience capabilities. It is all based on the Western laissez-faire economic assumptions that government intervention in market activity leads to inefficiencies over time. However, China’s growth rates are not significantly decreasing. The economy seems to be managed fairly well by the central government. It withstood the economic crisis of 2008–2009 and as it stands today, contributes more to the growth of international trade, based on its export volumes, than any other nation, including the United States (Bergsten, Hufbauer, and Miner, 2014; Gao, Whalley, and Ren, 2014). Analysts are waiting for signs of significant economic malaise, and only time will tell if such an outcome will occur, as Western economic theory predicts. China’s average GDP growth rate since 2001 has been between 8 percent and 10 percent, dropping down to about 7 percent during the worst of the “great recession.” In comparison, since 2001 Western nations annual GDP growth rates range from negative to, in the most optimistic cases, upward of 5 percent.  

As China’s economy grows, so does its diplomatic power because its role in international trade becomes central. It is important to remember this dynamic because its command structures make it easy for the Chinese government to retaliate against the local business interests of foreign firms on its soil. In an eventual case of discourse, the governments of centrally controlled economies can execute policies with immediacy that can hurt the business interests of foreign MNCs. Those policies can be at the macro- and microlevel, effecting all aspects of business from finance to cost management to legal issues of taxation and compliance. Therefore, general diplomacy today is defined by policy formation that protects business interests first. Political discourse is put on a back burner if favorable local market positions are at stake.

Another reason why China and the growing importance of other black knight nations is downplayed by academics is the nature of economic sanction research analysis. It largely excludes operational management works that study the economic incentives of private global firms with respect to how those incentives are growing toward business strategies in the developing world. The exclusion of that literature leads to not accounting for, or largely discounting, the importance of market development. As explained in Chapter 6, the soft power tools of product promotion spearhead market development. The importance of this platform needs to be accounted for in sanction analysis studies. Therefore, the fairly recent findings of the international brand proliferation literature on global product positioning
should not be excluded from the analysis of sanction effectiveness, which seems to be the case currently, based on the volumes of interdisciplinary research examined during the writing of this book. Chapter 6 examines that body of work and relates its conclusions on market development incentives to the lowering transaction costs of sanction mitigation.

Sanction analysis has its historic bases in political science foundations, and it has seldom examined international economic and production incentive literatures and the changes in it due to globalization assumptions. By definition economic sanctions depend on economics, therefore understanding the economic activities that result from their impact is imperative. To that effect, an important distinction in economic research must be noted. Economic outcomes of international trade, such as growth or decline of GDP, exports, imports, or FDI are most directly analyzed by macroeconomics. However, economic incentives are more directly examined by welfare economics. Therefore, both literatures should be consulted in depth when analyzing incentive changes with strategic implications because economic sanctions cause strategic behavior. Firms and governments impacted by sanctions plan out a mitigation strategy of future action. Therefore, the incentives of such strategies need to be the focus of sanction research, not only the direct outcomes of sanction imposition.

It is also imperative that sanctions are studied in context. Most of the sanction literature is based on old data. Analysts fall prey to continuing the empirical tradition of analyzing metrics that are not congruent with current economic and global power balance realities because of the methodological demands of academic model building. Models need to be large and offer many data points. For that reason mainly, most published longitudinal economic sanction studies start with the most recent data and count backward. The further back the count goes, the larger and therefore, in statistical demands, the better the dataset. If one chooses to define goodness of model fit, so to speak, in that statistical context, then one can conclude that the results of such large, backward-reaching datasets would have the strongest validity. The interpretations of their results would be applied toward policy recommendations. The problem is that they would be applicable to a time period when the United States and its Western allies had no equal power match in the world. Therefore, the influence of those Western nations in international sanction dynamics would be of stronger magnitude than it is today. Hence, interpreting factors that contribute to sanction success would be defined by the strength of persuasive power of the sender nation, which in the overwhelming cases of sanctions has been the United States. If interpretations from past realities are applied in the current context, then they would assume a level of American persuasive power that is possibly much higher than it actually is. For example, one of
the most widely used datasets of sanctions is the Threat and Imposition of Economic Sanctions (TIES) database put forth by the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill—a leading institution in the international relations field of political science. The problem is that the last year with data is 2005. In a 2013 publication, expert sanction political scientists with one of the TIES database creators as the lead author—Navin Bapat—suggest in the title of their paper “Determinants of Sanctions Effectiveness: Sensitivity Analysis Using New Data,” that it is sufficient to consider data “new” when they end in 2005 (Bapat et al., 2013. The question is, should one look at effectiveness of sanctions over time and construct longitudinal models that meet statistical requirements, in terms of number of observations, if past time frames are unrepresentative of current realities. In other words, if researchers continue to use old data, such as the TIES database, they would have to only include four years that can reflect even a semblance to the economic and diplomatic power that China has today.

It is well accepted by general international trade and relations scholars that China stepped into its new global role post-admission to the World Trade Organization in 2001 (Kurlantzick, 2002; Lieberthal and Lieberthal, 2003; Kong, 2010; Zeng, 2013). Its significant economic growth was not noted until around 2004, when its GDP annual growth rate first surpassed 10 percent. With respect to sanction effectiveness in the context of black knights, as illustrated by the findings in this book, studying time frames prior to 2004 would be akin to analyzing the historic performance of a sports team in order to predict future performance, when that team’s most valuable player was a newborn. An example is the case analysis of Myanmar examined in Chapters 2 and 3 of this book. As shown in these chapters, Myanmar’s massive economic growth escalated in 2004, as the most restrictive round of sanctions came into effect. The main contributor to that growth was China—both directly and indirectly—through its impact on augmenting regional economic demand. The example offered in Chapter 4 that North Korea’s economic growth in the past five years has been significant and much higher than that in previous time periods, as well as driven by its partnerships with Chinese business and political entities, also indicate a role of China’s economic position that is uniquely modern.

The current size of the Chinese economy and its wealth define demand levels of Chinese business partners. Those demand levels are high, and therefore offer high trade volume options. High volumes mean a lot of business, and therefore, trade with China today generates the significant profitability as noted in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. In addition, as the case of Myanmar shows, Chinese regional partners add more volume to trade options because they are also growing economically at significant rates. This was not the case a mere ten years ago.
Another oversight noted while examining the volumes of literature on sanctions is that the body of political science literature stays vested in itself. Even works that discuss the black knight phenomenon, at large, do not examine other bodies of literature that study international business. The earlier example of the work by Bapat et al. (2013) only includes three articles from economics journals in its list of references, mainly cited because of methodological references on regression analysis and not for their general findings on the economic outcomes of sanction implementation. The rest of the cited works are important political science publications, many also cited in this book, but in those publications there is also a general lack of discussion on current international trade dynamics.

Sanctions are an interdisciplinary phenomenon. Their effectiveness is subject to a vast number of mitigating factors. A main part of those factors is contingent on the ability of sanctioned nations to evade negative outcomes of hard power diplomacy by finding alternative trade partners to sender nations. Therefore, international production and asset management research should be thoroughly consulted in understanding the modern assumptions of international firm-level profitability. For these reasons, the interdisciplinary case study approach employed in this book proves fruitful in analyzing incentive dynamics in the cases of Myanmar and North Korea. A case-based analysis approach allows for examining how individual nations mitigate sanction impact through understanding the economic interests of their ruling elites.

Studying ruling elites’ abilities to augment wealth provides insights into commonalities of coping with sanctions. The evidence overwhelmingly points to the common thread of China. For this reason future sanction analysis, particularly that focused on the impact of United States-led initiatives, should study China’s incentives for response. These incentives should be viewed in the context of their ability today to offer an economic alternative to trade with the United States that is viable, and, maybe even, more attractive.

**Market Power, Soft Power, and the Power of Image—Interconnectivity, Visibility, and Immediacy**

In addition to direct economic benefits, the evidence presented in this book suggests that China, Russia, and their allies use sanctions as an opportunity to show the growing importance of their international diplomatic
power. Put in the context of the APEC 2014 agenda analysis, their diplomatic power seems to be of such magnitude today, as to dictate the agenda setting in modern global international relations.

For these reasons, the recommendation is to engage rogue regimes. Western punishment today leads to little, if any, repercussion. If Eastern rivals use Western political action, including sanctions, as an opportunity to justify their own importance, Western isolationism can result in a *de facto* support for local repressive regimes. This can be the case, as the soft power analysis offered in this book suggests, because sanctions limit the channels through which alternative political information flows. When that information flow is lowered, local political opposition movements are affected. It becomes harder for them to communicate with the general public and with supporters outside of their borders. To that effect, the ability to reach critical mass support for the development of viable local political oppositions can be decreased. When alternatives to the local elite political organizations do not gain critical mass—in terms of size and the ability to contribute to local policy formation processes—policy change becomes harder. The examples in this book of Myanmar’s stalled democratic reforms post-sanctions explain how that dynamic can endure. Bret Stephens, Pulitzer Prize–winning columnist for the *Wall Street Journal*, critical of the Obama administration’s foreign policy legacy, argues that the stalled reforms in Burma (he does not address Myanmar by the name the military dictatorship has given the nation, presumably as a gesture for not recognizing its legitimacy) show how lifting sanctions only enables dictators. Stephens used the example as a caution of possible negative democratic impacts in Cuba as the United States pursues normalization of relations. The missing component in such a line of argument is the regimes’ use of sanctions for their own enrichment. Chapters 2 and 3 track how profitable sanctions became for the Myanmar government and therefore, little incentives exist currently for that government to change any of its policies. Its wealth continues to grow and arguably would have continued to grow regardless of the ease of sanctions. What the Obama administration had to decide was whether to join in the Myanmar market growth or continue to allow non-American business interests to keep fueling the regime’s wealth. In light of the fact that ASEAN is set to move toward a common market, having sanctions in place against a member state that can be a crucial strategic entity in the near future is not wise. However, as Stephens points out, there is also no need for the general appeasement of the US government toward the regime. America must remain honest in its stance against the lack of democracy in Myanmar. It must find ways to continue to highlight the fact that today in Myanmar the old regime remains in power and continues its repressive legacies. The lifting of sanctions offers nations and their firms a choice—do business with
despots, or choose not to. As the literature examined here on brand proliferation shows, such a choice may not be a viable option in the strong competition for market share of the rapidly growing Southeast Asian economy. However, there are costs associated with choosing to do business with repressive governments. Those costs impact national- and firm-level credibility with respect to perception and judgment of values. The issue is that media and technology today have provided an opportunity for oversight of both government and private commercial actions that is unprecedented.

The research on soft power in Chapters 5 and 6 indicates that the proliferation of civic activism has transcended borders and drives global passions toward augmenting levels of engagement from nonstate actors. Social activism is aided by information technology in offering an immediate venue for input from the general public that increases its ability to apply political pressure for an official policy response from governments. It happens in an environment of visibility where soft power information exchange channels grow and diversify. This growth and diversification allows for the inclusion of large numbers of types of social activists and their collective impact can raise visibility on a wide range of issues, as it can change the platforms in international political dynamics with respect to agenda setting. Today, the global political agenda can be set outside of the sphere of government action when private entities engage in behavior that has political features. An example is the recent controversy with Sony Picture’s film The Interview. The film plot on assassinating North Korean leader Kim Jong-un unsurprisingly offended the regime to reaction, which allegedly was a cyber attack on Sony Films perpetrated by the North Korean government. The outcomes are: (1) an official position and a much-discussed speech by US president Barack Obama on Sony’s decision to cancel the release of the film, (2) North Korea’s refusal to participate in UN talks, and (3) heated debates on freedom of expression, cyber terrorism, and the connection of the Japanese nationality of Sony the corporation to the Japanese political legacy in the Korean Peninsula. The serious nature of the incident is creating a precedent in which the American government’s response was needed with respect to protecting the commercial interests of a private Japanese firm. The confusion stems from the perception of the whole incident. It was not seen by the political and lay community as a mockery of a Japanese private firm or of North Korea. It was seen as an American wielding of soft power because its manifestation is a Hollywood film.

As already discussed in Chapter 5, American popular culture is seen as the greatest incarnation of American soft power. The North Korean incident is an example of how strong and immediate a response to an exercise of this type of soft power can be in relation to past instances of
intergovernmental and intercultural censorship issues. It also points to the high standard of scrutiny America faces. In comparison, when in 1989 British citizen Salman Rushdie published *The Satanic Verses*—a satirical book of fiction, Ayatollah Khomeini, then the Shah of Iran, called for the assassination of Rushdie because the author offered a critical view of the prophets Abraham and Muhammad, which in the interpretation of the satire, the Shah saw as blasphemous. Then, the British government placed Rushdie under armed protection, and the world rallied around the author in solidarity for the defense of free speech, freedom of artistic expression, and support for the values of secular democracy.  

Bald (2006) includes the incident in a volume that examines literary censorship in the Islamic world. Amid all the discussion then, it is hard to recall or find evidence of stopping the distribution of the book. Today, the immediate reaction to the Interview’s controversy was to not release the film. The reaction is so strong because the point of the film can be seen and felt immediately. Unlike a book that must be read and analyzed for its main message, the promotional trailers for a Hollywood film offer the film’s point in mere seconds. When in 1989 Iran’s reaction to a book was a threat against an individual, today a serious cyber attack against a multinational entertainment giant serves as a chilling signal of the possibilities for retaliation of displeased national leaders.  

The literatures on soft power and information technology’s impact on international civic society stress that the ability to transmit information fast, through a variety of ways, and in multidirectional formats, has increased interconnectivity of individuals, governments, and businesses. It has increased transparency because many organizations have vested monetary and nonmonetary interests in monitoring the actions of governments and corporations. As diplomatic options, such as the imposition or removal of sanctions, are considered today, policy makers must remain aware that they operate in an environment of immediate reaction. The global citizenry judges government actions in an instant. Activists not only in countries impacted by sanctions, but anywhere in the world analyze the reasons for governments to engage in hard power actions. Such actions create lasting future outcomes. These outcomes influence the formation of public opinion in future generations because those generations shape their views based on personal experiences. As a reminder of how strong this dynamic is, Chapter 5’s literature on America’s diplomatic legacy in the Middle East offers the summation that post 9/11, the hard power US tactics in the region have contributed to a negative outlook toward America in the Arab World. America is judged by the actions of its government. More than few of the studies describe America’s behavior as hypocritical. In light of such a legacy, and in the context of the strong impact soft power,
American policy makers must remember that they are judged to a standard of leadership that is both economic and cultural. As the strongest wielder of soft power in the world, America is looked at with both admiration and disdain. For supporters of both positions soft power can offer ammunition. Therefore, as the 2014 controversy in releasing the CIA records of the alleged torture of prisoners in the War on Terror shows, American foreign policy must stay aligned with American ideals. When evidence of divergence emerges, American legitimacy can be significantly damaged. The torture report revelations serve as an additional example of American hypocrisy. On one hand, as Chapters 2, 3, and 4 indicate, America is a vocal critic of the torture of prisoners in nations such as Myanmar and North Korea. When evidence emerges that it engages in the same actions it criticizes and uses as evidence for the imposition of sanctions, American critics are given evidence of what has been described as the arrogance of American exceptionalism (Bacevich, 2008).

Perhaps because of such policy inconsistencies, stability and democracy building in the Middle East is a pervasive problem. It is disheartening to read, as shown in Chapter 5, as well as witness in the media every day, that given both the soft and hard power efforts the United States has exerted in the Middle East since 2001, its image has suffered. Possibly because of this negative legacy, today we see the birth of ISIS. Its members have grown under the impact of the War on Terror, as well as the impacts of the soft power tools employed in the region designed to ameliorate the negative attitudes toward American and Western societies. The fact that extremist groups such as ISIS in Iran and Syria, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt, and the Ennhada party in Tunisia all developed and grew alongside Hezbollah, Al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and Hamas, and all rally around the American policies in the Arab World post 9/11, shows how much stronger the negative legacy of hard power policies is in relation to soft power’s ability to offer an amending impact. This is the case because hard power tactics disproportionately impact the poorest segments of the population while soft power tactics are most fruitful when fully deployed through sophisticated modern telecommunication platforms. The problem is that in a world of economic inequality, soft power reaches the fairly wealthy citizens—those that can afford the technology and are drawn to the cultural allure of foreign glamor, while hard power exacerbates the destitute living condition of the poorest, the angriest, and the most desperate citizens. As their conditions deteriorate, these citizens face incentives for engaging in extremism and offering support to their local governments as a way of looking to improve their hopeless economic situations.
Notes

I Economic Sanctions: An Overview


10. For a list of the sanctions see the European Union’s website: europa.eu/newsroom/highlights/special-coverage/eu_sanctions/index_en.htm.


15. China still enjoys the same benefits today, after the official end of sanctions in Myanmar in 2010.
18. For a thorough discussion see: Glenys Baroness Kinnock, “ASEAN Stands up to Myanmar?” The Diplomat Online, May 18, 2011.

2 Myanmar—20 Years of Sanctions and Their Lasting Effect

7. According to the Assistance Association of Political Prisoners. For the story and more go to:
Notes

10. By definition only the Myanmar government would be able to purchase US military equipment.
11. OER GDP represents the market value of all final goods and services produced within the nation in a given year that are traded internationally. Values obtained from: http://unctadstat.unctad.org.
12. For raw data and reports go to: e-library-data.imf.org.
13. Tibshirani proves that point with step-wise regression. Therefore, his findings are linked to Aiken and West (1991) who argue the same point to be applicable for all types of multiple regressions.

3 Myanmar’s Sanction Legacy: The Results of Nonengagement

Notes


4 ABSORB AND CONTROL: HOW NORTH KOREA Responds to ECONOMIC SANCTIONS

1. Also see the Reuters, report from May 26 2014, “China Agrees North Korea’s Nuclear Activities a Serious Threat, Says South,” available at: http://uk.reuters.com/article/2014/05/26/uk-northkorea-nuclear-idukkbn0e61lj20140526.


15. For additional estimates of particular current sector growth, see the work of Frank Ruediger, professor of East Asian economy and society at the University of Vienna, head of the Department of East Asian studies, and an adjunct professor at Korea University and the University of North Korean studies. Available at: http://38north.org/2012/07/rfrank071612/.


18. As reported by Foster-Carter, “South Korea Has Lost the North to China.”


5 Alternatives to Sanctions


4. Much less reaching a critical level of mind and value change for the majority of a population.
5. Available at: http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/wvs.jsp.
6. Zakaria was Samuel Huntington’s PhD student at Harvard University.
12. The poll and interpretation of the results can be accessed at: http://static.squarespace.com/static/52750dd3e4b08c252c7323404/t/538deedde4b008372f20a182/1401810653450/five%20years%20after%20the%20cairo%20speech%206_2.pdf.
13. Website is mepi.state.gov.
14. For content and programming go to: www.radiosawa.com.
19. Given that Pakistan is notoriously disapproving of the United States, even among youth.
20. It is worth specifying that the popularity of American business is noted both in approval of US science and technology, as well as its popular culture.
24. The series can be accessed at: http://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publications?field_publication_authors_nid=1204&sort_by=field_publication_date_value&sort_order=desc.

25. Namely Busse and Hefeker’s (2007) model has similarities to the one offered here but examines 1990 to 1999—years prior to the turbulence of current Middle Eastern dynamics.


37. Controlling for time effect is done by adding a lagged dependent variable to the model as per King (1986) and Greene (2008), Chapter 9.

6 Sanctions or Soft Power: Implications for Competitiveness

2. For more on the blurring distinctions between exports, imports, and foreign and domestic assets see Anguelov (2014), Chapters 1 and 2.
3. Mature markets are a definition of developed world markets.

7 Engage or Not? Conclusions and Policy Implications

8. See: David Francis and Sabine Musca, “FP’s Situation Report: China and The United States Make Climate, Military Deals; Iran and Russia Make a Nuclear Deal; Iran Has a Role in the Fight against the Islamic State; Kurds Make Gains in Kobani; and Much More,” foreignpolicy.com, November 12, 2014.
16. For a discussion on the unraveling of the events and an explanation of the political response for different governments see: Peter Walker, “North Korea Threaten US, Claiming White House was Involved in Film Plot,” The Guardian, December 22, 2014.
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